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Foreword
Much of the existing research on privatization in Central and Eastern Europe has
analyzed the impact of foreign direct investments (FDIs) on the performance and
restructuring of the former-owned enterprises, based on agency theory arguments and on the
assumption that ownership was exogenous. Early evidence has shown that foreign ownership
has contributed in the improvement of productivity, performance and restructuring in
domestic firms

by creating new incentives and transferring capital, technology and

managerial know-how (Djankov and Murrell, 2000; Dyck, 1997). Some studies, however,
argue that foreign investors have chosen firms with specific characteristics such as large and
more profitable firms (Djankov and Hoekman, 2000; Tóth and Zemčík, 2006). Most of the
early studies about foreign investors during the privatization process have samples of firms
privatized with one method, which usually is not random (Marcincin and van Wijnbergen,
1997; Gupta et al., 2000), while Djankov and Murrell (2002) point out that 47% of the studies
surveyed in their paper do not control for endogeneity or selection problems. This casts doubt
on the results of the early studies. The empirical literature does not fully answer

the

questions whether foreign investors improve a firm’s economic performance or if they choose
to invest in firms with a higher potential of success, if the superior performance of foreign
owned firms depends on the ownership and corporate governance of the foreign investor after
his arrival or on the better starting conditions of the firm. The first paper, The endogeneity
problem and FDI in transition: Evidence from the privatized glass sector in the Czech
Republic, written with Eva Ryšavá, aims to fill this gap1. In this paper, we analyze the
determinants of FDIs on the privatized glass sector in the Czech Republic using original
panel data from 1990 to 2006. The choice of the glass sector allows for an analysis of a firm's
micro-characteristics that attract foreign direct investors in an industrial sector and reduces
the impact of macroeconomic factors on their choice. We find that in the privatized glass
sector in the Czech Republic foreign investors have chosen larger and more profitable firms
that were intensively restructured and privatized in the beginning of the transition. The
results of this paper support the theories that we have used (and that will be discussed with
1

It is difficult to measure the individual “share” of work of each author to the papers that I have written with a
co-author because each person has given a different contribution to the article. However, I can state that each
co-author has contributed for 50% of the work to the paper.
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deeper details in the next section and in the papers). FDIs prefer to invest in firms with
specific resources and characteristics, consistent with the resource-based view and the
literature about acquisitions and alliances. This paper also gives support to the theory of
Demsetz and Lehn (1983, 1985), according to which ownership structure is not
predetermined but it is the result of a firm’s characteristics.
A related topic is the role of FDI on domestic firms. After having analyzed which
firms have been chosen from FDIs in the privatization of the glass sector in the Czech
Republic, another theoretical question arises. If foreign investors have preferred the largest
and more profitable firms, how did this affect the performance of domestic firms? The
evidence about spillovers from FDIs in the transition countries has found mostly insignificant
or negative generalized spillovers from multinationals located in the same industry
(horizontal spillovers) (UNECE, 2001; Gorodnichenko et al., 2007). The studies on the Czech
Republic have found mixed or negative spillovers from FDIs (Djankov and Hoekman, 2000;
Kinoshita, 2000; Damijan et al., 2003a 2003b; Kosová, 2006; Stančík, 2007; Geršl et al.,
2007). The reasons that might explain these mixed results are: multinationals corporations
are effective in protecting their technology advantages and potential spillovers; spillovers are
not correctly measured, especially when cross-sectional studies and statistical aggregate data
are used (Görg and Greenaway, 2001 2004); the domestic firms lack the necessary
“absorptive capacity”, the ability to recognize valuable new knowledge, integrate it into the
firm and use it productively (a concept theoretically developed by Cohen and Levinthal, 1989
and later by Lane and Lubatkin, 1998).
The Economic Geographic Literature shows the importance of geographic proximity
for the transfer of knowledge spillovers. Because human capital acquisition and imitation are
considered important channels for knowledge spillovers, domestic firms located near
multinationals may be more likely to benefit than other firms. However, greater competition
from foreign investors may also worsen their situation and push them out from the market.
Geographic proximity and agglomeration of FDI can explain how spillovers are transferred
from foreign investors to domestic firms. Because of the almost non-existent evidence about
the effect of geographic proximity and agglomeration of foreign investors on the productivity
of domestic firms in Central Eastern Europe2 my second paper focuses on filling this gap.
The second paper Do domestic firms benefit from geographic proximity with FDI? Evidence
2
There is only one study, according to my knowledge, about the effects of geographic proximity with FDI on
domestic firms in transition countries: Halpern and Muraközy (2007).
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from the privatization of the Czech glass industry analyzes the effects of geographical
proximity and agglomeration of FDIs on domestic firms in the privatized glass sector in the
Czech Republic using original panel data from 1990 to 2006. This study shows that the
geographic proximity and agglomeration of FDIs have a negative effect on the productivity
of domestic firms in the glass sector. These results align with the evidence about spillovers
that has found mostly negative or insignificant horizontal spillovers, but do not align with the
theories that suggest that domestic firms benefit from proximity with FDIs. This discrepancy
between these theories and the evidence suggests the need to find other theories which are
more appropriate for explaining the negative spillovers from FDIs to domestic firms.
Most of the privatization studies about FDI have considered only the role of foreign
ownership. The third paper, Restructuring and performance in Czech firms: Managers’
actions and international linkages, written with Prof. Stanley Nollen, studies another type of
foreign influence that was not considered in previous economical privatization studies, the
“international linkages”, i.e. the international relationships of managers and the firms’ foreign
alliances. The role of domestic management was also mainly neglected or considered in a
negative light in the literature. Most of the studies in the privatization suggest that the
replacement of the management, its retraining or a change in the incentives provided by the
new owner improves firm’s restructuring and performance (Groves et al., 1995; Dyck, 1997;
Fidrmuc and Fidrmuc, 2007 2006). We investigate at how the domestic managers’ actions,
which include the firm’s strategic non-equity alliances and contacts with western managers,
contributed to the firm’s restructuring and performance. This study is based on original data
which comes from survey research conducted by personal interviews in the Czech Republic
and includes firms in the manufacturing sector that existed during central planning and were
listed in the Business Register in 1992. We found that the actions of top managers allowed
their firms to achieve greater human capital restructuring and sales revenue growth and that
the firm’s international linkages of non-equity strategic alliances and contact with western
managers contributed directly to its restructuring and, indirectly, to its performance. The
results of the third paper align only partly with the resource based view of the firm, while
they are fully consistent with the organizational learning theory and with the upper echelon
theories. This suggests that the theories should be slightly refined. One alternative theory that
could be used for future research about the restructuring and performance of firms in the
transition countries is the model of resource development of privatized firms in transition
countries developed by Uhlenbruck, Meyer and Hitt (2003). We have used the original
0. Foreword
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theories in this paper but our results suggest that a refinement of the resource-based view is
necessary for studies that analyze the transformation of privatized firms.
The fourth paper, How foreign influence and local managers affect the successful
transition of the firm: The case of AGC Flat Glass Czech, is written with Prof. Stanley
Nollen. This paper investigates the mechanisms by which a foreign owner influenced the
transition of a Czech privatized company from central planning to market economy and
explores the role of local managers of the Czech company. The ways in which local managers
contributed to their firm’s restructuring and performance was seldom analyzed, due in part
because of a lack of suitable data. The literature has not documented how the skills or actions
of local managers have affected the firm’s performance, nor the relationship between local
and foreign managers.

Therefore, we analyze how a foreign owner contributes to the

performance of its subsidiary, and how managerial characteristics and actions affect the
firm’s restructuring and performance.
We use the case study of a Czech glass company that was privatized by acquisition by
the Belgian Glaverbel Group (now AGC Flat Glass Europe). We find that the Belgian Group
brought to its investment in the Czech company, through its management practices, tacit
knowledge that was transferred by the movement of its managers to the subsidiary and had to
be gained by local managers via imitation, identification and learning-by-doing. In return, the
foreign company needed to understand the local environment and institutional context, and
we show the role of the local management that had favourable objective and psychological
traits, that contribute with a collaborative approach and with their knowledge to the
successful transition of their firm. The results of our paper support the theories that we have
used in our paper: the integrated model of post-privatization resource development,
developed from Uhlenbruck, Meyer and Hitt (2003) and the upper echelon theory.

Theoretical framework
In what follows I present a brief description of theories that help to explain the role of
foreign entry and the role of local management and that are used in my dissertation.
To explain the role of foreign entry and the existence of spillovers, I use the
Ownership, Location and Internalization model (OLI), the Resource-Based View of the Firm,
the Organizational Learning Theory, the Location theory from Marshall (1890, 1920) and the
theory by Demsetz (1983) and Demsetz and Lehn (1985). For the role of geographic
proximity and agglomeration, I use the Geographical Economics and the Location Theory.
0. Foreword
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To explain the role of the firm and of the management, I use the Upper Echelon Theory and
the integrated model of post-privatization resource development, developed from
Uhlenbruck, Meyer and Hitt (2003), which combines the Resource-Based View of the Firm
and the Organizational Learning Theory.
The Ownership, Location and Internalization model (Dunning, 1980 1998 and 2000)
describes the decision process of foreign investors to enter in a country and to invest in some
companies as the outcome of a three-step maximization problem. First, the firm must possess
ownership advantages over firms of other nationalities, such as monopoly control over
particular resources or technologies. Second, the firm must have internalization advantages,
i.e., it must be more beneficial for the firm to exploit its ownership advantages internally
through a subsidiary than by leasing or selling these advantages to foreign firms. Third,
different locations have different resources, institutions and regulations affecting the revenues
and the costs of production (the location advantage). The location choice is the solution to a
maximization problem in which the ownership, internalization, and locational advantages are
given and the firm specific characteristics represent the constraints. At the same time, foreign
investors possess some intangible asset, such as technology and know-how, that constitutes a
potentially important gain for the host country (Dunning, 1981).
Demsetz (1983) is the first article that addresses the issue that separation between
ownership and control is not an exogenous outcome but an endogenous process. Demsetz
and Lehn (1985) is the first article that analyzes systematically the determinants of corporate
ownership of publicly traded corporations. They argue that ownership structure is not predetermined but it is the result of the characteristics of firms such as: firm size, capital
intensity, investment rate, R&D intensity, financial performance, and environment
characteristics. Following these two articles, other authors started to analyze empirically the
endogeneity issue and supported their theory (Demsetz and Villalonga, 2001; Kole, 1996;
Loderer and Martin, 1997; Cho, 1998; Himmelberg et al., 1999).
The

Geographical Economics studies the location, distribution and spatial

organization of economic activities and their impact on economic activity (Krugman, 1991;
Brakman, Garretsen and van Marrewijk, 2001; Clark, Gertler and Feldman, 2003).
In the Resource-Based View of the Firm, performance differences across firms are
attributed to differences in firms’ resources and capabilities. Resources that are valuable,
unique, and difficult to imitate provide the basis for the firm’s competitive advantage (Amit
and Schoemaker, 1993; Barney, 1991). Firms use both tangible resources (such as physical
0. Foreword
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capital and finance) and intangible resources (such as human capital and brand reputation).
Intangible resources are more likely to produce a competitive advantage because they are
often rare, socially complex, and difficult to imitate (Barney, 1991; Black and Boal, 1994;
Peteraf, 1993).
The Organizational Learning Theory explains how firms understand and evaluate
their environment, as well as how they use resources and develop capabilities to cope with
the environment (Fiol and Lyles, 1985; Levitt and March, 1988; Mahoney, 1995). A firm
may achieve better performance because its managers made better use of its resources
(Penrose, 1959). Human capital has long been considered a critical resource in most firms
(Pfeffer, 1994) and some academics have suggested that learning is the only sustainable
source of advantage (Stata, 1989; Williams, 1992).
Uhlenbruch, Meyer and Hitt (2003) use the theories of organizational learning and the
resource-based view of the firm to explain the transformation of privatized firms. With the
transformation of the economic system, old firms’ resources became inappropriate for the
new system and privatized firms had to reconfigure their resources by divesting inappropriate
ones, acquiring complementary ones and upgrading existing ones (Uhlenbruch, Meyer and
Hitt, 2003).
The Upper Echelon Theory emphasizes the role of managerial characteristics for the
firm’s performance. Organizational outcomes – strategic choices and performance levels –
are affected by observable and psychological characteristics of managers such as their
education, experience, and knowledge (Hambrick and Mason, 1984). Knowledge that is tacit
is embedded in uncoded routines and in the firm’s social context and cannot be easily
transferred. It inheres in individual skills and in collaborative working relationships (Nelson
and Winter, 1982; Szulanski, 1996).

Data used and methodology
The first, second and fourth paper use an original dataset and information that I have
collected personally, using various sources: the companies’ annual reports available at the
business registers in the Czech Republic, the Magnus database, the Aspekt Reports, the
National Property Fund and data from the Ministry of Industry of the Czech Republic, and
personal interviews with several managers from the glass companies.

0. Foreword
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The analysis is focused on the firms in the Czech Republic in the sector 26100,
according to the Industrial Classification of Economic Activities (CZ-NACE code), i.e. firms
engaged in the manufacturing of glass and glass products. The panel includes only firms that
existed before 1989. In order to reduce the variance due to sectoral differences, I have
decided to focus on one industrial sector and to analyze the firm’s performance and the role
of FDI in the long term, using a panel data with data from 1990 to 2006.
The data used in the analysis of the third paper come from the original survey
research, “A survey of firms’ strategic flexibility in economic transition” conducted by
personal interview in 2002. Data collection was a joint project led by Professor Klaus
Uhlenbruck at Texas A&M University, with cooperation from Georgetown University and
Charles University. The person responsible for data collection in the Czech Republic was
David Hofman.
Concerning the methodology, the first three papers present an econometrical analysis,
while the last paper uses the case study methodology. One might wonder why I use different
methodologies in my dissertation. Having common topics, I believe that using various
methodologies benefits research. Research from the resource-based perspective has shown
that valued, rare, and inimitable resources are difficult to measure (Godfrey and Hill, 1995).
By using quantitative questionnaires, qualitative interviews, and multiple informants,
Henderson and Cockburn (1994) show that it is possible to increase the validity and
reliability of their measures of organizational measures.
I have used the statistical package Stata 9 for the analysis of data, for the estimation of
different models and evaluation of estimates.
The first two papers use a panel data analysis (fixed and random effect models) while
the third paper uses the Ordinary Least Square methodology. Panel data are a very useful
instrument because of their double dimension (that is, firms, industries or countries and time
dimension). Panel data allow for taking into account firm’s heterogeneity and, at the same
time, the time dimension. The population of the privatized firms in the glass sector in the
Czech Republic is particularly suitable for a panel data analysis because the population of
firms is small but data are available for a long number of years. The survey data used for the
third paper is not suitable for a panel data analysis, because the data mostly refers to one year.
The last paper presents a case study. The case study research is often used for
discovery or descriptive purposes and can provide new ideas, concepts and causal insights
(Benbasat et al., 1987; Yin, 2003). It can be used to test the theoretical and intuitive insights
0. Foreword
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on the causal relationships between the variables. Case studies can provide interesting insight
and ideas that can be further analyzed with different methodology. Statistical analyses of
large databases can show the association between some variables or the effect of some
variables on others. A case study can go deeper and can try to find the reasons that are
behind the causal relationship between variables and phenomena and can take into account
the different influences from the environment.
Moran (2005) suggests that if the findings in the case studies are supported by similar
results across geography and time as well in observations from the same industry and from
other industries – then it should be reasonable to conclude that the case study findings can be
considered quite robust3 (Moran, 2005, p. 287). In my dissertation, I originally wanted to do
more case studies but because of limitations in the financial data of the companies that could
be object of a case study for theoretical reasons, I finally decided not to pursue this objective.
The number of companies used for the econometrical analyses of my dissertation is
not very large, for different reasons: the small number of companies belonging to the glass
sector and existing before 1989 for the first and second paper, and the small response rate to
the survey for the third paper. The small sample (population in the case of the privatized glass
sector) might appear a limitation in comparison with the large databases that are usually used
in the econometrical analyses. However, the originality of the data provides the first reason
for merit. Moreover, as the econometrical literature suggests, if the results are satisfactory
and stable (for example, the sign of coefficients does not vary if the number of observations
changes) and some econometrical problems are appropriately dealt, there should not be a bias
problem because of the small number of observations and the estimates should be robust
(Baltagi, 2008).
Finally, a note about the generalization of the results. The choice of an industrial
sector, of a company in the case study, and a small sample for the analysis in the third paper,
hinder the generalization of these results to other sectors in the Czech Republic or to other
countries. However, the results of these studies point to the relevance of some theoretical and
3

The word robust is used by different authors and by different scientific branches in different ways. It was
used already in the days of the Second World War by team of John Tukey for stability of estimation under
deviation of the “real” underlying distribution function from the assumed one (Brillinger, 2005; Huber, 2002).
Later it was used in statistics in pioneering papers by Peter Huber (1964, 1965 and later many others) as well as
in econometrics by Roger Koenker and David Basett, in the same sense. Despite this some econometricians (e.g.
Halbert White (1980a,b)) used this word for correct evaluation of significance of explanatory variables under
heteroscedasticity. Of course, there are some other meanings, as stability of estimation under latent longdistance correlation in time series, see e.g.Frank Hampel et al. (1986).
Here we will use the term robust with the meaning of stability of estimation under deviation of the “real”
underlying distribution function from the assumed one.
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empirical issues that need to be studied with different methodologies, larger samples, in
various industrial sectors and countries. On the other hand, the choice of an industrial sector
allows for depth, to understand why some economical phenomena and events occur, and this
is the merit of a micro analysis, compared to a macro analysis, and the main contribution of
this dissertation.
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ABSTRACT
This paper analyzes the determinants of foreign direct investment (FDI) on the privatized
glass sector in the Czech Republic. We are motivated in our research by the scant evidence in
Central and Eastern Europe of the determinants of FDIs at the micro level and the endogeneity
issue of FDIs. The aim of this paper is to fill these gaps. The choice of the glass sector allows for
an analysis of a firm's micro characteristics that attract foreign direct investors in an industrial
sector and to reduce the impact of macroeconomic factors on their choice. Our econometrical
analysis, using original panel data from 1990 to 2006, gives strong evidence that foreign direct
investors in the glass sector in the Czech Republic have chosen larger and more profitable firms
that were intensively restructured and privatized in the beginning of the transition. Our results
support the relevance of the endogeneity issue in the choice of foreign direct investors in
transition countries.
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The endogeneity problem and FDI in transition: Evidence from the privatized
glass sector in the Czech Republic
Introduction
Much of the existing research on privatization in Central and Eastern Europe has
analyzed the impact of foreign direct investors on the performance and restructuring of the
former-owned enterprises, based on agency theory arguments and on the assumption that
ownership was exogenous. Foreign ownership has contributed in the improvement of
productivity, performance and restructuring in domestic firms by creating new incentives and
transferring capital, technology and managerial know-how (Dyck, 1997; Djankov and Murrell,
2000).
The Ownership, Location and Internalization model (OLI) and other theories explain the
foreign market entry mode4. The OLI theory shows the reasons that push foreign investors to
enter in a country and to invest in some companies- a choice that is not casual but depends on
some specific advantages that foreign investors perceive. The resource-based and organizational
learning perspectives show that firms search for strategic alliance partners that have resources
that are complementary by integrating them to create private synergy (Barney, 1988; Hitt et al.,
2000).
Following Demsetz (1983), Demsetz and Lehn (1985) and Demsetz and Villalonga
(2001), we argue that ownership should not be treated as an exogenous variable and that foreign
investors have chosen privatized firms with specific characteristics.
The purpose of this article is to investigate whether the choice of foreign investors to
acquire firms in the glass sector in the Czech Republic is motivated by a firm’s characteristics
and which of these firms’ characteristics should be considered relevant.
In this paper, using a data set for 42 privatized firms in the glass sector (1990-2006), we
show that foreign investors in the glass sector have chosen firms that were larger, that were
potentially more profitable, that were restructuring harder in the beginning of the transition and
that were privatized earlier than others.
The paper is organized as follows. The following section provides an overview of the
privatization process in the glass sector in the Czech Republic. Next, we present a theory review
that discusses the determinants of FDI in the transition countries. Subsequent sections present
4

For a summary of the theories and empirical studies about foreign market entry mode, see Zhao and Decker, 2004.
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methodology and econometric results for the determinants of FDI in the privatized glass sector.
The last section contains our conclusions.

1. The privatization of the glass sector in the Czech Republic
Before Soviet occupation, Bohemian glass, invented in 17th century, experienced
commercial success as well as difficult times usually as consequence of wars and adverse
political or economic conditions. By 1936, 40% of the world's glass was being made in
Czechoslovakia (Crystalex Branch Corporation, 1985). However, during Soviet occupation,
glass factories were nationalized and an emphasis was placed on heavy industry. The production
of industrial and laboratory glass, thermometers, glass fibres, glass piping, television screens and
optical lenses was enlarged at the cost of household glass production.
Since 1989, the glass industry has gradually started the privatization process, and the big
state glass giants, the national corporations and the sectoral corporations, such as Sklo Union
and Crystalex, have been slowly separated in smaller entities and privatized in different ways.
The participation of foreign investors in privatization process in the Czech Republic was
limited in the beginning of the transition because of governmental objectives and the attitude of
policymakers. Some companies were privatized through the voucher program, conceived as a
fair method that could allow for high number of domestic adult citizens to participate in the
process despite strong capital illiquidity. In some cases, with the restitution, preference was
given to the owners of the glassworks before the nationalization, as the Beranek family or the
Blažek family. In other cases, the privatization of ownership of the company was given to the
management, as was the case of the Moser company. The government changed its behavior
toward foreign investors successively, especially after the economic and financial crisis in 1997.
In April 1998, the Czech government approved a national investment incentive package and
offered incentives to manufacturing investors who invested at least 10 million USD and were
able to fulfil the eligibility criteria. The residual privatization of banks, manufacturing and
distribution firms had been implemented primarily for finding strategic foreign partners.
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Table 1: The privatization of the glass industry in the Czech Republic by sector
Segment within
the
glass sector
Main
privatization
method
Voucher
privatization
Direct sale to
domestic
companies
Direct sale to
domestic
individuals
Joint-venture
with foreign
investors
Public tender
Restitution
claim
Restitution with
payment
Total companies

Flat and
architectural
glass

Container
glass

1

1

1

1

Other
glass
(technical
and
laboratory
glass)
4

1

Glass
fibres
and
products
made of

Utility
and
lighting
glass

Glass
machinery
and
service for
glass and
industry

5

10

3

4

9

1

9

1

3

4

Total
number of
companies

11
4

2

4
1

4
1

1

2

3

9

25

1

42

Source: Companies’ annual reports
Table 1 demonstrates that foreign investors entered into Czech glass companies through
the privatization in only two glass production segments, "Flat and Architectural Glass" and in
"Container Glass". These glass segments use a machine-made technology to produce glass and
automatization that can have a very big impact on economic performance. Foreign investors had
chosen glassworks that use a more profitable technology. During privatization foreign investors
had not acquired glassworks that produce hand-made glass. The "Utility and Lighting Glass"
sector instead has the lowest possibility of automatization (especially concerning hand-made
glass) and increase of labour productivity: the glassworks in this sector were privatized mainly
with direct sale to individuals, with voucher privatization, and with restitution to domestic
owners. Other types of glass that are mostly machine-made production are glass fibres and
technical and laboratory glass. There are no available data from 1991 for revenues for sales for
each glass segment separately, but only for some groups of glass segments, as Graph 1 and 2
show below.
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Fig. 1: Revenues from sales of own products and services in the glass sector by subsector, in Th.
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Fig. 2: Revenues from sales of own products and services in the glass sector by subsector, in Th.
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Graph 1 shows that the segment where foreign investors entered during the privatization
process experienced a rapid increase in revenues from sales since 1991 and the difference of
revenues compared to other segments has grown substantially. The growth in revenues in the
“Other glass and glass fibres” can be also partly explained by the arrival of foreign investors in
this sector after the privatization. Since glassworks were privatized at different times, and
foreign owners could acquire some of these firms after their privatization buying them from a
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domestic owner, in this paper we consider the arrival of foreign investor during the privatization
process and after it.

2. The investment choices of foreign direct investors in the privatization in
transition countries
Most of the empirical evidence about privatization has analyzed the effects of FDI on the
performance of privatized firms in the transition countries (Frydman et al., 1999; Barrell and
Holland, 2000; Djankov and Hoekman, 2000; Kočenda, 2003; Konings, 2001; Megginson and
Netter, 2001; Lízal and Švejnar, 2002; Srholec, 2003; Weiss and Nikitin, 2004). Studies that
focus on FDI in a particular manufacturing sector also show the effects of FDI on the
restructuring and performance in Central and Eastern Europe: FDIs have lead to increased
productivity, export, improved management practices, developed a local supply base by
upgrading equipment, with the reorganization of the production process and investment in the
human capital (Radosevic and Rozeik, 2005). These studies are based on the assumption that
ownership is exogeneous and that ownership change will create new incentives or new control
structures on the domestic managers that will force them to engage in restructuring, leading to
an improvement in the firms’ performance (Boycko et al., 1995).
Multinational corporations (MNCs) that acquire state enterprises or recently privatized
firms do not face only the usual problems of making joint ventures and strategic alliances, but
also more complex problems related to privatization. Some governments resist selling state
owned-enterprises to foreign investors pressured by political factions that believe that MNCs
exploit domestic resources and snatch up the national family silver cheaply. Until 1997, before
its economic recession, the Czech Republic discouraged the sale of privatizing state-owned
enterprises (SOEs) to multinational firms because of fears of unemployment, loss of control over
important industries to non-Czech investors, and public criticism of selling national firms too
cheaply.
Multinationals alliances with SOEs or privatized companies can be complex and risky
because of the political uncertainty and because state-owned or privatized enterprises require
substantial restructuring and human resource development (Rondinelli and Sloan Black, 2000).
Foreign direct investments in Central and Eastern Europe pose greater risks than domestic
investments: the country risks affect the investment decision of foreign investors. Among the
risks are the dangers of sacrificing quality, the need of a large capital investment, problems in
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protecting intellectual property, and complications resulting from political risks and cultural and
social differences (Carlverley, 1985; Rondinelli and Sloan Black, 2000). Foreign investors can
diversify risk, as financial theory suggests, but when country risk is relevant foreign investors
expect a higher return from their investment (Bailey and Chung, 1995). To attract foreign
investments government in countries with a higher degree of country risk might sell the betterperforming SOEs or SOEs with a higher performance potential at a lower price (Chase, Kuhle
and Walther, 1988). Uhlenbruck and De Castro (2000) show that foreign acquirers “cherry-pick”
the best SOEs in the high-risk country. The Czech Republic is not a high risk country. However,
the Czech government discouraged the foreign investments until 1997, and especially in the
glass sector – the Czech jewel – foreign investors were seen with fear and distrust.
But despite the difficulties and uncertainty, multinational firms find strong reasons to
buy former state-owned enterprises in Central and Eastern Europe. Some of the benefits accrue
from the inherent characteristics of strategic alliances and acquisitions. They allow MNCs to
reduce risks by lowering the costs of introducing new products, to achieve economies of scale
by reducing average cost per unit of production, and to stimulate forward and reverse technology
flows. They help some MNCs to control competition, avoid trade barriers and import
restrictions, and achieve geographical diversification (Rondinelli and Sloan Black, 2000).
According to the OLI approach (Dunning, 1980 1998 and 2000), foreign investors enter
in a country and invest in some companies because of three sets of advantages that they
perceive: ownership advantages, internalization advantages and location advantages. The
ownership-specific and internalization factors focus on industry-specific and firm-specific
variables. The ownership advantages are largely in the form of intangible assets (knowledge and
ideas) and can be expressed by a unique technology, large company size (most MNCs are large
and gain efficiency through economies of scale cost savings), or the contributions of a key
manager or CEO. The internalization advantages arise from transferring ownership across
national boundaries within their own organization and location advantages arise because
different locations have different resources, institutions and regulations affecting the revenues
and the costs of production, and different country risk.
The host country factors are country-specific factors. According to Dunning (1983),
three groups of motives for FDI can be distinguished: (1) Resource seeking; (2) Market seeking;
(3) Efficiency seeking. The “resource-seeking” firms are motivated to invest abroad to acquire
specific resources at lower cost than it would be obtained in their home country, if these
resources were obtainable at all. The “market seeking” firms invest in a particular country or
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region to serve markets in this country or region. The “efficiency-seeking” firms can gain from
the common governance of geographically dispersed activities in the presence of scale and
scope.
The resource-based and organizational learning perspectives also help explain why firms
choose particular alliance partners (Barkema et al., 1996). Firms have specific resource
endowments (Barney, 1991), but may need further resources or know-how to be competitive in
particular markets (Hitt et al., 1999). Firms search for strategic alliance partners that have
resources they can leverage. They can leverage resources that are complementary by integrating
them to create private synergy (Barney, 1988; Hitt et al., 2000). Resources of particular interest
in strategic alliances include financial capital, technical capabilities, managerial capabilities and
other intangible assets, such as firm reputation. Alliances provide the opportunity to combine the
resources of both partners, to acquire new knowledge and learn new skills and capabilities (Hitt
et al., 2000). Acquisitions provide the MNC with the opportunity to take advantage of the
specific resources of the target firm, which are location-specific-resources, i.e. resources which
allow firms to take advantage of condition particular to their home markets (Anand and Delios,
1997; Tallman, 1992).
If foreign investors choose target firms with certain characteristics and specific
resources, one can think – as Demsetz and Lehn argue (1985), that the ownership structure is not
predetermined- but it is the result of the characteristics of firms such as: firm size, capital
intensity, investment rate, R&D intensity, financial performance, and environment
characteristics (Demsetz and Lehn, 1985; Kole, 1996; Loderer and Martin, 1997; Cho, 1998;
Himmelberg et al., 1999). For example, if the size of a firm is growing because of the higher
shirking costs (deriving from the ability of owners to use their time and energies on other tasks
and indulgences) and in presence of normal risk aversion, owners will purchase additional
shares only at lower, risk-compensating prices. These increased costs of capital discourages
owners of larger firms from attempting to maintaining highly concentrated ownership, and
explains why larger firms tend to have a more diffuse ownership (Demsetz and Lehn, 1985).
Moreover, Demsetz (1988) stresses the role of acquiring information in his theory of firm. A
firm might search for a strategic alliance partner to learn “cheaply” and continuously new
knowledge.
The OLI approach and the theory from Demsetz (1983), Demsetz and Lehn (1985) and
Demsetz and Villalonga (2001) suggest that most of the empirical studies about FDI in the
privatization are biased, as shown by Marcincin and van Wijnbergen (1997) and Djankov and
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Murrell (2002). Different authors have tried to analyze the endogeneity issue to test the
robustness of their results, but most of the research samples include firms privatized with only
one method. Marcincin and van Wijnbergen (1997) as well as Gupta et al. (2000) show that all
these studies have been biased on the weak assumption that privatization methods were applied
on a randomly selected sample of enterprises. Gupta et al. (2000) analyze theoretically and
empirically how competing government objectives give rise to different privatization strategies.
Both Marcincin and van Wijnbergen (1997) as well as Gupta et al. (2000) test the endogeneity
issue on a sample of large Czech enterprises privatized with voucher privatization and conclude
that the comparison between companies privatized with different privatization methods do suffer
from selection bias and that the privatization of a firm is not random (Marcincin and van
Wijnbergen, 1997; Gupta et al., 2000), while Djankov and Murrell (2002) point out that 47% of
the studies surveyed in their paper do not control for endogeneity or selection problems.
In order to understand the role of FDIs in the transition countries and for privatized
firms, it is important to solve the endogeneity issue and to understand the characteristics of
target firms acquired by FDIs. The empirical literature does not fully answer to the question
whether foreign investors improve a firm’s economic performance or if they choose to invest in
firms with a higher potential of success, if the superior performance of foreign owned firms
depends on the ownership and corporate governance of the foreign investor after his arrival or if
it depends on the better starting conditions of the firm. Among the few studies about the
performance of privatized firms that address the endogeneity issue, Hanousek et al. (2007) show
that ownership should be treated as endogenous and to analyze this problem econometrically.
There are many empirical studies that analyze the determinants of FDIs at the country
level and the competitive advantage of Czech Republic (Benáček and Zemplinerová, 1997;
Benáček, 2000; Blonigen, 2005; Zamrazilová, 2007; Kadeřábková, 2007). Few studies have
focused on the role of micro factors, a firm’s characteristics that attract FDI within a sector
during the privatization process.
The few empirical studies that have focused on the role of specific firm’s characteristics
that attract foreign direct investors in the transition countries are the following.
Anderson et al. (2001), analyzing data on the 988 enterprises included in the first wave
of voucher privatization in Czech Republic, confirm the hypothesis that foreign investors prefer
larger, safer and more profitable companies in which they can exert unchallenged influence on
corporate governance. In the first wave of mass privatization, out of 998 companies, foreign
investors hold equity in 41 enterprises, only 1.6% of all privatized shares. In these 41 firms the
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mean percentage of shares held by foreign investors was 39.2%. Profitability (measured as
return on equity or as revenue per employee) appears to be significantly higher in firms with a
foreign investor (Anderson et al., 2001, p. 162).
Also Djankov and Hoekman (2000) find that in the Czech Republic, foreign investors
tend to prefer large and more profitable companies: they analyze data for the period 1992-1996
of a sample of 513 firms quoted on the Prague Stock Exchange, where 34% of the sample had a
foreign link (a joint-venture or a FDI). Firms with foreign links have higher levels of initial labor
productivity, measured as sales per worker in 1991, higher initial performance and size.
Tóth and Zemčík (2006) explore the motives of foreigners behind their investment in the
Czech Republic, using a sample of firms from 1997 to 2002, and find that foreign investors
prefer firms with a greater ownership concentration in industries with higher level of risk, in
countries with lower labor costs and corporate income taxes; among specific firms’
characteristics, they find that increases in the variability of a industry's profit, ownership
concentration, size and industry share imply an increment in foreign ownership.
Bishop, Filatotchev and Mickiewicz (2002), analyzing 162 large Hungarian firms during
the period of 1994-1999, explore the determinants of equity shares held by foreign investors and
by Hungarian corporations. They find evidence of a post-privatization evolution toward more
homogeneous equity structures, supporting the theory from Demsetz (1983), Demsetz and Lehn
(1985) and Demsetz and Villalonga (2001). Moreover, they find that foreign investors are
attracted to the companies characterised by previous positive results in terms of performance.

2.1 The firm-level determinants
The main firm’s characteristics that attract foreign direct investors, according to the
previous empirical evidence, in transition and Western countries, and theory about international
acquisitions discussed above are the following.

Performance
More profitable firms are more expensive which reduces the incentive for foreign
investors. On the other hand, more profitable firms tend to be safer and are less likely to go
bankrupt. In transition countries, where the risk and uncertainty are higher, more profitable firms
may be associated with a greater foreign ownership.
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Performance has been measured in the empirical studies in different ways and most of
the studies conclude that foreign investors prefer to invest in profitable firms (Anderson et al.,
2001; Dahlquist and Robertsson, 2001; Bishop, Filatotchev and Mickiewicz, 2002) or firms with
higher productivity or factor productivity (Arnold and Javorcik, 2005; Raff and Ryan, 2006).
Hypothesis 1: Foreign investors will be focused on more profitable companies

Firm size
Larger firms can attract foreign investors because of informational asymmetries: there is
more information available abroad for larger firms and the transparency in turn stimulates
foreign investment (Dahlquist and Robertsson, 2001; Bishop, Filatotchev and Mickiewicz,
2002). However, foreign investors may prefer larger firms for other reasons such as the
advantages associated with economies of scale and scope (Kang and Stulz, 1997).
Foreign investors prefer to invest in larger firms, with higher total assets (Anderson et
al., 2001; Bishop, Filatotchev and Mickiewicz, 2002; Tóth and Zemčík, 2006) and with higher
market capitalization (Dahlquist and Robertsson, 2001). Anderson et al. (2001) find a positive
but not significant coefficient when the firm's size is measured as the number of employees.
Hypothesis 2: Foreign investors will be focused on larger domestic companies.

Financial state
Financially weaker firms are cheaper and might be more attractive for foreign investors.
On the other hand, financially sound firms tend to be safer and are less likely to go bankrupt. In
transition countries, where the risk and uncertainty are higher, firms with better financial state
may be associated with a greater foreign ownership.
The evidence about the role of the financial state of the firm is weak: Anderson et al.
(2001) and Tóth and Zemčík (2006) find no significant differences between firms with foreign
investors and firms without in respect to financial indices such as the debt ratio, the current-ratio
and the solvency rate (cash-flow to registered capital). Dahlquist and Robertsson (2001) find a
positive relationship between the current ratio and the likelihood of foreign ownership, a
negative relationship between the debt-equity ratio and the presence of foreign investors.
Hypothesis 3: Foreign investors will be focused on financially sound domestic companies.
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Privatization
State-owned enterprises are less efficient than private enterprises because of the lack of
incentives and the different interests that managers and owners have (Boardman and Vining,
1989; Hashi, 1998; Megginson and Netter, 2001). Privatization improves a firm’s performance
because new owners help the restructuring of the firm and provide new resources as capital,
knowledge and technology, especially from foreign majority owners (Claessens and Djankov,
1999; Frydman et al., 1999), while privatization to insiders with limited foreign investors can
hinder the restructuring of companies, as the Bulgarian case shows (de Arriba Bueno, 2007).
Privatization can be a signal of restructuring and of economic development for foreign direct
investors that can therefore prefer privatized firms to state-owned enterprises.
The endogeneity problem concerns most of the early empirical studies on the impact of
different privatization methods (Megginson and Netter, 2001) but is well addressed in recent
studies (Hanousek et al., 2004; Hanousek et al., 2007). We will not take into account the role of
different methods of privatization in this paper, because this variable would be correlated with
our dependent variable that shows the presence of a foreign investor.

Competition
According to the OLI theory, foreign investors are motivated to enter foreign markets if
they have some firm-specific advantages that enable them to outperform local or present firms
(Dunning, 1981). Since there are costs of investing in a foreign country, and especially in a
transition country, the expected profits from the investment should overcome these costs.
Market power of the target firm reduces the foreign investors’ uncertainty and business
risk, enables the firm to increase bargaining power and profits offers the advantage of economies
of scale (Luo, 1997).
As concerns the entry of a foreign firm in the market, we expect that a higher market
power of the foreign investor in a given industrial sector of a country offers to the investor a
monopoly rent over the domestic firms. Therefore, a positive relationship between firm's market
power and foreign direct investors' arrival is expected.

3. Data and Methodology
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The data used in this analysis come from different sources: the companies' annual reports
available to the public in business registers, the Magnus Database, the Aspekt Reports, the
National Property Fund and data from the Ministry of Industry of the Czech Republic. This
analysis is focused on the firms in the Czech Republic in the sector 26100, according to the
Industrial Classification of Economic Activities (CZ-NACE code), i.e. firms engaged in the
manufacturing of glass and glass products. The panel includes only firms that existed before
1989, that were privatized and for which financial data are available: this lead to an unbalanced
panel of 42 firms with data from 1990 to 2006 and with 439 observations. The decision to focus
on firms existing in the central planning is done in order to analyze their destiny after the
transition, in particular the probability of the arrival of a foreign investor during the privatization
process or later.
To eliminate the effect of inflation, we adjust variables measured in Czech crowns to
inflation using price indices of the glass sector (sector 26100) provided by the Czech Statistical
Office.
The data available for the years 1990 and 1991 are provided from the Ministry of
Industry of the Czech Republic. These data may not represent the true financial status of these
firms, because of the distortions of the accounting system in these years. However, these data
were available to potential foreign investors in the beginning of the transition. Since the aim of
this paper is to analyze which characteristics of the firms attracted foreign investors, according
to the available information, we believe that these data can provide useful insights about the
determinants of early FDIs. The availability of these data could also partly explain why the
quickest foreign direct investors preferred larger firms with higher total sales that were more
visible. When foreign direct investors were not interested in some large glassworks, these
glassworks were later separated in smaller firms and privatized in different ways to domestic
firms or to later foreign investors.
In 1990 and in 1991 most of the glass firms were still glass giants, and only after 1990
were most of these giants broken up and some parts of the glassworks sold separately, given as
restitution claims to different owners or privatized with different methods. Therefore, the data
provided from the Ministry of Industry do not catch entirely all the units that participated to the
privatization process. The data about firm’s characteristics in 1993 and 1994, derived from the
companies’ annual reports and from the Magnus database, are also relevant and more complete
since the majority of firms in these years were already divided into separate units and ready to
be privatized.
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3.1 Variables
We use the following predictor variables: we consider initial performance measures as
the level of relative productivity and relative net profit margin. We consider initial firm size,
measured as the natural logarithm of the number of employees.

We also consider initial

financial measures as the values of relative debt ratio and relative current ratio. We include as
controls the number of years from privatization, the percentage of machine-made production
and the market power index. We measure the initial firm’s characteristics with the data from
1990 and 1991. We use also data from 1993 and 1994 to measure firm’s initial conditions
because some data are not available for the years 1990 and 1991, and to check the robustness of
our results.

Performance
We use the relative productivity and the relative net profit margin. The level of relative
productivity indicates the difference in percentage of a firm’s productivity (measured as total
sales per employee) from the average value in the glass subsector. The relative net profit margin
indicates the difference in percentage of a firm’s net profit margin (measured as net operating
result after taxes over total sales) from the average value in the glass subsector. We expect a
positive effect of initial performance variables on the likelihood of arrival of foreign investors in
our sample because the Czech government discouraged the foreign investments until 1997, and
especially in the glass sector – the Czech jewel in the crown – foreign investors were seen with
fear and distrust.

Firm size
We use the natural logarithm of the number of employees as firm size.
We expect a positive effect of firm’s size on the likelihood of arrival of foreign investors
because larger firms are more visible abroad and because of the advantages associated with
economies of scale and scope (Kang and Stulz, 1997).

Financial state
We use the debt ratio and the current ratio in 1993 and in 1994. While the previous
evidence has not found a strong significant relationship between the initial financial state and the
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probability of FDI, we expect that foreign investors have preferred Czech firms with a sound
financial state and therefore we expect a negative sign for the coefficient of debt ratio and a
positive sign for the coefficient of current ratio.

Privatization
We measure the impact of privatization with the number of years from the privatization.
For state-owned enterprises this variable, with a negative sign, indicates the number of years
before the privatization. For example, if a state-owned enterprise was privatized in 1999, this
variable has for this company negative decreasing values for the previous years and positive
increasing values for the following years.
We expect a positive effect of the time from the privatization on the likelihood of arrival
of foreign investors.

Type of production
In the glass sector there exists different sub-sectors that differentiate firms. Glassworks
manufacture different products with various techniques. The main difference concerns firms
with an automatic production and glassworks with a hand-made production. We include a
control variable that indicates the percentage of automatic or machine-made production.
Foreign investors might be interested in technological advanced companies because of
higher profitability. On the other hand, foreign investors can choose firms with low technology
where they can easily transfer their own technology and knowledge. Since the manufacturing of
glass is a “jewel” of the Czech economy, which has a long tradition in glass manufacturing, we
expect the profitability reason to be more important in their choice. Therefore, we expect a
positive sign for the coefficient of this variable on the likelihood of arrival of foreign investors:
we expect that foreign investors prefer Czech glassworks with higher automatic or machinemade production.

Competition
This is another control variable that captures differences in the competition and in the
market-power between firms in different sub-sectors.
As a measure of competition or market power, we have computed the Lerner index for a
firm i using total costs and revenues, i.e., the cost-price margin, as in Domowitz et al. (1986):
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CPM i 

Sale  Inventories  Payroll  MaterialCost
Sale  Inventories

The Lerner index is an inverse measure of competition: a greater index means lower
competition.
We expect a positive sign for the coefficient of this variable on the likelihood of arrival
of foreign investors: we expect that foreign investors prefer Czech glassworks where they can
have a higher monopoly position.

The Dependent Variable
We use a binary variable that indicates the presence of a foreign majority owner in the
Czech privatized glass firms (which has a value 1 when foreign share is > 50% of the equity).
We use a binary variable instead of a continuous variable - e.g. the percentage of foreign
ownership of the firm – for two reasons. First, we want to investigate whether the choice of
foreign investors to acquire firms in the glass sector in the Czech Republic is motivated by a
firm’s characteristics and which of these firm’s characteristics should be considered relevant.
Second, our sample does not allow consideration of the impact of a firm’s characteristics on the
percentage of foreign ownership in the firm, because most of the acquired firms have become
soon fully owned by the foreign investor. Notwithstanding, the main aim of this paper is to
analyze the role of a firm’s characteristics on the decision of foreign investors to acquire the
company or not. Therefore, a binary variable is more appropriate for this aim.
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics
Majority foreign share (dummy)
Relative productivity in 1990
Relative productivity in 1991
Relative productivity in 1993
Relative productivity in 1994
Relative Net Profit Margin in
1993
Relative Net Profit Margin in
1994
Relative debt ratio in 1993
Relative debt ratio in 1994
Relative current ratio in 1993
Relative current ratio in 1994
Years from the privatization
Market power (Lerner index )
Machine-made production
(percent)
Natural logarithm of the number
of employees in 1993
Natural logarithm of the number
of employees in 1994

N
439
315
203
175
280

Mean
0.22
4.756
12.798
14.014
6.939

Median
0
7.659
1.329
-5.959
-21.634

Std. dev.
0.42
31.103
46.108
51.135
83.150

Min.
0
-39.920
-63.375
-45.196
-64.739

Max.
1
72.313
120.042
131.456
344.157

206

-35.025

-171.942

624.146

-925

1698.561

341

-55.592

-12

721.183

-2433.333

1344.444

200
328
162
323
439
287

2.329
-8.766
-23.575
0.710
6.69
0.08

-1.769
-17.467
-30.443
-18.924
7
0.11

29.0455
46.836
43.331
65.404
4.59
0.24

-34.0369
-77.991
-69.506
-89.473
-8
-1.91

59.292
83.406
127.344
193.179
16
0.84

438

48.01

50

44.74

0

100

175

6.73

6.94

1.29

4.21

8.68

294

6.32

6.31

1.24

3.80

8.51

Source: Author’s calculation based on companies annual reports
Table 2 shows that the average firm in our sample had 1617 employees in 1990, and
1065 in 1994. The smaller firms in 1990 had 130 employees and the larger ones 6576
employees, while in 1994 the smaller firms had 45 employees and the larger ones 4971
employees.

3.2 The estimation method
Since we use a binary dependent variable, the assumptions of OLS are violated.
Therefore, we decided to use the logistic regression for the analysis of the determinants of
foreign ownership. Logistic regression involves predicting the probability of the outcome
variable, given known values of the explanatory variables. The logistic regression takes the
following form:

P( y  1/ x) 

exp(  ' x)
1  exp(  ' x)
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We use a logit model instead of a probit model because even if the logistic and the
normal distribution on which these two models are based are very similar to each other, except
at the tails, we are not likely to get very different results unless the samples are large (so that we
have enough observations at the tails) and the logistic distribution function has a much simpler
form than the normal distribution form (Amemiya, 1985; Greene, 2008).
We estimate a random effects logit model. For our sample, the random effect estimator is
more efficient than the fixed effect estimator because it uses both the cross-sectional and timeseries component of the data being a weighted average of the within (fixed effect) and the
between estimator (Kennedy, 2003). In cases where the key independent variables do not vary
much over time, fixed effect and first-differencing methods can lead to imprecise estimates. If
the unobserved effect is orthogonal to the independent variables, then the random effect
estimator can have a much smaller variance than the fixed effect and first-difference estimator
(Wooldridge, 2002). Moreover, the estimation in the random effects model is better due to the
fact that the effects are random variables with zero mean and the same variance (Greene, 2008).
In fact, the fixed effect model is a special case of random effect model where we do not assume
common mean but we assume zero variance of “random” variables creating effects.
Other arguments for using random effect models instead of fixed effects models are well
explained in Maddala (1993).
Because of some time-invariant crucial independent variables in our model, a fixed
model is not feasible and therefore we cannot run the Hausman test. However, we can justify
theoretically the use of a random estimator.
If the results are satisfactory (coefficients are statistically significant, the sign of
coefficients does not vary if the number of observations changes) and there are no problems with
autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity, there should not be a bias problem because of the small
number of observations and the estimates should be robust.
Since our population is small, we check the robustness of our statistical results by
running several models where we have some common variables and where we add some other
variables. This procedure allows for checking the stability of our coefficients. A test for
autocorrelation had not shown the presence of such problem. Therefore, if adding a new variable
or variables and changing the number of observations the results do not vary, this supports the
robustness of our results.
Unlike OLS regression, logistic regression does not assume linearity of relationship
between the independent variables and the dependent, does not require normally distributed
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variables, does not assume homoscedasticity, and in general has less stringent requirements. It
does, however, require that observations be independent and that the independent variables be
linearly related to the logit of the dependent.
Even if a logit model can overcome many of the restrictive assumptions of OLS
regression, as the assumption of normality (in fact it copes with continuity/discontinuity of a
distribution function of disturbances) and partly with homoscedasticity, nevertheless the
assumption of logit poses some other problems that have to be acknowledged. When we look at
the heuristic of construction of model for binary response often Y is assumed as the code
(dummy variable) for the “true response”, which is some variable U obtained from the binary
decision 0 or 1 (see Judge et al. 1985, Chapter 18 for a deepening of the topic). The logit
distribution function (d. f.) is taken as an approximation for the true distribution function of the
variable U. So we put
Ptrue (U1  U 0 )  P(Y  1)

and assume that normal d.f. or logit d.f. are tight approximation of Ptrue. Recently written
textbooks “overjumped” this heuristic. But this may cause difficulties. Judge et al. (1985) show
that in the case of repeated observations on every object the maximum likelikood estimator can
be used to provide reliable estimates of the probability Pi (the probability that Yi = 1), but in
case of one observation on every case the maximum likelikood estimator is not reliable. Already
in 1922 Fisher (1922) showed that the maximum likelihood estimator can deteriorate a lot if the
real underlying distribution differs from the assumed one. In practise it is not possible to check
the real distribution behind the variable in which we are interested, but it is important to be
aware of the theoretical problems that the use of the logit models poses.
It is important that multicollinearity must be checked. Although multicollinearity does
not bias the coefficients, it does make them more unstable and it is hard to get good estimates of
their distinct effects on some dependent variables. Moreover, with multicollinearity standard
errors may get large, and variables that appear to have no significant effects individually may
actually have quite strong significant effects as a group (Wooldridge, 2003). We checked for
multicollinearity effects using different methods. One possibility is to look at tolerances or
Variance Inflation Factors (VIFs). The rule of thumb is that VIFS of 10 or higher (or tolerances
of 0.10 or less) may be reason for concern. Another possibility is to look at eigenvalues and the
condition number. If the condition number is higher than 30, or eigenvalues are close to zero
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multicollinearity is a serious concern5. These tests for collinearity have showed that there is a
problem of collinearity among different variables. We have grouped variables into blocks in
order not to put in the same model variables that are highly correlated and intercorrelated. We
have followed the collinearity diagnostic procedure found in Belsley, Kuh and Welsch (1980),
which examines the “conditioning” of the matrix of independent variables. The final models
presented in this paper have a Condition Number less than 10, which shows that we have solved
the multicollinearity problem.
The estimated coefficients of a logit regression show which variables have a significant
effect on the arrival of foreign investors and their significance give the direction of the effect of
a change in the explanatory variable on the probability of arrival of foreign direct investors.
Moreover, we can use the estimated coefficients to quantify the marginal effect of the
explanatory variables on the probability of arrival of foreign investors.
We use a Likelihood-ratio test to compare the efficiency of the panel estimator with
respect to the pooled OLS estimator. The null hypothesis is that there is no difference between
the two estimators. If the null hypothesis is significantly rejected, the panel data estimator is
more efficient.
As measures of fit of the models, we use the pseudo R-square and Akaike's information
criterion (AIC). The pseudo R-square is based on the maximized log-likelihood function (LL)
with respect to the log-likelihood for the constant only model (L0) and it is computed as follows:
PseudoR 2 

2 LL  2 L0
2 LL

LL and LO are log-likelihood functions, maximized and for the constant model. For
binary model (when we have at hand only one observation for every case) we maximize

 Y log F ( x )  (1  Y ) log(1  F ( x ))
n

i 1

'

i

'

i

i

i

and then LL as well as LO may (and probably do) heavily depend on the choice of F(z).
But the value of PseudoR 2 may have nearly no significance if the “true” underlying d.f. is
significantly different from the logistic distribution. Being aware of that, we assume that the
“true” underlying d.f. is not significantly different from the logistic distribution.
The pseudo R-square can only be used to compare nested models, but it gives a
coefficient that can be interpreted as an R-square. The AIC and the Bayesian information
5

For an in-depth discussion see, for example, Belsley, Kuh and Welsch (1980).
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criterion (BIC) are two other popular measures for comparing maximum likelihood models. One
advantage to using information criterion measures is that they can be used to compare nonnested models. The BIC, however, depends on the number of observations and cannot be used to
compare models if the sample does not have the same number of observations. Therefore, we
use only the AIC measure, it is calculated as follows:
AIC  2 ln LL  2k

where k indicates the degrees of freedom of the model

We present the Wald test (Judge et al., 1985, pp. 20-28; StataCorp LP, 2005, p. 416).
The Wald test can be used to test the hypothesis that all the regression coefficients in the model
are jointly equal to zero. A Wald test calculates a Z statistic, using a Chi-squared statistic with q
degrees of freedom:

W ~  q2

where q is the number of linear hypotheses to be tested jointly

We present the likelihood-ratio (LR) test. This test formally compares the pooled
estimator (logit) with the panel estimator. This test uses the panel-level variance component
(rho) and indicates whether the proportion of the total variance contributed by the panel-level
variance component is significant.



 v2
 v2   2

When rho is zero, the panel-level variance component is unimportant and the panel
estimator is not different from the pooled estimator.
Contrary to other authors, we have not included in the model macro variables, because
the focus on an industrial sector in the Czech republic reduces the variance among firms and the
importance of factors such as the exchange rate, taxes, institutions and trade (for a review of the
macro effects of these factors on FDIs see Blonigen, 2005).

4. Empirical results
We explored the impact of a firms' initial characteristics on their probability of having
majority foreign ownership in the glass enterprises that were privatized after 1989.
We have estimated ten different models of logit regression because with multicollinearity
it is not possible to include several variables in the same regression. We will comment on our
results at the 5 % significance level.
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Table 3: Results of random effect logistic regressions
Dependent variable: Presence of a foreign majority owner in the Czech privatized glass sector

Relative productivity
in 1990 (in %)

Model 1
Coeff.
Marginal
(Standard
effect
errors)
0.150***
0.008
(0.037)

Model 2
Coeff. Marginal
(Standard effect
errors)

0.094***
(0.020)

Relative productivity
in 1991 (in %)

Model 3
Coeff.
Marginal
(Standard
effect
errors)

Model 4
Coeff.
Marginal
(Standard
effect
errors)

0.064
0.213***
(0.077)

Relative productivity
in 1993 (in %)

0.002

Relative productivity
in 1994 (in %)
6.503***
(2.50)

Logarithm of the num.
of employees in 1993

0.088***
(0.019)

0.002

3.043***
(0.743)

0.006

0.038

Logarithm of the num.
of employees in 1994
Years from the
privatization

0.572***
(0.147)

0.033

0.586***
(0.149)

0.039

1.082***
(0.414)

0.006

0.639***
(0.171)

0.002

Market power
(Lerner index )

3.576
(4.361)

0.021

1.874
(4.595)

0.126

-5.447
(11.015)

-0.003

0.862
(4.516)

0.002

Machine-made
production (percent)

0.072*
(0.042)

0.001

0.105**
(0.049)

0.071

0.377**
(0.153)

0.002

0.241***
(0.055)

0.001

-15.812***
(4.500)

Constant
Wald Chi-Square
Sample size
LR test
Pseudo R-squared
AIC

24.31***
226
45.12***
0.646
72.807

-16.623***
(4.973)
35.43***
158
31.23***
0.699
63.618

-90.646***
(33.158)
12.47**
141
14.90***
0.876
35.319

-48.133***
(9.342)
30.01***
202
38.06***
0.731
60.177

Source: Author’s calculation based on companies annual reports.
Note: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.
The regressions using initial conditions in 1990 and in 1991 (Table 3) suggest that
foreign investors had chosen glass firms with higher initial productivity. The marginal effect of
relative productivity in 1990 is 0.008: this means that an increase of 10% in a firm’s productivity
in 1990, compared to the average value in the subsector, was associated with a 8% increase in
the probability of arrival of foreign investors. The marginal effect of productivity is even
stronger in 1991, i.e. it is 0.064 which means that an increase of 10% in the relative productivity
was associated with a 64% increase in the probability of arrival of foreign investors. The value
of relative productivity in 1993 and 1994 also positively affects the likelihood of having a
foreign investor in a Czech glass firm.
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Firm size also positively affects the likelihood of having a foreign investor in a Czech
glass firm: foreign investors have chosen larger firms in terms of the number of employees.
The number of years from the privatization is positively associated with the likelihood of
arrival of foreign investors. Foreign investors have preferred firms that were privatized early
(this means that foreign investors have acquired Czech companies through the privatization
early or that state-owned enterprises were early privatized by domestic owners and afterwards
acquired by foreign investors).

Our measure of market power, the Lerner index, and the

percentage of automatic production have a positive relationship with the arrival of foreign
investors but the coefficients are not significant in all models.
Table 4: Results of random effect logistic regressions
Dependent variable: Presence of a foreign majority owner in the Czech privatized glass sector
Model 5
Coeff.
Marginal effect
(Standard errors)
Relative net profit margin in 1993

-0.005**
(0.002)

-0.003

Relative net profit margin in 1994
Logarithm of the number of employees
in 1993

Model 6
Coeff.
Marginal effect
(Standard
errors)

-0.003**
(0.001)

-0.007

4.109**
(1.604)

0.175

1.676**
(0.927)

0.039

0.522***
(0.178)

0.022

0.449***
(0.124)

0.010

Market power
(Lerner index )

4.475
(6.055)

0.191

8.033*
(4.399)

0.187

Machine-made production (percent)

0.123**
(0.058)

0.005

0.092**
(0.043)

0.002

Logarithm of the number of employees
in 1994
Years from the privatization

-44.592***
(14.474)

Constant

-25.347***
(8.675)

Wald Chi-Square
Sample size
LR testa

14.80**
141
47.88***

24.45***
204
74.29***

Pseudo R-squared
AIC

0.740
58.516

0.620
79.220

Source: Author’s calculation based on companies annual reports.
Note: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.
Table 4 shows that the amount of relative net profit margin in 1993 and in 1994 is
negatively associated with the arrival of a foreign investor. Foreign investors have invested in
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glass firms with higher relative productivity and with negative profit margins at the beginning of
the transition. This relationship can be explained by the fact that foreign investors have chosen
firms with high potentialities, expressed by high total sales per employee, and that were
restructuring hardly in these years, having therefore greater costs of restructuring and negative
profit margins. These data are consistent with the view that foreign investors have chosen
cheaper firms, since these firms had negative profits and needed a strong restructuring process.
On the other hand, because of the uncertainty of the economic transition, foreign investors have
chosen firms with higher initial productivity, in order to ensure that their investment will
produce private synergy, as the resource-based view and the organizational learning theory
suggest. Hypothesis 1 is supported when performance is used as initial relative productivity but
not when performance is measured as relative net profit margin.
Firm size also positively affects the likelihood of having a foreign investor in a Czech
glass firm: foreign investors have chosen larger firms in terms of the number of employees.
Hypothesis 2 receives support from our data.
The number of years from the privatization is positively associated with the likelihood of
arrival of foreign investors and the coefficient is significant. The Lerner index has a positive
relationship with the arrival of foreign investors but the coefficient is not significant at 5% level.
The percentage of automatic production has a positive relationship with the arrival of foreign
investors and the coefficient is significant.
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Table 5: Results of random effect logistic regressions
Dependent variable: Presence of a foreign majority owner in the Czech privatized glass sector

Relative debt ratio
in 1993

Model 7
Coeff.
Marginal
(Standard
effect
errors)
0.112***
0.003
(0.043)

Model 8
Coeff. Marginal
(Standard effect
errors)

0.059***
(0.020)

Relative debt ratio
in 1994

Model 9
Coeff.
Marginal
(Standard
effect
errors)

0.002
-0.115**
(0.051)

Relative current ratio
in 1993

-0.003

Relative current ratio
in 1994
Logarithm of the num.
of employees in 1993

3.294**
(1.351)

0.081

Logarithm of the num.
of employees in 1994

Model 10
Coeff.
Marginal
(Standard
effect
errors)

2.077**
(1.038)
2.129***
(0.718)

0.068

-0.034**
(0.016)

-0.006

1.632**
(0.813)

0.028

0.048

Years from the
privatization

0.565***
(0.189)

0.014

0.447***
(0.119)

0.143

0.593***
(0.195)

0.014

0.444***
(0.128)

0.007

Market power
(Lerner index )

4.421
(6.457)

0.108

3.350
(3.952)

0.107

5.172
(6.767)

0.120

6.991
(4.763)

0.121

Machine-made
production (percent)

0.186**
(0.081)

0.004

0.106***
(0.034)

0.003

0.176***
(0.066)

0.004

0.131***
(0.045)

0.002

-45.556***
(16.202)

Constant
Wald Chi-Square
Sample size
LR test
Pseudo R-squared
AIC

14.00**
138
41.85***
0.760
55.124

-27.547***
(6.456)
29.47***
201
61.49***
0.587
84.943

-39.168***
(13.232)
16.95**
129
32.51***
0.775
52.483

-27.968***
(8.228)
28.42***
199
71.76***
0.615
79.856

Source: Author’s calculation based on companies annual reports.
Note: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.
If we take into account the financial state of the companies in 1993 and 1994 (Table 5),
foreign investors have chosen firms that in the beginning of the transition had a higher debt ratio
and lower current ratio. This result is in contrast with some previous empirical studies that found
a positive relationship between the initial financial state and the probability of arrival of foreign
investors, even if this evidence is weak. Since foreign investors have invested in firms which
had a lower net profit margin in 1993 and 1994, we suspect that the same reason explains the
arrival of foreign investors in firms with high debt ratios in these years. Firms that were
restructuring hard in the beginning of the transition had higher debts compared to their assets,
also in the short term (as the current ratio shows), suggesting that these firms had quickly solved
the soft budget constraint problem. The refinancing of many loss-making enterprises was
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common during central planning and having financial problems in the transition was a signal of
restructuring activity and of hardening of the budget constraints. On the other hand, firms with
financial problems were cheaper for foreign investors and this is consistent with the literature on
acquisitions. Hypothesis 3 is not supported from our data.
The number of years from privatization is again strongly related with the probability of
receiving a foreign investor: foreign investors entered more in firms privatized early.
Having a higher share of machine-made production is positively associated with the
likelihood of arrival of a foreign investor: firms with automatic production have a higher
likelihood of being chosen from a foreign investor. There is a positive relationship between the
firm's market power, expressed by the Lerner index, and the likelihood of arrival of a foreign
investor but this coefficient is not significant. The significant coefficients in the regressions
suggest that foreign investors in the glass sector have chosen larger firms, potentially more
profitable, that were minimally restructuring and that were privatized early. A firms' initial
characteristics did matter in the glass sector and have affected the likelihood of arrival of a
foreign investor in the Czech Republic.

5. Conclusions
This paper analyzes the determinants of foreign direct investments in the privatized glass
sector in the Czech Republic. We have investigated whether the choice of foreign investors is
motivated by firm’s characteristics, which are derived from the OLI theory, the Demsetz and
Lehn theory and from the resource-based and organizational learning perspectives. We have
shown which of these firms’ characteristics are relevant using a data set from 42 privatized firms
in the glass sector. We present different regression models that show the relevance of firm’s
characteristics in the choice of foreign investors. Multicollinearity does not allow to find one
econometric model that includes all firm-level determinants of FDIs. The likelihood-ratio test
shows that the random-effect model is more efficient than the pooled OLS in all models.
The results of our econometrical analysis give strong evidence that foreign direct
investors in the glass sector in the Czech Republic have chosen larger and more productive
firms, and this preference is not affected by the time of arrival of foreign investors. The quicker
foreign direct investors have chosen the more productive firms and foreign investors that arrived
later have continued to prefer the more productive firms. The preference for larger and more
productive firms is consistent with the OLI theory, the Demsetz and Lehn theory and with the
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resource-based and organizational learning perspectives. Foreign investors have chosen target
firms which possess complementary resources and knowledge, since they were more productive
than the other firms in the same glass subsector in the beginning of the transition. The size of the
target firm represents a valuable resource for foreign investors because it allows them to benefit
from the economies of scale and to get a higher market share in the country.
However, foreign investors have given preference to firms that had higher debt ratios,
lower current ratio and negative profit margins. The preference for firms with a weaker financial
state and negative profits is consistent with the “efficiency-seeking” motive (Dunning, 1983).
Risk considerations have not been so strong in the glass sector, as it was expected, and
efficiency reasons also affected the decision of foreign investors to acquire the privatized firms
in the glass sector.
Following the above discussion, our results support partly our hypotheses 1, strongly
hypothesis 2, but do not support hypothesis 3.
The evidence of this paper supports the view of the relevance of the endogeneity issue in
the choice of foreign direct investors in transition countries and the theory of Demsetz (1983)
and Demsetz and Lehn (1985), which states that the ownership structure is not exogenous, but it
is the result of the characteristics of firms. This study shows also the existence of different
motives that affect the choices of foreign investors when they decide which firms to acquire in
transition countries. We also show how these various motives affect specific characteristics of
the target firms. A contribution of this paper is that it shows that research might benefit from
various theoretical approaches and that the literature in economics might benefit from the
literature in management and international business and vice versa.
Another contribution of this work to the research is that we show that foreign investors
choose firms with specific characteristics. Therefore, in order to evaluate the effects of FDIs on
the performance of domestic firms, it is important to notice this and it is necessary to take into
account it in an analysis.
A limitation of our work is that we do not study how the characteristics of foreign
investors affect their motives for acquiring state-owned enterprises or privatized firms in the
transition countries. We are not able to do it with our data because of the small sample available.
We believe that this can represent a future research path.
The choice of an industrial sector hinders the generalization of these results to other
sectors in the Czech Republic. However, the results of our study align with the findings of
previous empirical studies implemented in different industrial sectors and countries. Therefore,
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even if it is not possible to generalize our results to other sectors or transition countries, our
study points to the relevance of the endogeneity issue, to the importance of firm’s characteristics
in the choice of foreign investors in transition countries and the need of further research about
this topic in other industrial sectors in transition countries.
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Table 6: Correlation matrix for variables used in the analysis
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Variables
Majority foreign share (dummy)
Relative productivity in 1990 (%)
Relative productivity in 1991 (%)
Relative productivity in 1993 (%)
Relative productivity in 1994 (%)
Relative net profit margin in 1993
Relative net profit margin in 1994
Relative debt ratio in 1993
Relative debt ratio in 1994
Relative current ratio in 1993
Relative current ratio in 1994
Years from the privatization
Market power (Lerner index )
Machine-made production
(percent)
Natural logarithm of the number
of employees in 1993
Natural logarithm of the number
of employees in 1994

1
1.00
0.63
0.62
0.71
0.39
-0.19
-0.30
0.39
0.15
-0.40
-0.20
0.25
0.10
0.56

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

1.00
0.77
0.72
0.69
-0.02
-0.32
0.21
0.25
-0.21
0.00
0.11
0.41
0.56

1.00
0.84
0.76
-0.07
-0.03
0.50
0.24
-0.44
-0.30
0.02
0.52
0.58

1.00
0.97
-0.32
-0.38
0.55
0.45
-0.55
-0.57
0.11
0.18
0.40

1.00
-0.39
-0.33
0.64
0.45
-0.55
-0.40
0.12
-0.28
0.07

1.00
-0.80
0.34
0.41
-0.28
-0.23
-0.06
0.06
0.16

1.00
-0.24
-0.17
0.42
0.19
-0.08
0.00
-0.15

1.00
0.89
-0.64
-0.62
0.11
-0.03
0.43

1.00
-0.45
-0.62
0.25
-0.09
-0.08

1.00
0.77
-0.25
-0.09
-0.58

1.00
-0.27
0.02
-0.24

1.00
-0.03
0.21

1.00
0.16

1.00

0.15

0.16

0.34

0.19

0.19

0.39

0.31

-0.05

-0.13

-0.37

-0.57

-0.11

0.12

0.10

1.00

0.09

0.13

0.25

0.18

-0.20

0.40

0.20

-0.07

-0.58

-0.36

-0.05

-0.13

0.15

0.11

0.99

Source: Author’s calculation based on companies annual reports.
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ABSTRACT
This paper analyzes the effects of geographical proximity and agglomeration of
foreign direct investors on domestic firms in the privatized glass sector in the Czech
Republic. The motivation for this research is based on the scant evidence in Central and
Eastern Europe of the effects of geographical proximity and agglomeration on the
productivity of domestic firms. This study aims to explain how spillovers are transferred from
foreign direct investors to domestic firms in an industrial sector.
The econometrical analysis, using original panel data from 1990 to 2006, provides
evidence that the geographical proximity to foreign direct investors has a negative and
significant effect on the productivity of domestic firms in the glass sector at a 5% level. The
effect of agglomeration of foreign direct investors is significant at a 10% level.
The results support the importance of geographic proximity and the agglomeration of
foreign direct investors as a channel of spillovers and it conforms with the evidence that
shows that foreign direct investors have produced negative spillovers on domestic firms in
transition countries. The analysis shows, however, that spillovers do not play a dominant role
for the performance of privatized domestic firms in the glass sector and the importance of
taking into account the industrial sector in the study of spillovers.
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Introduction
Extensive evidence about spillovers in transition countries shows insignificant or
negative generalized spillovers from foreign direct investors. Foreign direct investors have
not had positive spillovers as expected. The motivation for this study is based on the results
about spillovers that contrast the expectations and on the scant evidence in Central and
Eastern Europe of the effects of geographical proximity and agglomeration on the
productivity of domestic firms. The aim is to explain how the location of foreign investors
has affected the productivity of domestic firms, creating negative spillovers to privatized
firms.
This paper examines the effects of geographical proximity and agglomeration of
foreign direct investors on domestic firms using a population of privatized firms in the glass
sector in the Czech Republic. The main contribution of this paper is to analyze one channel of
spillovers, i.e. the geographical proximity and agglomeration of foreign investors and to
provide an explanation for the lack of positive spillovers from foreign investors.
The paper is organized as follows. Section one describes the privatization process in
the glass sector in the Czech Republic and the reasons behind the choice of this industrial
sector.
Section 2 summarizes the related theoretical and empirical literature and describes its
various contributions and shortcomings. Section 3 describes the data, the methodology and
discusses the variables used in the empirical analysis. Section 4 presents the empirical results
and compares the findings of this work with those of related studies. Section 5 provides
concluding remarks.

1. Foreign investors and privatized glassworks in the Czech Republic
The privatization of the glass sector was carried out under three different schemes:
restitution, small-scale privatization and large-scale privatization. The first two schemes
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were started in 1990 and were the most prominent in the early years of the transition. Largescale privatization, by which the largest firms were privatized, began in 1991 and was
completed by 1995 (Hanousek et al., 2007).
Smaller glassworks were typically privatized with the restitution programme, and
were auctioned off or sold in tenders. However, most of the previous owners of the
glassworks had to pay for taking back their family businesses because the state had made
some investments in the glasswork during the years of nationalization6. In rare cases, the
privatization of ownership of the glasswork was given to the management, as was the case of
the Moser company.
The largest glassworks were privatized with a voucher program, as Vertex a.s. (today
Saint-Gobain Vertex a.s.) or sold directly to domestic and foreign investors as in,
respectively, Crystalex a.s. and Glavunion a.s. (today AGC Flat Glass Czech a.s.)7.
The literature about the privatization and the effects of acquisitions from foreign
investors

in the Czech Republic is extensive. However, there are no specific studies,

according to my research, about the spillover effects of foreign investors on the domestic
firms that focus on privatized firms in an industrial sector.
The decision to focus on firms existing in the central planning is done in order to
analyze the effects of foreign investors on privatized firms. Moreover, since these firms were
connected during central planning, it is plausible that the spillover effects of foreign investors
will be stronger; foreign investors will have stronger effects on their neighbour domestic
firms because of their common past and experiences. New firms in the glass sector did not go
through the privatization process and might not experience such strong effects.
I have chosen the glass sector because this sector has a long tradition in the Czech
Republic and for this reason foreign investors entered during the privatization process and did
not enter with greenfield investments as in other industrial sectors.
Czech glassworks are famous for their products and their long tradition suggests that
these companies possessed strong technology in glass manufacturing already during central
planning, as shown by the history of Czech glass and by the participation of Czechoslovak
glassworks in international exhibitions. For example, Moser won the gold medal at the
6

This information was confirmed from personal interviews with Mr. Vlastimil Beránek, owner of the
glasswork “Beránek, spol. s r. o.” (on 3rd September 2004), and Mr. Jiří Rückl, owner of the glasswork “Rückl
Crystal a.s.” (on 10th September 2004).
7
For an extensive analysis of the AGC Flat Glass Czech case, see Galeotti and Nollen, 2008.
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International Exhibition of Decorative Arts in 1925 in Paris and participated to several
international exhibitions before 1989 (www.moser.com). Glavunion (now called AGC Flat
Glass Czech) was among the most productive enterprises in Czech industry during central
planning. However, even the most advanced enterprises had to face the transition to a market
economy and had to learn how to operate in a new economic system. The case study of the
ACG Flat Glass (Galeotti and Nollen, 2008) shows that even the most technologically
advanced enterprises have benefited from the collaboration with a foreign investor, especially
concerning the possibility of accessing to new geographic markets, learning how to manage
successfully a company in an international environment and to restructure human capital, as
well as in improving sales and marketing policies.
The choice of the glass sector in the Czech Republic allows for study a type of
spillover that is harder to measure but very important. Instead of focusing on technology
spillovers, even if foreign investors might bring an improvement in the technology as well, I
focus mainly on knowledge or informational spillovers.

2. Theoretical and empirical background
2.1 Evidence about horizontal spillovers in the transition countries
The existence of spillovers from foreign investors is a natural extension of the
Ownership, Location and Internalization (OLI) theory, according to which foreign investors
are motivated to enter foreign markets if they have some firm-specific advantages that enable
them to outperform local firms. At the same time they possess some intangible asset, such as
technology and know-how, that constitutes a potentially important gain for the host country
(Dunning, 1981).
The research about spillovers from foreign investors has generated a large strand of
empirical studies in the transition countries and the results are opposed to the expectations.
The evidence has found insignificant or negative generalized spillovers from multinationals
located in the same industry (horizontal spillovers) (UNECE, 2001). The studies on the
Czech Republic have also found mixed or negative spillovers from foreign investors
(Djankov and Hoekman, 2000; Kinoshita, 2000; Damijan et al., 2003a 2003b; Kosová, 2006;
Stančík, 2007; Geršl et al., 2007). Recent studies about spillovers have concerned several
transition countries and used large statistical databases (Gorodnichenko et al., 2007), but the
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evidence about horizontal spillovers remains weak or mixed. Gorodnichenko et al. (2007),
analyzing spillovers in 17 emerging countries, have found mostly insignificant horizontal
spillovers, except for older firms and firms in the service sector which have positive ones.
Görg and Greenaway (2001 2004) give three potential reasons for empirically failing
to find significant spillovers. First, multinational corporations (MNCs) might be very
effective in protecting their technology advantages and preventing, in this way, potential
spillovers. Second, spillovers may exist and make up some part of the residual that appears in
all growth equations, but current statistical methods and datasets are unable to identify them.
Third, most of the studies have been carried out at the aggregate level and using crosssectional studies: there may be much heterogeneity of spillovers and aggregate studies may
therefore fail to detect them. Moreover, the poor quality of data, limited samples of firms
studied and short panels of firms may be other reasons for failing to find evidence of
spillovers (Damijan et al., 2003b).

Torlak (2004) points out two further drawbacks of

empirical studies. First, the problem of causality, because MNCs may locate in high
productive industries and do not improve with their spillovers the industry productivity as
usually it is believed8. Second, the negative demand effect from foreign investors may force
less productive domestic firms to exit the market while the MNCs increase their market
shares which finally increases the average productivity in the industry.

2.2 The importance of geographic proximity and agglomeration on spillovers
Proximity has always had important significance in mathematics, geography or in the
analysis of technology (see Bellett et al., 1998). A new interest in the question of proximity
has appeared in the spatial and industrial economics and in the economics of innovation,
which are more dedicated to the analysis of the environment of enterprises. While economic
research in the past was focused more on independent firms and on how they function
internally, new studies look more at where firms operate, at the productive and institutional
environment and at the relations of exchange, competition and cooperation with other
economical actors, often located at a short distance (Danson, 2000).
Even if the notion of proximity has found recent interest in economics, this question
has been present in economic analysis for a long time. Von Thünen (1826) thought of
8

This criticism applies to older cross-sectional or industry-level studies. More recent firm panel studies usually
control for industry fixed effect while using firm fixed effect estimators.
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proximity looking at the advantages of locations. Marshall (1890) emphasized the advantages
for enterprises of being close to each other and his work constitutes the starting points of
studies about economies of agglomeration and the industrial districts.
The question of proximity is present in many standard approaches, but the word itself
is seldom used, often hidden by references to more technical concepts. An interesting review
of this topic is presented from Danson (2000). The work of Marshall (1890, 1920) deserves to
be cited. According to Marshall (1920) the benefit of proximity originates from the spatial
division of labour and from the effects of localized spillovers illustrated by his famous
saying: “the secrets of industry are in the air”. The advantages of production on a large scale
can be found thanks to the concentration in a given area of several specialized firms related to
the same labour market. According to Marshall (1920) three sources of agglomeration
externalities or localized spillovers can be identified. Locating near each other provides firms
access to specialized input, suppliers and customers, a local market for skilled labour, and
technological spillovers through information exchange. The local pool of skilled labour
provides a gain for both workers and individual production units by maximising the jobmatching opportunities and thus reducing the search costs (Gordon and McCann, 2000;
Krugman, 1991a). A localised industry can support more suppliers, which increases the level
of specialisation and efficiency of the supply base (Harrison, 1992).
The Marshall-Arrow-Romer externalities (defined in this way from Glaeser, Kallal,
Scheinkman and Shleifer, 1992) are knowledge spillovers external to a firm but internal to an
industry and within a geographic region. Because human capital acquisition and imitation are
considered important channels for knowledge spillovers, domestic firms located near
multinationals may be more likely to benefit than other firms. The new geographical
economy, Krugman (1991b) with his agglomeration phenomena and many others afterwards
also consider proximity as favourable for firms. If information is considered as an impure
public good whose conservation and acquisition are encouraged by the concentration of
agents in the same place, and especially if knowledge is more tacit in nature, face to face
interaction and communication are important and geographic proximity may help transmit
knowledge more effectively (Von Hipple, 1994). While it may be possible to learn certain
skills by imitation, it may be extremely costly to imitate without close observation. Many
communication processes involve an exchange of information and geographical proximity
that may allow the exchange partners to observe each other’s behaviour to avoid moral
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hazard problems. Proximity may facilitate the creation of social networks and lead to
informal information-sharing. Personal relations and face-to-face communication between the
employees and managers of firms located close to each other may lead to a higher level of
knowledge transfer between them (Halpern and Muraközy, 2007). Moreover, low mobility of
labour can be a strong obstacle for technology spillovers when domestic firms are located far
from foreign investors. It is commonly argued that European labour markets are very rigid
compared to the US labour market and people are less mobile in a geographical sense.
In the literature different dimensions of proximity are presented: organizational,
geographical, relational and technological proximity. The “organizational proximity” links
groups of individuals engaged in purposive activity, which have the same rules, codes,
languages that are well understood by all the members of the organization involved in a given
interaction. The “relational proximity” requires the existence of non-economic relationships
among individuals and is based on a common working ethos, a common language and
culture, good mutual knowledge, mutual trust, mutually respected norms of behaviour. The
“geographic proximity” is based on the distance in space and relations; it also involves some
aspects such as the transport infrastructure, which can modify the access time, or the financial
means, which allow the utilization of information technologies (Blanc and Sierra, 1999;
Danson, 2000).
Proximity to rivals or competition is also of importance. Greater competitive pressure
faced by local firms may induce them to introduce new technology, to work harder,
improving their productivity and production to defend their market share, but may also
worsen their situation and push them out from the market. This crowding out effect may
dominate in the beginning, but may be reversed in the long run due to the long term positive
effects of foreign firms on domestic entrepreneurship as a result of learning, demonstration,
networking and linkage effects between foreign and domestic firms (De Backer and
Sleuwaegen, 2002; Barrios et al., 2005), even if the positive effects may be limited to the
more technologically advanced firms or firms belonging to the R&D intensive sector
(Sembenelli and Siotis, 2005; Hale and Longe, 2006).
Despite the importance in the modern organizations of electronic networks and tools,
the electronic networks cannot completely substitute for geographic proximity. Even if some
specific tools, such as video-conferencing, permit the transfer of tacit knowledge, they will
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not be sufficient and should be complemented by other types of proximity relationship (Blanc
and Sierra, 1999).
The different dimensions of proximity cited above all contribute to the transfer of
knowledge spillovers and can affect the performance of firms in the same sector. While I
have not found any study that measures different types of proximity and evaluates the
different effects of each type of proximity, empirical studies usually focus on one or two
dimensions of proximity, depending on the availability of data and on the theoretical
background. Following the theory described above, and because of the nature of the data, I
choose to focus the analysis on the effect of geographical proximity.
Numerous econometric studies have focused on the role of geographical proximity
and on the geographic dimension of horizontal spillovers. Jaffe, Trajtenberg and Henderson
(1993) show the significance of face-to-face contacts in the process of technological learning,
while Audretsch and Feldman (1996) provide evidence that spillovers are geographically
bounded and that the cost of transmitting knowledge rises with spatial distance. Adams and
Jaffe (1996) and Adams (2002) show that knowledge spillovers are stronger within a given
distance. Driffield (2000) examines the role of productivity spillovers from inward
investment in the UK using sector-level data and finds positive productivity spillovers from
foreign investors in the same sector and region. Siöholm (1999), using detailed micro-data
from the Indonesian manufacturing sector, examines the effect on productivity from foreign
investors. He shows that domestic firms benefit from foreign investors, but the effect differs
between groups of industries and spillovers from foreign investors are found in sectors with a
high degree of competition. However, he does not find evidence of spillovers at the regional
level. Some studies have found positive spatial spillovers of foreign investors (Bernstein and
Mohnen, 1998; Branstetter, 2001) and positive productivity spillovers at the regional level
(Griffith et al., 2002), but others have found no or negative spillovers taking into account the
regional component (Ke and Luger, 1996; Zucker and Darby, 1998; Aitken and Harrison,
1999). Girma and Wakelin (2002)

find evidence for positive spillovers from foreign

investors in the same region and sector in the United Kingdom, but the results are significant
only for firms that have a low technology gap compared to multinationals.
There is only one study, according to my knowledge, about the effects of geographic
proximity with foreign investors on domestic firms in transition countries. Halpern and
Muraközy (2007) analyze spillovers in Hungary: first, they find no evidence of horizontal
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spillovers, but when they take distance into consideration, they find positive horizontal
spillovers for domestic firms close to foreign-owned firms. The distance between foreign and
domestic firms matters and plays an important role in determining the magnitude of the
spillover effect: horizontal spillovers decrease with distance. They conclude that spillovers
via labour mobility may play an important role over small distances, while competition is the
dominant channel over long distances (Halpern and Muraközy, 2007, p. 801).
Domestic firms that are located along the national borders might benefit from
spillovers from foreign investors located in neighbour countries. Cieślik (2005) analyzes the
effect of border effects for the location of foreign firms in Poland using a regional data set
from the 1990s. His study finds that regions located along the Polish segment of the Eastern
frontier of the enlarged European Union are less attractive to foreign investors compared to
other Polish regions. The analysis of the effect of distance from the national border and the
closest country on the productivity of domestic firms are not shown in this paper since they
probably refer to vertical spillovers (relationship with customers and suppliers) and a deep
analysis would require more data that are not available. This paper focuses on horizontal
spillovers and on the role of foreign investors in the Czech Republic.
Previous empirical research has found mixed and inconclusive results about
spillovers. Therefore, I use the existing theory discussed above for deriving the following
hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: The distance from foreign investors is negatively associated with domestic
firm’s performance
Hypothesis 2: The density of foreign investors in the region is positively associated with
domestic firm’s performance

3. Data and Methodology
The choice of the population of privatized firms in one industrial sector allows for
control of some relevant differences between privatized and new firms and reduces the firm’s
heterogeneity and variance.
The data used in this analysis come from different sources: the companies' annual
reports available for the public in the business register, the Magnus Database, the Aspekt
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Reports, and the National Property Fund of the Czech Republic. This analysis is focused on
firms in the Czech Republic in sector 26100, according to the Industrial Classification of
Economic Activities (CZ-NACE code), i.e. firms engaged in the manufacturing of glass and
glass products. The panel includes only firms that existed before 1989 and for which financial
data are available, which allows for an unbalanced panel of 42 firms with data from 1990 to
2006. The population of the privatized glass firms is small compared to large databases that
are used in much empirical research about spillovers in transition countries. However, the
population is narrow because of the nature of the object of the research (privatized firms in
the glass sector) and the availability of financial data. Therefore, the small number of firms
fully represents the population of privatized glassworks but cannot be considered
representative for the whole glass industry.
Some glassworks have more processing plants. In most of the cases, the headquarters
and the processing plant are located close to each other. The company Crystalex a.s. has three
processing plants (one in Nový Bor, one in Karolinka and one in Vrbno pod Pradědem). The
headquarters are located near the plant in Nový Bor and this location was chosen for our
analysis. The company Egermann s.r.o. has their legal location in Prague, but the offices and
the management is in Nový Bor, where the processing plant is located. Because I believe that
for spillovers the presence of management and workers is relevant, I have considered Nový
Bor as the location for Egermann s.r.o. In the other cases the location of headquarters and of
individual plants coincide.
It would be interesting to analyze different types of spillovers arising from the
headquarters and the productive plants, since different types of spillovers might arise from
them. However, my data do not allow to make a separate analyses of the productive plans and
the headquarters because they are located close to each other in most of the glassworks.
The analysis focuses on domestic firms. When a domestic firm is acquired from a
foreign investor, e.g. in the case of Glavunion a.s. - today AGC Flat GlassCzech a.s. (Galeotti
and Nollen, 2008), this company is designated as foreign and is excluded from the panel data
used for the statistical analysis. A company is considered “foreign” if more than 50% of the
ownership belongs to foreign investors: I have chosen this percentage as threshold to
distinguish foreign from domestic firms because with a lower percentage foreign investors
might have a fairly limited effect on the management of the company.
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In the international technology diffusion literature (see Keller, 2002), the effect of
geographical proximity is measured by physical distance (a continuous variable) between
countries. On the contrary, the literature on foreign investors studies the impact of
multinationals on the productivity of domestic firms within regions of a country by using
discrete measures of foreign investors (for example dichotomizing the total amount of
foreign investments in the region and outside the region). I use both these approaches in my
analysis, using the distance from domestic to foreign companies, and using measures for the
presence of foreign investors in the geographic area. One alternative would be to measure the
distance in productivity between foreign and domestic firms. This measure could be used, for
example, in a study which aims to analyze the convergence of companies with different
productivity levels. The aim of this study is to analyze how spillovers can spill from foreign
investors to domestic firms – being close to each other (the geographical proximity).
Therefore, the geographical distance and the density of foreign investors in the region appear
appropriate as they represent a “channel” of spillovers. In this paper, I measure geographical
proximity using the minimum distance in kilometers of each firm from the closest foreign
investor (models 1-4), the average distance from the foreign investors (models 5-6) and the
density of foreign investors at regional level using the employment of foreign firms in the
region (models 1-6).
It is necessary to specify that I do not measure spillovers directly, as many empirical
studies have tried to do it with different proxies, using - for example - the relationship
between the level of foreign involvement in an industry (measured by the share of labor force
in the industry employed by foreign firms or by the extent of foreign ownership) and the total
factor productivity growth in the sector. Because of the difficulties in measuring spillovers
and the various mechanisms which underlie them, an analysis of the processes how spillovers
occur is more relevant.
To eliminate the effect of inflation, I adjust variables measured in Czech crowns to
inflation using price indices of the glass sector (sector 26100) provided by the Czech
Statistical Office.
In this paper, I use a panel data analysis. Panel data are a very useful instrument
because of their double dimension (that is, firms, industries or countries and time dimension).
Panel data allow to taking into account firm’s heterogeneity and, at the same time, the time
dimension. Moreover, the introduction of specific effect enables to take into consideration the
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influence of unobservable characteristics on the dependent variable. The population of the
privatized firms in the glass sector in the Czech Republic is particularly suitable for panel
data analysis because the population of firms is small but data are available for a long number
of years.
A key issue in the estimation of production function is the correlation between
unobservable productivity shocks and inputs levels. Profit maximizing firms respond to
positive productivity shocks by expanding output, which requires additional inputs. Olley and
Pakes (1996) develop an estimator that uses investment as a proxy for these unobservable
shocks. They use survival probabilities to address the selection problem, i.e. the selection bias
that results from the relationship between productivity shocks and the probability of exit from
the market. These data do not allow us to use the Olley and Pakes estimator for two reasons.
First, this estimator can be used only for firms that report non-zero investment: I do not have
data about investment for all companies in the sample. Second, this estimator requires a
variable that indicates whether firm i exited from the market in year t (Yasar, Raciborski and
Poi, 2008). While some firms in the sample do suffer from financial problems and are in a
“insolvency state” (V insolvenčním řízení) or were merged with other firms, these firms did
not exit the market. For the above reasons, the Olley and Pakes estimator cannot be used in
this analysis.
More recently, Levinsohn and Petrin (2003a) introduce an estimator that uses
intermediate inputs as proxies, arguing that intermediate inputs respond more smoothly to
productivity shocks. I have run the models using the Levinsohn and Petrin estimator using the
“levpet” command in Stata (Petrin, Poi and Levinsohn, 2004). However, by running this
model I incurred in several problems. The “levpet” command only allows to specify one
capital ("state") variable, while it allows to specify several “flow” variables, i.e. variables that
respond instantaneously to the productivity shock. Since there are several variables in our
model that do not respond instantaneously to the productivity shocks, some control variables
and some predictors, I cannot use the Levinsohn and Petrin estimator.
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3.1 The dependent variable

Performance
I use the level of total factor productivity in model 1, 2 and 5, measured as:

TFPi ,t 

ValueAddedi , t
Capital  i ,t Labour1 i ,t

Where α denotes capital`s share of the value added. It is often assumed that a
reasonable estimate for α is between 0, 25 (Prescott, 1998) and 0, 35 (Collins, Bosworth and
Rodrik, 1996). In our analyses α is set to 0, 3 (Caselli, 2005). As an alternative measure of
performance, I use the level of labour productivity (measured as total sales per employee) of
domestic firms in model 3, 4 and 6.

3.2 Explanatory variables
I use the distance in kilometers from the closest foreign investor to measure the
geographical proximity to foreign direct investors in models 1-4, while I use the average
distance in kilometers from foreign investors in models 5-6. Moreover, in all models I use
the number of employees in foreign firms in the region to measure the agglomeration of
foreign investors. As control variables, I include the firm’s characteristics such as firm size,
firm’s age, a variable which indicates if the company was privatized or if it is still stateowned, the percentage of machine-made production and the capital-labour ratio. I include
also variables that measure the competition effect, as the Lerner index and the density of
domestic firms at regional level, the latter measured by the number of employees of domestic
firms in the region. In models 5 and 6 I use the data for the dependent variable from the year
following that of independent variables in order to check if the effects of these variables vary
by time.
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3.2.1 Geographical

proximity, agglomeration of foreign investors and

competition

Distance from foreign investors
I use the distance in kilometers from the closest foreign investor to measure the
geographical proximity to foreign direct investors in models 1-4, while I use the average
distance in kilometers from foreign investors in models 5-6. The distance is measured using
road-distance data (from the web-site www.mapy.cz). No distinction is made for this variable
between firms that produce hand-made or automatic glass, since spillovers from foreign
investors to domestic firms are expected mainly to happen in the management of the
company and in other economical aspects that affect the firms’ productivity, and not in the
technological process of glass production, as explained previously.
I expect this variable to have a negative sign if foreign investors have positive
spillovers on the productivity of domestic firms.

Density of foreign firms in the region
I measure the agglomeration of foreign investments in a region with the number of
employees working in foreign firms in the glass sector in a region9. An alternative measure
for agglomeration effects is “the number of foreign firms in the region”. However, this
alternative measure does not take into account the weight of the foreign firm: a small foreign
firm has probably a smaller impact than a larger foreign firm in the geographic area. A
measure of agglomeration that uses “the number of employees in the region” captures also a
crowding-out effect on the regional labor market, since the competition of foreign firms
might discourage domestic firms and send them out from the market. When domestic firms
exit the market, the laid-off employees might start working for a foreign firm. But the
opposite could happen: domestic workers could work for some time for a foreign firm and
later leave the foreign firm and start working for a domestic firm: this choice could positively
affect the productivity of domestic firm in a long period. Since this crowding-out effect on
the regional labor market can be considered a negative spillover of foreign firms, I believe
9

For the analysis I have used the classification of regions that specifies 13 regions and one capital city,
according to Czech Law no. 129/2000 (Law on Regions): Central Bohemia, South Bohemia, Plzeň, Karlovy
Vary, Ústí nad Labem, Liberec, Hradec Králové, Pardubice, Olomouc, South Moravia, Moravian-Silesia, Zlín,
Vysočina, Prague.
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that the number of employees working in foreign firms in the glass sector in a region is an
appropriate measure of agglomeration of foreign investments in the region.
I expect this variable to have a positive sign if foreign investors have positive
spillovers on the productivity of domestic firms in the region.

Competition
This variable captures differences in the market-power between firms in different
subsectors and in the competition in the glass sector.
As a measure of competition or market power, I have computed the Lerner index for a
firm i using total costs and revenues, i.e. the cost-price margin, as in Domowitz et al. (1986):
CPM i ,t 

Sales i ,t  Inventoriesi ,t  Payrolli ,t  MaterialCosti ,t
Sales i ,t  Inventoriesi ,t

The Lerner index is an inverse measure of competition: a greater index means lower
competition.
As an alternative specification of competition, I use a variable that indicates the
density of domestic firms in the region, measured with the number of employees of domestic
firms in the region.
The effect of competition can be twofold: greater competitive pressure faced by local
firms may induce them to introduce new technology, to work harder, to improve their market
share, but may also push them out from the market. However, this crowding out effect may
be reversed in the long run (De Backer and Sleuwaegen, 2002; Barrios et al., 2005), at least
for the more technologically advanced firms or firms belonging to the R&D intensive sector
(Sembenelli and Siotis, 2005; Hale and Longe, 2006).
The competition also derives from the agglomeration in an industrial sector at the
regional level. In order to separate the effects of the competition of foreign investors from the
competition of domestic firms, I measure the competition from local firms with the density of
domestic firms in the region. Agglomeration in industrial clusters or at regional level has
positive as well as negative effects; the positive expected effects are potential knowledge
spillovers, since proximity magnifies the opportunities of learning, and stimulates innovation
by competition on human capital. Negative effects are, for example, the limitation of product
innovation that needs new ideas and differentiation (Callois, 2008).
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The cited literature suggests an expected positive sign for the coefficient of the Lerner
index variable. I expect that domestic firms that have a higher monopoly position have a
higher productivity than the others. The sign of the density of domestic firms present in the
region can have both signs, depending on the type of dominant effect and on the behaviour of
domestic firms. Domestic firms in the region might have a collusion behaviour among them
which would increase their performance at the expenditures of consumers. Or the knowledge
effect might prevail. In these cases this variable will have a positive sign. However, an excess
of domestic density or congestion in the region, might create a stealing effect and therefore a
negative effect on productivity will be expected.

3.2.2 Firm’s characteristics
Firm size
I use the number of employees as firm size. Existing studies present opposing results
about the effect of firm size on firm performance. Larger firms might be more profitable than
small firms because of the advantages associated with economies of scale and scope (Kang
and Stulz, 1997) and outperform them in terms of technology and competitiveness, as the
studies from Wagner (1993) and Nguyen Van, Laisney and Kaiser (2004) suggest. On the
other hand, small firms might have an advantage over large enterprises because they are more
flexible and they can adapt quicker to a changing economic environment (Nguyen Van,
Laisney and Kaiser, 2004). However, according to Desai et al. (2003) markets with better
economic institutions and lower levels of capital rationing are characterized by a higher
number of small firms that can enter and survive in the market and average firm size is
expected to be smaller. This last hypothesis is partly supported from the evidence. American
firms enter, on average, at a smaller scale and with lower productivity, many firms exit
shortly after entering while the firms who survived quickly converge to the industry average
size and productivity level; in Africa, on the contrary, the largest and most productive firms
have the highest growth rate and are more likely to survive (Van Biesebroeck, 2005). Other
studies in less developed countries show a negative relation between firm size and growth
rate, such as in the studies of Sleuwaegen and Goedhuys (2002) and Mead and Liedholm
(1998).
I expect a positive effect of firm’s size on the performance of domestic firms because
the advantages associated with economies of scale and the scope in the glass sector appear to
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be especially relevant in an sector that is characterized, internationally, by the existence of an
oligopolistic market.

Age
I use the number of years from the foundation of the firm. The literature shows that,
because of learning-by-doing effects, older firms might grow faster than younger firms.
However, this positive effect might be counteracted by “organizational geriatrics” (Agarwal
and Gort, 1996), which derives from the obsolescence and depreciation of firm’s initial
human capital and physical capital. Because of these conflicting effects, the literature on the
impact of age on firm’s performance is inconclusive and the results depend on data and on
the estimation method used (Sutton, 1997). In a transition country, older firms might be
disadvantaged compared to younger firms, because they had to overcome the transition
process, which implies learning new habits and new ways of doing business. On the other
hand, the glass sector has a long tradition in the Czech Republic, which has been historically
prominent in the glass manufacturing, so that is likely to be connected with some relevant
characteristics of the glasswork such as the prestige of the brand and the long tradition. Older
glassworks have a long tradition in the manufacturing sector and have famous brands (like
Moser, Crystalex, Sklo Bohemia). However, I have not found an appropriate measure that
allows to order or to distinguish the glassworks according to the prestige deriving from the
brand/mark and tradition. I have found the following rankings “CZECH SECTOR AWARD”
and ”ČEKIA-CRA Ranking” provided from “Česká kapitálová informační agentura, a.s.”
and “CRA Rating Agency” a.s. (http://www.cekia.cz/?idf=csa-ranking). The ranking of
“CZECH SECTOR AWARD” is available only from 1998 to 1993, while the ”ČEKIA-CRA
Ranking” is available from 1993 to 2003. I have added this index in some regressions, even
if the sample is reduced – because of the lack of this index from 2004. But even if the rank
would be available for 2004-2006, it would not be an appropriate indicator for prestige from
the brand/mark and tradition. The reason is that these rankings rank firms according to
financial criteria and therefore these ranks are likely to be the consequence of better
economic performance (the dependent variable in my regressions) rather than a cause. These
indexes therefore do not explain the advantages of some Czech firms compared to others.
However, I have included a dummy variable for a higher ranking from the above indexes in
some regressions. The result is, as expected, that this variable is significant (firms that
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received a high ranking had a higher firm’s performance) but the variable “age” does not
loose significance. For the above reasons, I have not included the variable for “financial
ranking” and I have kept the variable “age” in the regressions.
Since age is taken as an indicator for prestige from the brand and from the long
tradition of the glasswork, a positive sign from the coefficient of this variable is expected.

Privatization
I measure the impact of privatization with a binary variable that indicates if the
glasswork was privatized or if it is still state-owned (the dummy has value = 1 if the
glasswork was privatized, 0 if it is still state-owned).
Most surveys of the earlier empirical studies about privatization have suggested that a
change from state to private ownership tends to improve economic performance (Djankov
and Murrell, 2000 2002; Megginson and Netter, 2001). However, Hanousek et al. (2007)
show that the earlier studies suffer from serious data problems and inadequate treatment of
endogenity of ownership. They use a panel data on a majority of the medium and large firms
that went through mass privatization in the Czech Republic. They found that the performance
effects of privatization in the Czech Republic are on the whole limited and that many types of
private owners do not have a performance that is different from that of firms with state
ownership (Hanousek et al., 2007). The only exceptions are concentrated foreign and
domestic owners.
I might expect that privatized firms perform better than state-owned firms. However,
since I have a long panel data with data until 2006, I expect my results to align with that from
Hanousek et al. (2007) in concerning the effect of privatization on the performance of
domestic firms.

Capital intensity and type of production
In order to control for capital deepening, I have introduced a variable that indicates
the capital intensity of the firm (capital per worker), measured as the ratio of total assets to
the number of employees.
In the glass sector there exist different subsectors that differentiate firms. Glassworks
manufacture different products with various techniques. The main difference between
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glassworks firms is automatic versus hand-made production. I include a control variable that
indicates the percentage of automatic or machine-made production.
I expect a positive sign for the coefficient of both these variables on the performance
of domestic firms.
Table 1: Descriptive statistics

Total factor productivity
Labour productivity (in Th.
CZK)
Distance in Km from the closest
foreign investor
Number of employees of foreign
investor in the region
Firm size: number of employees
Age
Dummy for the privatization
Capital labour ratio
Machine-made production
(percent)
Market power (Lerner index )
Number of employees of
domestic firms in the region
Average distance in Km from the
foreign investors

N

Mean

Min.

Max.

50.283

Std. dev.
(overall)
12.903

138

12.386

90.475

135

428.715

145.147

28.648

857.396

138

95.472

33.812

0

176

138

29.628

119.581

0

584

138
138
138
138

911.015
161.901
0.962
678.008

1032.695
127.483
0.191
275.607

57
38
0
109.951

4971
562
1
1440.865

138

37.121

35.806

0

100

138

0.025

0.194

-0.78

0.84

138

4567.280

3136.3

80

9551

310

187.20

41.76

59.56

331

Source: Author’s calculation based on companies annual reports
The Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics for the sample used in the regressions.
There is high variability among the total factor productivity and labour productivity
of Czech firms in the glass sector. The dataset includes glassworks that have a long history in
the Czech Republic, some of them were privatized early, while others not. The average
domestic glasswork has a machine-made production of 37% and the variability in the
percentage of automatic production and in the capital-labour ratio of the sample is also high.
The Lerner index ranges theoretically from 0 to 1. However, this ratio might be also negative,
if some firms have higher costs than revenues from sales, as it is the case for some domestic
glassworks.

3.3 The estimation method
The basic estimated equations for model 1-4 are the following:
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TFPi,t = α + β1MinDistance i,t + β2DensityFDI i,t + β3Size i,t + β4Agei,t + β5DumPrivi,t +
β6 CaplabRatioi,t + β7 MachineProdi,t + β8MarketPoweri,t + β9DensityDOMi,t +
Dumt +f i +ε i,t
LabourProductivityi,t = α + β1MinDistance i,t + β2DensityFDI i,t + β3Size i,t + β4Agei,t +
β5DumPrivi,t
+β6CaplabRatioi,t
+
β7MachineProdi,t
+
β8MarketPoweri,t + β9DensityDOMi,t + Dumt +f i +ε i,t
with fi = individual effect, DUMt = year dummies, and ε i,t =error term.
The basic estimated equations for model 5-6 are the following:
TFPi,t = α + β1AverageDistance i,t-1 + β2DensityFDI i,t-1 + β3Size i,t-1 + β4Agei,t-1 +
β5DumPrivi,t-1 + β6 CaplabRatioi,t-1 + β7 MachineProdi,t-1 + β8MarketPoweri,t-1 +
β9DensityDOMi,t-1 + Dumt +f i +ε i,t
LabourProductivityi,t = α + β1AverageDistance i,t-1 + β2DensityFDI i,t-1 + β3Size i,t-1 + β4Agei,t-1
+ β5DumPrivi,t-1 +β6CaplabRatioi,t-1 + β7MachineProdi,t-1 +
β8MarketPoweri,t-1 + β9DensityDOMi,t-1 + Dumt +f i +ε i,t
with fi = individual effect, DUMt = year dummies, and ε i,t =error term.
Time dummies are included in the equations because they help control for aggregate
macroeconomic shocks, e.g. business cycles, political reforms, international crises.
The Hausman test suggests that the fixed effect model is the more appropriate for the
theoretical model and the panel data, and the results of the specification tests support the
fixed effect model in all models. The Hausman test rejects the null hypothesis that the
random effect model is more efficient than the fixed effect model that is less efficient but
consistent. The fixed effect model uses the time variation in the dependent variable and in the
independent variables “within” each cross-sectional observation (Wooldridge, 2002),
allowing to analyze the effect of geographical proximity and agglomeration of foreign
investors on each domestic firm over time.
In order to choose between the pooled OLS model and the fixed effect model, Baltagi
(2005, p. 13) advices to run a F-test, which is a Chow test with the restricted residual sums of
squares (RRSS) being that of OLS on the pooled model and the unrestricted residual sums of
squares (URSS) being that of the LSDV (Least Square Dummy Variable) regression.
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The results of the F-test indicate that the firms´ dummies are jointly significant and
that OLS estimates which omit these firms dummies suffer from an omission variables
problem rendering them biased and inconsistent.
Table 2: Correlation matrix for variables used in the analysis (N=135)
1

Variables
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

Total factor
productivity
Labour productivity
Distance in Km
from the closest
foreign investor
Number of
employees of
foreign investor in
the region
Number of firm’s
employees
Privatized company
(dummy)
Age
Capital labour ratio
Machine-made
production (percent)
Market power
(Lerner index )
Number of
employees of
domestic firms in
the region
Average distance in
Km from the
foreign investors

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1.000
0.570

1.000

0.078

0.112

1.000

-0.044

-0.301

1.000

0.228

0.022

-0.170

1.000

-0.047

-0.073
0.167

0.082

-0.031

0.049

-0.461

1.000

0.044
0.352

-0.002
0.787

-0.097
0.082

0.068
-0.169

0.683
0.186

-0.335
0.156

1.000
0.097

1.000

-0.009

0.136

-0.124

0.118

-0.088

-0.028

-0.005

1.000

0.181

0.158

0.093

-0.031

0.322

-0.187

0.117

0.062

-0.244

1.000

-0.207

-0.305

0.152

-0.347

0.286

-0.217

0.166

-0.344

0.320

0.009

1.000

0.083

0.018

0.409

0.036

-0.137

-0.145

0.075

-0.061

-0.225

-0.036

-0.050

0.023

Source: Author’s calculation based on companies annual reports

4. Empirical results
I explore the impact of geographical proximity and agglomeration of foreign investors
on the productivity of domestic firms in the privatized glass sector in the Czech Republic.
I have estimated six different models of fixed effect regressions using two different
dependent variables: three models with total factor productivity (models 1, 2 and 5), and three
models with labour productivity (models 3, 4 and 6). Since the agglomeration of domestic
firms and the agglomeration of foreign firms might be related, I have made two models where
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only the agglomeration of foreign firms is included (models 1 and 3), and four models where
the agglomeration of domestic and foreign firms are both included (models 2, 4, 5 and 6).
Table 3: Results of fixed effect regressions
Dependent variable: Total factor productivity and labour productivity in the Czech
privatized glass sector of domestic firms (in Th. CZK)

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Total Factor Total Factor
Labour
Productivity Productivity productivity

Model 4
Labour
productivity

Coeff.
(Standard
errors)

Coeff.
(Standard
errors)

Coeff.
(Standard
errors)

Coeff.
(Standard
errors)

Distance in Km from the closest foreign
investor

0.137**
(0.064)

0.135**
(0.063)

0.852**
(0.385)

0.869**
(0.383)

Number of employees of foreign investor in
the region

-0.057*
(0.031)

-0.061*
(0.031)

-0.405*
(0.219)

-0.405*
(0.216)

20.944***
(7.095)

22.649***
(7.086)

-8.076
(52.191)

-8.994
(51.638)

Geographical proximity and agglomeration
of foreign investors

Competition effect
Market power (Lerner index )
Number of employees of domestic firms in
the region

-0.013*
(0.001)

-0.011**
(0.005)

Firms’ characteristics
0.006*
(0.003)

0.008**
(0.004)

0.044*
(0.025)

0.062**
(0.026)

2.890***
(0.485)

2.554**
(0.516)

16.841***
(3.231)

15.115***
(3.522)

Privatized company (dummy)

-1.693
(5.624)

0.108
(5.657)

-50.732
(37.767)

-31.853
(38.633)

Capital labour ratio

0.006
(0.009)

0.008
(0.009)

0.141**
(0.067)

0.127*
(0.067)

Machine-made production (percent)

-0.051
(0.353)

-0.216
(0.361)

-3.101
(2.308)

-3.673
(2.308)

Firm size: Number of employees
Age

Constant

-431.007*** -370.923*** -2366.435*** -2038.557***
(75.977)
(82.432)
(511.187)
(567.668)

Time dummies

YES

YES

YES

YES

R-Square (within)
Sample size
F statistic

0.514
138
***

0.529
138
***

0.534
135
***

0.569
135
***

Note: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%;

Source: Author’s calculation based on companies annual reports
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Table 4: Results of fixed effect regressions
Dependent variable: Total factor productivity and labour productivity in the Czech
privatized glass sector of domestic firms (in Th. CZK)
Model 5

Model 6

Total Factor
Productivity

Labour productivity

Coeff.
(Standard errors)

Coeff.
(Standard errors)

0.282***
(0.077)

2.213**
(1.068)

-0.308*
(0.171)

-0.662
(0.216)

Market power (Lerner index ) (lagged value)

-9.335
(7.453)

-101.917
(104.791)

Number of employees of domestic firms in
the region (lagged value)

-0.001
(0.001)

-0.013**
(0.013)

0.008**
(0.003)
2.662***
(0.481)

0.103**
(0.049)
20.917***
(6.827)

Capital labour ratio (lagged value)

-0.004
(0.009)

0.087*
(0.124)

Machine-made production (percent)

-0.221
(0.336)

-1.295
(4.989)

-414.003***
(77.582)

-3238.852***
(1094.839)

Time dummies

YES

YES

R-Square (within)
Sample size
F statistic

0.541
115
***

0.373
112
***

Geographical proximity and agglomeration
of foreign investors
Average distance in Km from the foreign
investors (lagged value)
Number of employees of foreign investor in
the region (lagged value)
Competition effect

Firms’ characteristics
Firm size: Number of employees
(lagged value)
Age (lagged value)

Constant

Note: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%;

Source: Author’s calculation based on companies annual reports
The results presented in Table 3 show that geographic proximity and agglomeration of
foreign investors have a significant effect on the total factor productivity and on the labour
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productivity of privatized domestic firms in the glass sector. Domestic firms that are close to
foreign investors have a lower total factor productivity and labour productivity than domestic
firms that are more far away from them, as expressed from the positive coefficient of the
variable that measures the distance in kilometers from the closest foreign investor, significant
at 5% level. Increasing distance from foreign investors by 1 km would increase the total
factor productivity of an average domestic firm by 13.5%, taking into account the effect of
the density of domestic firms as well (model 2). Increasing distance from foreign investors by
1 km would increase the labour productivity of an average domestic firm by 86.9% (model
4). The stronger effect of distance from foreign investors on labour productivity is consistent
with the hypothesis that foreign investors in the neighbourhood have a stealing effect; foreign
investors might attract the best and most productive workers, which would decrease the
labour productivity of domestic firms, or might steal a part of the market share of domestic
firms. The number of employees in foreign firms has a significant negative effect at 10%
level on the total factor productivity and labour productivity of domestic firms in the region.
The effect of the density of foreign investors in the region is also stronger on labour
productivity than on total factor productivity. The signs of these two variables are coherent
with the existence of negative horizontal spillovers from foreign investors

on the

productivity of domestic firms and with the view that a crowding out effect and negative
consequences of competition prevail, instead of the potential benefits from being close to
foreign investors.
Models 1-4 do not support hp. 1 and hp. 2 and the theories that suggest a favourable effect of
proximity on the performance of domestic firms, the New Geographical Economy and the
thought of Marshall (1920).
Looking at firms’ characteristics that could affect firm’s performance, the firm’s age
has a significant positive effect at 1% significance level. The long tradition of the glass
manufacturing in the Czech Republic explains why a learning-by-doing effect dominates and
why younger firms might be disadvantaged compared to older ones. The significance of age
of the company is probably connected with the fact that older glassworks have a higher markup achieved thanks to using a traditional brand. However, a more appropriate variable for
measuring the prestige deriving from using a traditional brand was not found. The age of the
company has a positive effect on the total factor productivity and on the labour productivity.
The effect of age is stronger on labour productivity than on total factor productivity.
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Firm size, expressed by the number of employees, is significant at 10% level in all
models: larger domestic firms have a higher total factor productivity and a higher labour
productivity than smaller firms.
The role of capital-labour ratio is interesting. This variable has s significant positive
effect at 10% level on the firm’s labour productivity, but it does not affect the total factor
productivity. Glassworks with a higher capital-labour ratio have higher sales per employee.
The capital-labour ratio, however, does not affect significantly the total factor productivity.
The percentage of machine-made production does not have a significant effect on the
productivity of Czech glassworks. The privatization is also not significant, coherently with
the most recent empirical studies about privatization, that found low or no effects of
privatization on firm’s performance (Hanousek et al., 2007).
The Lerner index has a positive effect on total factor productivity at the 1% level but
it is not significant on labour productivity. This suggests that the firm’s market power does
not affect significantly the labour productivity, as the quality of the labour force can do, or
the amount of capital used in the manufacturing of glass. On the other hand, the firm’s market
power, which is an indication of inverse competition, strongly affects the total factor
productivity.
In models 2 and 4, I have added a variable that indicates the density of domestic
firms at the regional level. I have included this variable among the variables that indicate the
competition effect.
The literature has shown that the effect of proximity in industrial clusters can be both
positive and negative. In some cases a concentration of firms in the same sector and area can
bring to several positive externalities, as knowledge spillovers and reduction of fixed costs.
However, product innovation can be limited, because for creating new products new ideas
and diverse firms are essentials (Callois, 2008). When I include the variable of density of
domestic firms in the region, the coefficient of the variables that indicate the geographical
proximity and agglomeration of foreign investors do not loose significance. The effect of
domestic density in the region is significant at 5% on the labour productivity and at 10% on
the total factor productivity. A higher domestic density in the region has a negative effect on
the productivity of domestic firms. This might mean that domestic firms in the glass sector do
not help each other with exchange of knowledge spillovers, but that a congestion of firms in
the same region reduces the profit and performance of the whole sector, stealing potential
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clients and market shares from each other. The difference in the significance level of this
variable on the total factor productivity and labour productivity might be explained by the
fact that domestic firms steal the best or more productive workers from other firms in the
region.
In models 5 and 6, I have used the data for the dependent variable from the year
following that of independent variables in order to check if the effects of these variables vary
by time. Moreover, I have used the average distance from foreign investors instead of the
minimum distance from the closest foreign investor. The results using lagged variables and
the average distance from foreign investors support the view that the average distance from
foreign investors has a significant effect on total factor productivity and on labour
productivity: this effect is stronger than the effect of the minimum distance from the closest
foreign investor. The coefficient of the average distance from foreign investors is significant
at 1% significance level on total factor productivity (model 5), at 5% significance level on
labour productivity (model 6), while the coefficient of the minimum distance is significant at
5% in models 1-4. The density of foreign investors in the region, measured with the number
of employees in models 5-6, is significant only on total factor productivity (at 10%), but not
on labour productivity. A firm’s age is still significant in both equations at 1% level, while
firm’s size is significant at 5%: larger and older domestic firms have a higher performance.
The firm’s market power is not significant in these equations: the firm’s market power in a
year does not affect the total factor productivity and the labour productivity in the following
year. The number of observations used in models 5 and 6 is lower (for regressions only the
cases where there are no missing values are used) than the models 1-4. However, they
support the view that geographic proximity to foreign investors does affect local firms’
performance. The density of foreign firm in the region does affect local firm’s performance
only when performance is measured as total factor productivity in models 5 and 6. This
suggests that there is no stealing effect from foreign investors, i.e. foreign investors do not
steal the best workers to domestic companies in the region. However, the significant
coefficient with a negative sign of the density of domestic firms suggests that there is a
congestion effect in the region. Domestic firms are located close to each other, also as a
consequence of the break-ups after the privatization, and this geographic location negatively
affects the performance of domestic firms.
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Models 5-6 support the presence of a strong effect of proximity of foreign investors to
domestic firms but the sign is not the expected one from the New Geographical Economy and
the thought of Marshall (1920). Therefore, hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 2 are not supported
by these data.
If I compare my results with the evidence in other transition countries, this study
contrasts the results from Halpern and Muraközy (2007) which found a positive effect of
distance from foreign investors on horizontal spillovers in Hungary. Being closer to a foreign
investor located in the Czech Republic has a negative effect on the productivity of privatized
domestic firms in the glass sector. However, the role of spillovers from foreign investors
seems to be less important than the role of firm’s characteristics, such as firm’s age,
connected with the prestige of the brand and of the glasswork, firm size and firm’s market
power for total factor productivity.
The results of this study depend on the chosen industrial sector and cannot be
generalized to other sectors. However, these results align with the previous empirical
evidence that has found negative horizontal spillovers in transition countries and supports the
view that foreign investors do not always have the expected positive effects on domestic
firms. The discordance of the theories about the role of proximity and the empirical studies is
however interesting and deserves to be further analyzed in other studies.

5. Conclusions
This paper analyzes the effects of geographical proximity and agglomeration of
foreign investors on domestic firms in the privatized glass sector in the Czech Republic. This
paper focuses on horizontal spillovers and on the role of foreign investors in the Czech
Republic.
I have investigated whether the geographical proximity to foreign investors and the
agglomeration of foreign investors have a positive effect on the productivity of domestic
firms using a data set from 42 privatized firms in the glass sector. The number of domestic
firms analyzed belongs to one industrial sector and is low. This is a limitation of this study.
However, the data are original and the population includes firms which existed in the central
planning and that belong to an industrial sector in the Czech Republic. These specifications
of the populations explain the low number of firms used in our study.
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I have presented different regression models that show that the geographical
proximity to foreign investors has a negative and significant effect on the productivity of
domestic firms at a 5% significance level and that the agglomeration of foreign investors has
a significant but negative effect on the productivity of domestic firms at a 10% significance
level in models 1-4. The density of domestic firms at the regional level has a negative and
significant effect at 5% level on the labour productivity of domestic firms and at 10% level
on the total factor productivity in models 1-4. The models 5-6, where proximity is measured
in a different way (using the average distance from foreign investors instead of the minimum
distance) support the results of the previous models as concerns the role of geographical
proximity, but do not support the role of density of foreign investors on the labour
productivity.
The results of the econometrical analysis give evidence that in the glass sector the
spatial distribution of domestic and foreign firms following the privatization has not been
beneficial to domestic firms. The explanation may be that foreign investors have chosen the
best firms, as shown by Galeotti and Ryšavá (2008), and can be due also to congestion effects
of domestic firms in some regions. The economic crisis that the glass sector experienced after
2001 in the Czech Republic is another reason. It would be interesting to analyze the effect of
geographic proximity with foreign investors in the 1990s and after to check if the effect of
foreign investors in the beginning of the transition is different than in a later period.
However, the split of the population in two samples would create problems of robustness to
the statistical results, therefore this procedure is not feasible with this data. This study does
not find the positive effects of agglomeration and geographical proximity to foreign investors
in the glass sector in the Czech Republic as the knowledge spillovers that the literature
suggests. Foreign investors in the Czech Republic do not have positive spillovers on domestic
firms in the same industrial sector. However, the role of spillovers from foreign investors in
the glass sector seems to be less important than the role of firm’s characteristics, such as the
firm’s age, which indicates the prestige of the brand and of the glasswork, firm size and
firm’s market power.
Following the above discussion and taking into account the results of models 1-6 for
horizontal spillovers, the results of this study do not support the hypothesis 1 and hypothesis
2. These results are consistent with some of the empirical evidence about spillovers, but not
with the New Geographic Economic and the thought of Marshall (1920).
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The evidence of this paper aligns with the previous empirical studies about spillovers
that have found mostly negative or insignificant horizontal spillovers. The results about
border effects represent a possible future research path.
The choice of an industrial sector hinders the generalization of these results to other
sectors. However, I believe that this study points out the relevance of the mechanisms of
spillovers and the need of further research about this topic in other industrial sectors in
transition countries.
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ABSTRACT
We analyzed the effects of managers’ actions and international linkages on restructuring
and performance among Czech manufacturing firms using firm-level survey data. We found that
it was not only the resources of skill and experience that top managers had, but also the actions
they took that allowed their firms to achieve greater human capital restructuring and sales
revenue growth. Managers who exhibited greater strategic flexibility and who achieved more
product and market restructuring had better outcomes. The firm’s international linkages of nonequity strategic alliances and contact with western managers contributed to its restructuring and
performance directly or, we infer, indirectly.
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Restructuring and performance in Czech firms:
Managers’ actions and international linkages
Introduction
The transition of firms from central planning to market economy in central and eastern
Europe is a subject of continuing interest to scholars, and new empirical results continue to
emerge (e.g., Svejnar and Commander, 2007). Gaps in knowledge remain, however, and our
objective is to begin to fill two of those gaps. We seek to explain one of the most difficult of the
restructuring tasks that firms faced, which was human capital restructuring, and we seek to
understand more deeply how managers contributed to the performance of their firms – what did
they do that made their firms perform better than others?
Among the findings from the past 15 years of theoretical and empirical research on firms
in transition economies, several stand out. Privatized firms performed better than state-owned
firms (Boycko, Shleifer and Vishny, 1996; Djankov and Murrell, 2000)10. Foreign-owned firms
performed better than domestically-owned firms; foreign firms brought resources that were
scarce in centrally planned economies (Djankov and Murrell, 2000). Firms owned by outsiders
usually performed better than insider-owned firms although the financial stake that insider
managers had made a difference (Frydman, Gray, Hessel and Rapaczynski, 1999; Djankov,
1999). Restructuring was necessary, not only defensive restructuring but also deep or strategic
restructuring, because the goals and practices of enterprises in central planning were maladapted
to the needs of firms in market economies. Firms whose top managers were replaced after central
planning and firms that gave performance incentives to managers and employees performed
better than firms that retained their top management team (Djankov and Murrell, 2002). External
influences were important, too, including the extent of product market competition, the actions of
governments, and the functioning of institutions (Djankov and Murrell, 2000; Warzynski, 2003).
Most of what we know about the experiences of transition firms comes from statistical
analysis of large data sets, and from qualitative case studies. One of the gaps in the literature is
10
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that the statistical studies usually are not sufficiently microeconomic to investigate the actions of
managers, and the company case studies are not sufficiently quantitative or generalizable. We do
not know, for example, if any international linkages forged by a company’s top managers, aside
from foreign ownership, contributed to its restructuring or performance. The analysis in this
study is at the firm level, both of the firm’s restructuring and its performance, using a dataset
obtained for this purpose by personal interviews from top managers in manufacturing firms in
the Czech Republic. We draw on frameworks from multiple theoretical models, focusing on the
resources of the firm and the actions that its top managers took that might have contributed to its
performance.

1. Research questions
To restructure the human capital in the firm – to change the mentality of workers – was
the most difficult and the last of the restructurings that firms in transition economies achieved.
(We explain the task of human capital restructuring below.) Some firms accomplished this task
better than others. How did they do it? Our first research question is to ask: What were the
resources of the firm and the actions that the firm’s top managers took that contributed to the
firm’s human capital restructuring?
The ultimate outcome of interest is the economic performance of the firm. Why did some
firms turn in better performance records than others? In this study, performance means sales
revenue growth11. Our second research question is: What were the resources of the firm and the
actions that the firm’s top managers took that explained why their firm grew faster than others?
In particular, can we show that the firm’s human capital restructuring was an important influence
on performance?
Our third research question probes the answers to the first two. What was the role of
foreign influence, aside from foreign ownership? Did other avenues for foreign influence, such
as top managers’ international relationships and the firm’s foreign alliances, contribute to its
restructuring and performance?

11

Performance could also refer to profitability or even survival in the case of firms in transition economies.
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2. Theoretical framework and empirical evidence
Three frameworks apply to this study: the resource-based view of the firm, organizational
learning, and upper echelon theory. In this section we discuss their relationships to the
restructuring and performance outcomes we seek to explain, cite prior empirical evidence, and
deduce hypotheses.
In the resource-based view of the firm, performance differences across firms are
attributed to differences in firms’ resources and capabilities. Resources that are valuable, unique,
and difficult to imitate provide the basis for the firm’s competitive advantage (Barney, 1991).
Resources influence the firm’s strategies and their implementation (Schoenecker and Cooper,
1998). Firms use both tangible resources (such as physical capital and finance) and intangible
resources (such as human capital and brand reputation). Intangible resources are more likely to
produce a competitive advantage because they are often rare, socially complex, and difficult to
imitate (Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 1993; Black and Boal, 1994). They are difficult to change except
over the long run because the management team possesses firm-specific knowledge that has
accumulated with experience over time (Teece, Pisano and Shuen, 1997). When the business
environment changes dramatically, as it did in transition countries, established intangible
resources suddenly become less relevant. Firms must either find a way to rebuild those resources
internally or obtain them from outside the firm.
The

organizational

learning

approach

complements

the

resource-based

view

(Uhlenbruck, Meyer and Hitt, 2003). Organizational learning theory explains how firms
understand and evaluate their environment, as well as how they use resources and develop
capabilities to cope with the environment (Fiol and Lyles, 1985; Levitt and March, 1988;
Mahoney, 1995). As Mahoney (1995) suggests, the key to the management of resources is the
resource of management. A firm may achieve better performance because its managers made
better use of its resources (Penrose, 1959). Human capital has long been considered a critical
resource in most firms (Pfeffer, 1994) and some academics have suggested that learning is the
only sustainable source of advantage (Williams, 1992).
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Upper echelon theory emphasizes the role of managerial characteristics for the firm’s
performance. Organizational outcomes – strategic choices and performance levels – are affected
by observable and psychological characteristics of managers such as their education, experience,
and knowledge (Hambrick and Mason, 1984). Knowledge that is tacit is embedded in uncoded
routines and in the firm’s social context and cannot be easily transferred. It inheres in individual
skills and in collaborative working relationships (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Szulanski, 1996).

2.1 Effects of resources on restructuring and performance
Firms in transition countries typically came out of central planning with an excess quantity
of physical assets that were technologically outdated (Kornai, 1980; Peng and Heath, 1996). The
goals of the firm were to meet production quotas and employ people, and the lack of hard budget
constraints removed the threat of bankruptcy. Managerial incentives were distorted and unsuited
to competitive markets (Kornai, 1979 1980). The problems of outdated capital and excess labor
were obvious and addressed early in the transition, the latter requiring new financial resources
that were often supplied by foreign owners. But to obtain suitable managerial resources –
managers who could upgrade and utilize new physical, financial, and technological resources,
and acquire and adapt new human resources – was an ongoing task. Managers had to learn how
to restructure human capital, the last and difficult transition task (Newman, 2000; Uhlenbruck et
al., 2003).
Hypothesis 1: Firms with more managerial resources had greater human capital restructuring
and better economic performance.

2.2 Actions of managers
The first task of managers in the transition economy was defensive restructuring,
consisting of selling off unproductive social services assets (such as summer camps), separating
unrelated businesses (such as transportation units), reorganizing into revenue-generating business
units, and laying off redundant labor. These tasks were typically accomplished in the early years
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of the transition. Initial gains in measured labor productivity and reduction of costs were easy to
achieve (see, e.g., the review in Djankov and Murrell, 2000; Domadenik, Prašnikar and Svejnar,
2003; Fidrmuc, 2007). But they were superficial and did not represent an improvement in the
organization’s capabilities (Ericson, 1998).
Deep or strategic restructuring was harder. One of these restructurings was product and
market restructuring. After trimming unrelated products from the firm’s business, it was likely
that either new related products or new markets were needed as sources of revenue, aside from
the small domestic market and the (then-collapsed) former Soviet Union.
Human capital restructuring. The other deep restructuring was human capital
restructuring. To do it required a workplace culture shift. During central planning, workers were
assured of employment. Because wages were not related to productivity and did not reflect
differential human capital investment, more skilled and productive workers were not
differentially rewarded and had little incentive to work hard. Political beliefs, not workplace
performance, influenced promotions at higher levels. Behavioral sciences were not appreciated,
and economics was different from western market economics (Laporte and Schweitzer, 1994).
Informal alliances developed between supervisors and workers in which work effort was
minimized. “They pretend to manage; we pretend to work” (Newman and Nollen, 1998, p. 38).
The outcome of this system was that workers, supervisors, and managers except the top
bosses did not have a sense of responsibility for their work or for the company’s success. They
shied away from taking initiative because to do so exposed oneself when getting along in an
autocratic system was more functional. This was the “mentality” (the English word used by
Czech managers) that had to be changed.
To achieve human capital restructuring meant that managers had to unlearn the old ways,
acquire new knowledge, adapt it to local circumstances, and gain the support of their colleagues
(Hedberg, 1981). “Firms must upgrade their existing capabilities with particular emphasis on
their human capital” (Uhlenbruck et al., 2003, p. 265). In fact this was done: employment of
unskilled labour dramatically decreased while employment of skilled labour shifted upwards
(Jeong, Kejak and Vinogradov, 2008; Commander and Kollo, 2008). But what were the actions
that successful managers might have taken? One can suggest a range of specific activities such as
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training programs (although recent evidence from Slovenia suggests that firms’ investment in
external training from 1996-2000 was small; see Domadenik, Prašnikar and Svejnar, 2008). But
what more strategic approaches might lie behind successful activities? We suggest two: strategic
flexibility and top management cooperation.
Strategic flexibility is the ability to respond to changing conditions to maintain
competitive advantage (Volberda, 1996). Uhlenbruck et al. (2003) state that in transition
countries, the acquisition of complementary managerial and marketing resources allows to
achieve a sustained higher strategic flexibility and performance. Strategic flexibility requires the
use of three capabilities: maintaining attention, completing an assessment, and taking actions.
From upper echelon theory perspective, strategic flexibility depends on top managers
characteristics and affects their actions. If top managers do not possess high strategic flexibility,
the company might be characterized by organizational inertia. In this case, the substitution of the
top management team, the arrival of new outside directors or a strategic alliance with other firms
can increase the strategic flexibility (Shimizu and Hitt, 2004). More strategic flexibility means
that top managers are more able to change with changes in the business environment – to
reallocate resources and adapt capabilities in a range of business functions. It implies better use
of existing resources and more acquisition of new resources (Sanchez, 1995). More strategic
flexibility among top managers implies more ability to make the type of fundamental
organizational shifts that human capital restructuring required. Top managers with higher
strategic flexibility are more successful in making their employees and managers more
responsible, changing their ways of thinking and behaviours.
To go from resources to capabilities depends in part on cooperation and coordination
within teams (Mahoney, 1995). Trust and cooperation improve the strategic capacity of the firm
(Ensley, Pearson and Amason, 2002; Jarzabkowski and Searle, 2003). Trust is particularly
relevant in situations of high risk and vulnerability and when top management teams are diverse.
The role of trust and cooperation among top management members was rarely analyzed in
transition studies. However, Vlachoutsicos and Lawrence (1996) showed that Russian managers
were efficient providing top-down leadership but weak in achieving inter-departmental and intraorganizational coordination and trust. Hungarian firms improved their capacity to acquire
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knowledge and to learn when collaboration and exchange of information within the organization
were encouraged (Lyles and Salk, 1996).
Hypothesis 2a: Firms whose top managers had more strategic flexibility achieved greater human
capital restructuring.
Hypothesis 2b: Firms whose top managers displayed more trust and cooperation achieved
greater human capital restructuring.
Because it was difficult for managers who were experienced in the central planning
system to grasp the magnitude of changes required and to learn how to design and implement
them, frequently they were replaced when the transition began. The alternative was to retain
them but to introduce management development programs and pay-for-performance incentives to
reward achievement of desired market economy outcomes. Empirical evidence is mixed. Studies
found that management replacement increased performance (Groves, Hong, McMillan and
Naughton, 1995), that management development and incentives increased performance and
individual learning (Fey and Björkman, 2001; Dierdorff and Surface, 2008), that replacement
was better than incentives (Dyck, 1997; Fidrmuc and Fidrmuc, 2007), or in a study in the Czech
Republic, that they were complementary (Fidrmuc and Fidrmuc, 2006). Some case studies have
documented successful transitions achieved by incumbent managers (Bauer, Streblov and
Nollen, 2005; Hofman, Špicar and Nollen, 2005). Because of mixed prior results, we do not
predict effects for management replacement or incentives, but we do include measures for each.

2.3 Effects of international linkages on restructuring and performance
During central planning, state-owned manufacturing enterprises had little contact with the
West.

If they exported any production, it was done via a state trading agency. Imported

components were similarly handled outside the enterprise. Information about trade came from
state agencies and environmental scanning was largely absent (Uhlenbruck et al., 2003). There
was little or no inward investment from the West. Non-equity alliances were possible but rare.
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Some top managers, however, were able to travel abroad for business reasons, or work abroad
temporarily.
Empirical literature shows the importance of foreign ownership in transition economies
for the transfer of know-how and for firms’ restructuring and performance (Djankov and
Hoekman, 2000; Weiss and Nikitin, 2004; Hanousek, Kočenda and Svejnar, 2007). Bresman,
Birkinshaw and Nobel (1999) showed that in international acquisitions the transfer of
technological know-how was facilitated by communication, visits, meetings, and the passage of
time since the acquisition. Investment in human capital in foreign-owned subsidiaries in
transition countries improved the firm’s performance (Fey and Björkman, 2001).
Foreign influence on domestic firms can be manifested in ways other than ownership.
The development of cooperative arrangements such as non-equity strategic alliances could help
domestic managers learn how to manage their firms in the new economic environment (Hitt,
Ireland and Hoskisson, 2000). Domestic firms could form alliances with foreign firms for a range
of purposes, including foreign market access and technology transfer, especially tacit knowledge.
Other forms of international linkages exist. Exporting to foreign firms would allow
domestic managers to acquire knowledge of international markets (Salomon and Byungchae,
2008). Foreign buyers could provide their suppliers with technical assistance and product design
in order to improve the quality of imported goods (Smarzynska, 2004). Foreign influence on
domestic firms could be felt via expatriate managers in the domestic firms, or by the domestic
firm’s use of foreign consultants.

Foreign firms could influence the restructuring and

performance of domestic firms though informal contacts with managers or with knowledgeable
people from Western firms. Spillovers from foreign-owned firms to domestic firms in the same
market or region were in principle possible via movement of managers and employees who could
carry knowledge (the labor turnover channel) (Görg and Strobl, 2005) and by imitation of the
foreign firm’s practices (the network externality channel) (Hale and Long, 2006).
An extensive literature exists on the use of alliances by firms to acquire technology-based
capabilities from partners (e.g., Kogut, 1988; Hamel, 1991). Mowery, Oxley and Silverman
(1996) found that contract-based alliances such as licensing agreements did not transfer as much
technological capability as equity joint ventures (consistent with Kogut, 1988). Absorptive
capacity (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990) helps explain the effectiveness of technology-based
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capability transfer. Studies about the effects of non-equity strategic alliances in transition
countries are rare. Empirical studies here refer to spillovers rather than alliances, with mixed
results. When managers trained in multinationals moved to domestic firms, a few empirical
studies showed positive spillovers (Görg and Strobl, 2005; Hale and Long, 2006); the latter study
was conducted in China.
Hypothesis 3a: Firms with foreign alliances had greater human capital restructuring and better
economic performance than firms without foreign alliances.
Hypothesis 3b: Firms with better relationships with Western managers had greater human
capital restructuring and better economic performance.

3. Data and methodology
The data in this analysis come from original survey research conducted by personal
interview in 2002.12 The population was 1,096 firms in the Czech Republic in the manufacturing
sector that existed during the central planning era and were listed in the Business Register in
1992. The Velvet Revolution in Czechoslovakia occurred in late November 1989 and the
beginning of the economic reforms was in 1991. A random sample of 600 firms was drawn from
this population, and the number of completed questionnaires received was 162, which yielded a
response rate of 27 percent. For about one-third of the sample, two managers were interviewed
independently in order to assess the consistency of responses.
Fully foreign-owned firms were excluded from the sample in order to study the decisions
and perceptions of local top managers independently from the influence of foreign owners who
would likely have different views about managing the firm through the transition and would have
made different decisions. Moreover, excluding fully foreign-owned firms allowed us to study
different types of foreign influence, including non-equity foreign alliances. Firms were classified
as domestic firms if foreign ownership was less than 25%, less than a blocking minority stake.
12

Data collection was a joint project led by Professor Klaus Uhlenbruck at Texas A&M University, with
cooperation from Georgetown University and Charles University.
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Very small firms (less than 20 employees) were excluded from the sample because some key
explanatory variables (especially some organizational activities) are not meaningful for very
small firms. The choice to concentrate only on firms in the manufacturing sector reduced the
amount of unwanted heterogeneity among firms.
The following graphs describe the characteristics of the average firm in the sample.
Fig. 1 : Distribution of the firms by industrial sector

Source: Author’s calculations based on original survey research.
Most of the companies in our sample belong to the secondary sector (the 66.88%) while
the rest of the sample belongs to the primary sector (12.74%), to the tertiary sector (12.10%) or
to utilities and construction industries (8.28%).
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Fig. 2: Ownership (in percentage) of the average firm

Source: Author’s calculations based on original survey research.
It is interesting to note that most of the ownership of the companies in our sample belong
to the management. In fact, 46.3% of the average firm belongs to the management, 21.5%
belongs to domestic firms, 13.4% to individual investors and the rest to foreign firms, to
employees, to financial institutions and to the government. While the sale to the management
was not the main method of privatization, this characteristic of our sample is very interesting for
the research aims of this work, since we focus on the way in which local managers contributed
to their firm’s restructuring and performance.
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Fig. 3: Average number of employees

Source: Author’s calculations based on original survey research.
The firm’s size shows that restructuring was continuing from 1999 to 2001, as expressed
by the reduction in the number of employees.
We created scales for human capital restructuring and several other variables by factor
analyses of relevant survey items that were obtained from previously used scales, from
authoritative sources, or in a few instances from new constructions. The value of each scale for
each firm is the unweighted mean of the items that comprise it.
We used several instruments to check the psychometric properties of our variables:
exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis, correlations, discriminant validity.
Exploratory factor analysis indicated that our scales identify separate constructs.
Cronbach’s alpha exceeded 0.70 for all factors (see Table 2a). Table 3 shows pairwise
correlations among the variables. Two correlations only exceed 0.50, which are managerial
resources with human capital restructuring (r=0.61), and with employee compensation (r=0.60).
Notwithstanding the high correlation among these scales, the factor analysis supports the
view that human capital restructuring and managerial resources are not equivalent and that our
scales identify separate constructs, as the Table 1 shows.
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Table 1: Factor weights for the variables “human capital restructuring” and “managerial
resources”
Specific items on factors
D25
D26
D27
E29
E30
E31
E32
E33
E34

Factor 1

Factor 2

0.2421

0.8696

0.2058

0.8718

0.4572
0.7267
0.8351
0.6252
0.6715
0.8362

0.7067
0.3905
0.3152
0.4124
0.1486
0.2289

0.8417

0.2918

The level of initiative of core employees on their job compared to major
competitors
The level of responsibility that core employees take on compared to major
competitors
The level of productivity of core employees compared to major competitors
Level of managerial skills compared to major competitors"
Level of strategic skills compared to major competitors
Level of skills in organizing many tasks compared to major competitors
Technological experience of top managers compared to major competitors
Marketing experience of top managers compared to major competitors
General management experience of top managers compared to major
competitors

Source: Author’s calculations based on original survey research.
Discriminant validity exists between the scales for human capital restructuring and
managerial resources based on the standard calculation using inter-item correlations; the
resultant value is 0.75, which is less that the rule of thumb maximum of 0.85, and therefore we
believe these two scales are theoretically distinct.
It is important that multicollinearity must be checked. Although multicollinearity does
not bias the coefficients, it does make them more unstable and it is hard to get good estimates of
their distinct effects on some dependent variables. We checked for multicollinearity effects using
different methods. One possibility is to look at tolerances or Variance Inflation Factors (VIFs).
This test has showed that we do not have a problem of collinearity among different variables. All
VIFs for our variables are less than 10 (our VIFs are actually less than 3).
Since we have responses from two respondents for several firms, we have checked the
“inter-rater reliability” among them. The inter-rater reliability or inter-rater agreement is the
degree of agreement among raters and gives a score of how much homogeneity or consensus
there is in the ratings given by judges. In our sample, we have responses from two members of
one firm in 40 cases. The Table 8 in Appendix C shows the “inter-rater reliability” in each of
these firms using the Spearman’s rank pairwise correlation coefficient (rho) and the Pearson’s
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pairwise correlation coefficient (r). They both show that the inter-rater reliability among
different respondents in the same firm is rather high: the lowest Spearman’s rho is 0.6901 and
the lowest Pearson’s r is 0.9995.
We have checked the presence of non response bias because we wanted to test if the
managers who answered to the questionnaires belong to firms which were different from the
firms of managers who did not answer. For these tests, we have used the ISI database (Internet
Securities database). We have used two methods to test for non-response bias: a t-test and the
analysis of variance (Anova). A t-test has suggested that there are no significant differences in
the mean of firm’s size (using the number of employees and the total assets), the financial
condition (for which we have used the variable total debts and the debt equity ratio), and the
profitability (for which we have used the net profit or loss, ROS and ROE indexes). The analysis
of variance (Anova) supports the results of the t-test. We found no significant differences
between respondents and non respondents for the characteristics cited above. Accordingly, we
assumed little response bias.

3.1 The dependent variables
3.1.1 Human Capital Restructuring
We measured human capital restructuring according to the critical ways of thinking and
behaviors that the firm’s workforce needed to adopt. For enterprises coming out of a central
planning regime and entering a market economy, that meant changing the mentality of workers.
The mentality that typically was lacking but needed was taking initiative, accepting
responsibility, and increasing productivity. Our indicator is a 3-item scale that is the extent to
which the firm is better or worse than its competitors in achieving these outcomes according to
the top manager’s judgement; it is a new scale.
We have checked the assumption of normality for human capital restructuring. The
Graph 1 shows that the variable human capital restructuring follows a normal distribution.
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Source: Author’s calculations based on original survey research.

3.1.2 Performance
The business performance of a firm is a multidimensional concept to which multiple
measures can be applied. We used two measures.13
Absolute sales revenue growth.

An objective market outcome is growth in sales

revenue, which we measured over the 1999-2001 period. This time frame prevents spikes up or
down in revenue from distorting the performance measure as much as a one-year measure would,
and yet it is a short enough time period so that changes in the business environment that might
affect one firm’s growth more than another are minimized. The source of the data is the database
from Internet Securities (ISI), whose values were matched to the companies in the survey.

13

We follow the advice of Hult et al. (2008) insofar as we have both a primary and secondary measure, we use two
measures, one of which is objective financial data, and we confront an endogeneity issue. However, our data are not
longitudinal.
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Comparative sales revenue growth. We also measured performance as a comparative
outcome. Managers rated their firm’s sales revenue growth compared to their major competitors.
This variable is the response to a questionnaire item where the structured choice consisted of a
five-item scale (ranging from top 20% to bottom 20%). This measure is subjective and can mean
different things to different managers. Its use suffers potentially from the problem of common
method bias in the statistical analysis. However, it also has the advantage of representing what
managers believe is important, and is less affected, we presume, by short term variations in
market measures of financial performance that were substantial in the immature Czech economy.
An alternative measure of performance could be a market-based measure, as Tobins’s Q
or accounting-profitability measure, since managers generate rents from their superior
managerial skills and this provides them the incentive to act efficiently. Castanias and Helfat
(1991) show that managers can earn their rents through their salary, bonuses, stock options and
perquisites. Their theory – the managerial rents approach- however relies only with those firms
having diffuse investors. The nature of our sample reduces the advantages deriving from the use
of a market-based measure or accounting-profitability, since not all firms have a diffuse
ownership. We do not have information about the bonuses, stock options and perquisites to
managers. Moreover, during the privatization process in the Czech Republic the number of
acquisitions by managers was rather limited. To check the possibility that firms that spend
significant financial resources on hiring excellent managers increase their sales growth, we
include the variable financial resources in our models.

3.2 Explanatory variables
Definitions of explanatory variables used in the human capital restructuring or
performance equation follow:
Managerial resources.

Six-item scale about the managerial, strategic, organizational,

marketing, and technological skills and experience of the firm compared to its competitors
(based on Aaker and Mascarenhas, 1984; Grant, 2004).
Financial resources. Four-item scale about the firm’s financial position, borrowing capacity,
and credit worthiness (based on the same sources as managerial resources).
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Strategic flexibility. Eight-item scale about the extent to which the firm changed original
strategies, redeployed resources, modified operations and investments, and used different
production and marketing activities (from Aaker and Mascarenhas, 1984; Evans, 1991; Sanchez,
1995; Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001).
Trust and cooperation. Three-item scale about sharing of information and resources, helping to
solve problems, sharing responsibility for decisions, and trust among top management team
members.
Incentives to employees.

Level of compensation of core employees compared to major

competitors, from a structured choice seven-point scale.
Product and market restructuring. Four-item scale about the extent to which the firm entered
new product and geographic markets and increased its exports in the last three years compared to
its competitors; it is a new scale (we exclude early defensive restructuring of eliminating
unrelated products).
Incumbent top managers. Percent of top managers who were in the firm before the Velvet
Revolution.
Western contact. Three-item scale consisting of the extent to which the firm’s top managers
had relationships with executives from western firms.
Foreign alliances. 0,1 dummy variable with value = 1 if the firm had alliances with foreign
firms.
Foreign ownership. 0,1 dummy variable with value = 1 if more than 25 percent of the firm was
foreign-owned.
Environmental uncertainty. Three-item scale about the extent to which the firm must change
its marketing practices frequently, competitors and consumers aren’t predictable, and the rate
that products become obsolete has dramatically increased.
Government support. Five-item scale about the extent to which government has provided
beneficial programs, technical and financial support, legal system, and export support to the
company.
Size. Size of the firm measured as the number of employees, as a control variable. (We also
considered a set of industry dummy variables as controls but found them not to be necessary.)
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The predictor variables for the model that explains human capital restructuring are:
Managerial resources, incentives to employees, trust and cooperation, strategic flexibility,
western contact, foreign alliances. The control variables are: Financial resources, incumbent top
managers, foreign ownership, environmental uncertainty and firm’s size.

4. Empirical results
The average sales revenue growth for the firms in our sample for which we obtained
matched market data was 24.4 percent for the 1999-2001 period (see descriptive statistics for all
variables in Tables 2a, 2b). The top manager’s judgement of his or her firm’s sales revenue
growth compared to major competitors was on average 3.26 from a scale whose range was from
1 to 5, which was only slightly above the midpoint of the scale.
The top managers of our firms believed on average that the initiative, responsibility, and
productivity of their employees was slightly greater than that of their competitors, and the
variability of responses was modest. The respondents reported ample financial resources and on
average more managerial resources than their competitors. Top management cooperation was
judged to be quite good. About 28 percent of the firm’s top managers on the average were in the
firm at the time of the Velvet Revolution.
Foreign alliances were held by 27 percent of the Czech firms, and only 13.5 percent of
the firms had foreign ownership exceeding 25 percent equity stakes (by virtue of the sample
design). The strength of relationships with Western managers was middling with a mean of 4.08
on a scale where 7 was strong and 1 was weak. The median firm size was 190 employees and the
average was 408 employees.
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Table 2a: Descriptive statistics for continuous variables used in estimating restructuring
and performance equations among Czech manufacturing firms
Variables

Mean

Sales revenue growth, percent, 1999-02
objective measure
Sales revenue growth, more vs. less than
competitors, manager’s report
Human capital restructuring, three-item
scale, more vs. less than competitors
Product/market restructuring, four-item
scale, more vs. less than competitors
Managerial resources, six-item scale, more
vs. less than competitors
Financial resources, four-item scale, very
poor vs. very good
Employee compensation, more vs. less than
competitors
Top management cooperation extent, fiveitem scale
Strategic flexibility, eight-item scale
Top managers’ incumbency, percent from
time of Velvet Revolution
Western contact strength, three-item scale
Environmental uncertainty in the industry,
three-item scale
Government support extent, five-item scale
Firm size, number of employees

Standard
Deviation

Cronbach's
alpha for
scales

24.40

46.67

3.26

1.01

4.39

0.90

0.85

4.03

1.48

0.72

4.79

0.85

0.89

5.41

1.18

0.85

4.31

1.12

5.73

0.97

0.91

4.51

0.89

0.76

28.19

28.73

4.08

1.67

0.91

4.07

1.32

0.77

2.07
408

0.98
801

0.79

Source: Author’s calculations based on original survey research.
Table 2b: Frequencies for 0,1 dummy variables
Foreign alliances, percent with alliances
Foreign ownership, percent with >25% foreign ownership

Source: Author’s calculations based on original survey research.
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Table 3: Correlation matrix for variables used to explain restructuring and performance among Czech manufacturing firms
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Variables
Sales revenue growth, 1999-02
Subjective sales revenue growth
Human capital restructuring
Product/market restructuring
Managerial resources
Financial resources
Employee compensation
Top management cooperation
Strategic flexibility
Top managers incumbency
Foreign alliances
Western contact
Foreign ownership
Environmental uncertainty
Government support
Firm size

1
1.00
0.30
0.14
0.16
0.06
0.13
0.00
0.05
0.05
-0.26
0.07
0.01
-0.01
0.00
0.22
-0.11

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

1.00
0.41
0.37
0.46
0.26
0.39
0.25
0.23
-0.14
0.12
0.36
0.14
-0.06
-0.07
0.02

1.00
0.27
0.61
0.21
0.48
0.34
0.28
-0.23
0.20
0.19
0.06
-0.04
0.12
-0.07

1.00
0.29
0.11
0.11
0.19
0.43
-0.09
0.19
0.46
0.18
0.23
0.19
0.09

1.00
0.23
0.60
0.36
0.41
-0.23
0.06
0.28
0.07
0.01
0.02
-0.02

1.00
0.21
0.17
0.04
0.02
0.11
0.11
0.16
-0.13
-0.02
-0.16

1.00
0.27
0.19
-0.15
-0.10
0.04
0.00
0.08
-0.13
-0.06

1.00
0.27
-0.12
0.04
0.31
0.04
-0.09
-0.06
-0.14

1.00
-0.18
0.06
0.35
0.14
0.26
0.02
0.01

1.00
-0.11
0.07
0.10
-0.16
-0.10
0.38

1.00
0.22
-0.04
0.07
0.09
-0.05

1.00
0.26
0.07
0.04
0.23

1.00
-0.06
0.18
0.03

1.00
0.02
-0.06

1.00
-0.05

Source: Author’s calculations based on original survey research.
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4.1 Explaining human capital restructuring
The main result is that the actions of managers and the firm’s foreign alliances
contributed to the restructuring of its human capital. What managers did, as well as the resources
they had, changed the ways of behavior of the firm’s employees – their initiative, responsibility,
and productivity (see Table 4).
Table 4: Influences on human capital restructuring in Czech firms
Explanatory variable
Managerial resources
Financial resources
Employee compensation
Top management cooperation
Strategic flexibility
Incumbent managers
West contact
Foreign alliances
Foreign ownership
Environmental uncertainty
Firm size
Constant
Adjusted R2
Sample size

Regression coefficient
(standard error)
0.547 ***
(0.105)
0.017
(0.057)
0.189 ***
(0.070)
0.027
(0.069)
0.205**
0.092
–0.001
(0.002)
–0.041
(0.046)
0.291 **
(0.141)
–0.155
(0.186)
–0.138 **
(0.056)
<0.000
<0.000
0.563
(0.585)
0.551
106

Note: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%;
Source: Author’s calculations based on original survey research.
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Our results support the resource-based view of the firm, the organizational learning
theory and the upper echelon theory. Managerial resources matter for human capital restructuring
and managerial actions as well. The significance of the variable “managerial resources” supports
the resource-based view of the firm and the upper echelon theory. Our hypothesis 1 is supported
as concerns the human capital restructuring.
Managers’ actions. Top management teams that exhibited more strategic flexibility achieved
more human capital restructuring. Our results support hypothesis 2a. Strategic flexibility implies
the ability to respond to change, and it was in the restructuring of employees’ mentality that great
and difficult change was required. Strategic flexibility also implies better use of resources. Our
findings show that firms with more managerial resources – more strategic, organizational, and
technological skill and experience among their top managers – achieved more human capital
restructuring. This supports the resource-based view of the theory. In addition those top
managers who were able to change their strategies and their operations, given their resources,
realized still greater human capital restructuring. Learning how to use resources and change their
use in the environment matters. The learning theory is also supported. Each made an independent
contribution. (We explored the possibility that managerial resources moderated the effect of
strategic flexibility on human capital restructuring, i.e., that the effect of strategic flexibility was
stronger when managerial resources were greater; however, the coefficient of an interaction term
between the two was not significant and we concluded the effects of the two variables were
independent.14 Although their effects were independent, firms that had more managerial
resources were somewhat more likely also to have more strategic flexibility – the simple
correlation between the two variables was 0.41.)
A second managerial action that contributed to human capital restructuring was the
payment of higher wages to core employees than competing firms offered. Although our
indicator did not measure individual performance-based pay, the result suggests that the
introduction of financial incentives (they were not used with central planning) corresponded with
greater change in employees’ mentality. Either higher wage-paying firms attracted employees
who were more attuned to the needs of a market system, or incumbent employees were

14

We centered each of the two explanatory variables on zero to avoid multicolinearity before forming the
interaction term.
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motivated by higher wages to become more initiating, responsible, and productive. There could
also be some reverse causation that limits interpretation of this result.
To the unsettled empirical debate about whether restructuring was aided by incentives for
top managers versus replacement of incumbent top managers by outside talent, we add evidence
that replacement by itself, given managerial skills and experience, was not enough.
Top management teams that exhibited more trust and cooperation did not on that account
achieve greater human capital restructuring. Our results do not find support for hypothesis 2b.
Empirical evidence cited previously showed that trust and cooperation improved the strategic
capacity of the firm, and that trust was particularly relevant when top management teams were
diverse. Perhaps when the top management team’s strategic flexibility is accounted for, there is
little effect left for trust and cooperation, and the teams in our sample, which were mostly Czechowned manufacturing firms, were homogenous.
Financial resources did not make a difference.

The task of changing employee’s

behaviors toward the workplace did not depend on the firm’s balance sheet or its financial
soundness.
International linkages. An important subset of managers’ actions is the international
linkages of the firm and its managers. We find partial support for our hypotheses about the
effects of these linkages on human capital restructuring. Firms that had alliances with foreign
firms – non-equity strategic alliances with firms based in other countries (these were usually
West European or American firms) achieved greater human capital restructuring. This supports
the hypothesis 3a as concerns human capital restructuring. The alliances appeared to be able to
transfer some of the tacit knowledge about workers’ behaviors from the foreign firm to the
Czech partner’s workforce; a technology transfer of the imitation type could have taken place.
We find evidence for this effect if we partition the sample. For firms without foreign alliances,
the coefficients on both variables for managers’ actions - strategic flexibility and employee
compensation - exceed those of their coefficients for the entire sample, and for firms with foreign
alliances, neither of these managers’ actions variables is significant (but the sample is small).
This suggests that restructuring in firms with foreign alliances was assisted by those foreign
alliances.
The Czech firm’s top managers’ relationships with business people in the West did not
influence the firm’s human capital restructuring. Once the managerial resources of the firm and
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its foreign alliances were accounted for, contact with Western managers did not contribute
further to human capital restructuring. We do not find support for hypothesis 3b. We suggest that
the influence of Western managers on the Czech firm’s human capital restructuring was indirect
– that it contributed to the skill and experience acquired by Czech managers so that the
managerial resources variable captured its effect.
Foreign ownership via direct investment into the Czech firm, given the firm’s foreign
alliances, had no independent effect on the Czech firm’s human capital restructuring; most of the
firms in our sample were domestically owned, and the few foreign investors in our firms did not
have a majority ownership share, which limited their influence.
Finally, we find support for the hypothesis that firms that operated in markets with more
environmental uncertainty – where the rate of change of product obsolescence, production
technology, and marketing practices was faster – had less human capital restructuring.

In

turbulent product and market environments, managers needed to spend more resources and time
scanning the environment (Cyert and March, 1963), and it was more difficult to enact change in
the mentality of workers. Employees themselves were less able to change their ways amidst an
uncertain environment.
We were wondering whether the presence of foreign alliances affects other variables in
the analysis. In order to test the hypothesis that financial resources are significant for human
capital restructuring and the role played by foreign alliances, we have separated the sample in
two groups: firms with foreign alliances and firms without foreign alliances.
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Table 5: Influences on human capital restructuring in Czech firms with or without
foreign alliances

Explanatory variable

Managerial resources
Financial resources
Employee compensation
Top management cooperation
Incumbent managers
West contact
Foreign alliances
Foreign ownership
Environmental uncertainty
Strategic flexibility
Firm size
Constant
Adjusted R2
Sample size

Regression
coefficient
(standard error)
Full sample
0.547***
(0.105)
0.017
(0.057)
0.189 ***
(0.070)
0.027
(0.069)
–0.001
(0.002)
–0.041
(0.046)
0.291**
(0.141)
-0.155
(0.186)
–0.138 **
(0.056)
0.205**
(0.092)
0.000
0.000
0.563
(0.585)
0.551
106

Regression
coefficient
(standard error)
With foreign
alliances
0.433**
(0.209)
-0.032
(0.119)
0.146
(0.120)
-0.108
(0.121)
-0.007
(0.004)
0.058
(0.084)
0.970**
(0.449)
-0.114
(0.089)

Regression
coefficient
(standard error)
Without foreign
alliances
0.504***
(0.131)
0.036
(0.070)
0.218**
(0.099)
0.126
(0.090)
-0.002
(0.003)
-0.021
(0.058)
-0.036
(0.128)
-0.356
(0.237)
-0.176**
(0.077)

-0.031
(0.160)
0.000
(0.000)
2.918**
(1.196)
0.329
46

0.244**
(0.117)
0.000
(0.000)
-0.030
(0.744)
0.553
76

* if p < 0.10, * * if p < 0.05; ** * if p < 0.01
Source: author’s calculations based on original survey research.

Comparing the above regressions, managerial resources are significant in both groups of
firms. But managerial resources become less significant for firms with foreign alliances. One
possible interpretation is that the best domestic managers were able to improve human capital
restructuring without the help of foreign partner, and for the others, foreign partners and foreign
ownership were more important. This indicates that some domestic managers rely on their
foreign partners and had to learn from them how to successfully pursue human capital
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restructuring. Managers who realized that they were not able to restructure alone successfully
their labour force understood that they could learn from foreign partners and this is also a
successful but alternative strategy.
Strategic flexibility and employee compensation are significant only in firms with no
foreign alliances (or in the regression with the full sample), while in firms with foreign alliances
their effect is caught from the foreign ownership variable. For firms with foreign alliances, what
managers did - employee compensation and strategic flexibility - had no significant effect on
human capital restructuring, whereas for the entire sample these effects are positive and
significant (and for the subsample of firms without foreign alliances the effects are somewhat
larger than they are for the entire sample). For firms without foreign alliances, it is very
important what managers do. Employee compensation and strategic flexibility matter, as well
managerial resources. When there are no foreign alliances, it depends only on the quality of
managers and on their choice. Good managers (which give incentives to employees - employee
compensation - and are more flexible - strategic flexibility) have pursued a better human capital
restructuring. In firms with foreign alliances these managerial variables (employee compensation
and strategic flexibility) are not significant but the foreign ownership is positive and significant.
The effect of managerial actions in firms with foreign alliances is captured by the foreign
ownership firms. Also in this case managerial actions matter, because managers were able to
have foreign alliances and foreign ownership, however the role of managers is direct in the case
of firms without foreign alliances and indirect in the case of firms with foreign alliances. We can
say that the effect of managerial actions is hidden by the foreign ownership variable (that is
stronger because for these firms foreign owners or foreign partners have tough domestic
managers how to achieve greater human capital restructuring) or that domestic managers that
found foreign alliances spent resources to find foreign alliances and foreign ownership.
The coefficient of financial resources is not significant in all regressions. However, we
have to point out that the regression for the sample with foreign alliances has a very small
sample (only 46 observations).

4.2 Explaining performance: Objective market sales revenue growth
The predictor variables for the model that explains performance are: managerial
resources, human capital restructuring, product and market restructuring, western contact,
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foreign alliances. The control variables are: financial resources, incumbent top managers, foreign
ownership, environmental uncertainty, government support and firm’s size.
We expect some similarities in the explanation of objective versus subjective sales
revenue growth, but not identical results. A recent study among UK manufacturing companies
suggested both a positive association between subjective and objective measures of organization
performance, and equivalent relationships with independent variables (Wall et al.,

2004).

However, not only is the transition economy setting dramatically different from the UK, but also
our subjective measure is comparative: how well did the respondent’s firm perform compared to
its major competitors. This is a more micro measure that takes into account the firm’s immediate
competitive environment and abstracts from inter-industry and inter-market differences.
Managers’ actions. Some of the actions that top managers took were associated with the
economic performance of their firm and our results are partly consistent with the resource-based
view and consistent with the organizational learning theory. Managerial resources are significant
for explaining firms’ performance only when performance is measured at subjective level.
Hypothesis 1 is therefore supported only for performance measured subjectively, but not for
performance measured objectively. Most importantly, firms that achieved greater human capital
restructuring were also firms with faster two-year growth in sales revenue (measured objectively
from their audited financial statements). Firms whose employees demonstrated more initiative,
responsibility, and productivity – all behaviors that were valuable in a market economy – given
the firms’ resources and given other managerial actions and given external conditions – had
greater success in the marketplace (see Table 6).
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Table 6: Influences on the performance of Czech firms

Explanatory variables

Managerial resources
Financial resources
Human capital restructuring
Product and market
restructuring
Incumbent top managers
West contact
Foreign alliances
Foreign ownership
Environmental uncertainty
Government support
Firm size
Constant
Adjusted R2
Sample size

Sales revenue growth,
Sales revenue growth,
1999-2001, objective
compared to competitors,
market data
manager’s judgment
Regression coefficients
(standard errors)
-3.345
0.274 **
(6.242)
(0.124)
2.278
0.095
(3.682)
(0.072)
0.189 *
9.120 *
(5.628)
(0.111)
5.661 **
0.156 **
(2.803)
(0.069)
–0.376 ***
–0.003
(0.146)
(0.003)
1.141
0.119 **
(2.725)
(0.058)
2.572
9.214
–16.45
0.210
(12.40)
(0.288)
2.338
–1.186 ***
(3.358)
(0.068)
13.75 ***
–0.075
(4.738)
(0.096)
–0.0001
–0.007 *
(0.0001)
(0.004)
–58.71
0.532
(36.44)
(0.700)
0.258
0.402
101
92

Note: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%;
Source: Author’s calculations based on original survey research.

A second managerial action that influenced the firm’s performance was found in the
positive relationship between product and market restructuring and sales revenue growth. Firms
that introduced new products, entered new geographical markets, and increased exports more
than their competitors had faster sales revenue growth. The tendency for firms in central
planning to be single product monopolies, or to have unrelated product lines as conglomerate
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enterprises, needed to change; firms that were more successful in meeting this challenge were
able to increase their sales revenue more than firms that did less of this restructuring.
Firms that replaced more of their top managers from the time before the Velvet
Revolution were faster growing. Management turnover was helpful in transition countries
because the introduction of new top managers who were not in the firm at the time the economic
system changed permitted new ideas and practices to be introduced, less constrained by the past.
International linkages. None of the international linkages of the firm that we measured
made a contribution to its sales revenue growth in this time period when other determinants were
accounted for. Hypothesis 3a is not supported by our data. Because we found earlier that firms
with foreign alliances achieved more human capital restructuring, we suggest that the effect of
foreign alliances on sales growth operated via the human capital restructuring actions of
managers. A similar indirect effect on sales growth might have occurred from western contacts.
Neither the firm’s managerial resources nor its financial resources contributed to its
growth. This finding suggests that it was actions that managers took to improve the firm’s work
force, product lines, and market position that mattered; once these actions were accounted for,
neither the firm’s resources nor its international linkages, both of which might very well have
assisted the firm’s managers to achieve these restructurings, added to the explanation of the
firm’s growth. The coefficients of these variables are not consistent with the resource-based
view, but we should take into account that the transition needed a change in the resources of
firms, as the model developed by Uhlenbruck, Meyer and Hitt (2003) shows. Our data show that
it is not the amount of firms’ resource that matters, but how managers use resources, how they
deploy them.
The managers of the firms that had faster growth in sales revenue over a three-year time
period reported more support from government policies that included an effective legal system,
offering of technical information, and promotion of exports and operations abroad.
Contacts with Western managers is not significant when performance is measured
objectively. This does not support our hypothesis 3b.
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4.3 Explaining performance: Subjective comparative sales revenue growth
The firms whose top managers reported faster sales revenue growth than their major
competitors were firms that achieved greater human capital restructuring and greater product and
market restructuring, in the same way as the firms that reported faster objective sales revenue
growth in the marketplace.

In addition, managers who reported their firms had greater

managerial resources – managers with more skill and experience – also reported higher
subjective comparative revenue growth. This supports partly our hypothesis 1. This result was
not found for objectively measured sales revenue growth in the marketplace; perhaps it is a
consequence of top managers ascribing some of the credit for superior performance to
themselves, or it is a manifestation of common method bias.
International linkages. The top managers who reported faster sales revenue growth than
their major competitors also had stronger relationships with managers in the West. Although this
effect was also positive for objective revenue growth, it was not significant. Hypothesis 3b is
supported only when performance is measured subjectively.

Possibly the extent to which

western relationships existed varied by industry, or the influence of these relationships varied by
industry, either of which would obscure the role of western relationships that instead were found
when the more micro measure of comparative performance was analyzed.
Government support did not contribute to faster comparative sales revenue growth,
although it did contribute to absolute sales growth. Perhaps top managers have a bias against the
role or ability of government to assist their firm’s performance, and therefore those managers
whose firm’s comparative performance was superior were not managers who reported more
supportive government policies – managers are inclined to credit themselves but not government
for their firm’s good performance.
Finally, firms that operated in markets with more environmental uncertainty had a lower
subjective performance compared to their competitors. More change in the product and market
environment made it more difficult for the firm to outperform its competitors, given the extent of
their human capital and product and market restructuring.
Endogeneity between human capital restructuring and performance. The question of
endogeneity between human capital restructuring and performance arises because it is
conceivable that the firm’s performance causes its human capital restructuring, opposite the
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hypothesized direction of effect. In the latter case, human capital restructuring is an endogenous
explanatory variable in the sales revenue growth equation and its coefficient is biased. The latter
argument is that firms with greater performance find it easier to restructure human capital
because the firm’s internal environment is more munificent and secure. It is also possible that the
better performing firm attracts better employees, and while that does not strictly make the human
capital restructuring variable endogenous, it undermines any claim that it was managers’ actions
that achieved more human capital restructuring. We estimated two-stage least squares regression
equations in which each of the two equations – human capital restructuring and performance –
included instruments not present in the other equation. The outcome was that the objective sales
revenue growth variable was not significant in the human capital restructuring regression. In
addition, endogeneity tests (the difference of two Sargan-Hansen statistics (Baum, Schaffer and
Stillman, 2003) rejected the null hypothesis of endogeneity.
An interesting question arises from the above results. One of the most cited “theoretical”
reasons of improved performance – access to foreign investors’ finance – has not proved
significant in our analysis. This is interesting as the survey was conducted in 2001 when the
pick-up in bank lending to corporate has not yet started and the nominal growth was in this year
still negative (see Geršl and Hlaváček, 2006, p. 83).The survey captures also partly the period
1999-2000 labeled as credit crunch period in the Czech economy.
We were also wondering whether the presence of foreign alliances affects other variables
in the regressions where performance is the dependent variable.
In order to test the hypothesis that financial resources are significant for performance and
the role played by foreign alliances, we have separated the sample in two groups: firms with
foreign alliances and firms without foreign alliances. We have also separated the sample in firms
without foreign ownership (foreign ownership less than 25%).
The coefficient of the regressions for the cited subsamples do not change significantly.
We do not present therefore here these regressions. It is worth nothing that the coefficient of
financial resources continues to be not significant. As fully foreign-owned firms were excluded,
this result could have been caused by the small sample available and by the inflows of intragroup finance from foreign owners in not fully-foreign firms. A characteristic of the foreignowned firms in the glass sector is that foreign owners acquired first a small share of the firm’s
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capital and successively they have increased this share in order to gain the full control of the
company.

5. Conclusions
In this study we analyzed survey data from Czech manufacturing firms to explain
differences in their restructuring and economic performance. The first main contribution of the
study is to add a new dimension to our understanding of why some firms in the transition from
central planning to market economy performed better than others: we consider the actions of the
top managers in the firms (heretofore only explored in case studies). The second contribution is
to take a fresh look at how the international business relationships of the firm and its managers
(aside from often-explored foreign ownership) affected restructuring and performance. We focus
on the last and most difficult restructuring, which was human capital restructuring. We measure
performance both absolutely and objectively, and comparatively and subjectively.
Firms with greater managerial resources – managers with greater skills and experience
than their competitors – achieved greater human capital restructuring. But more important, it is
not only what the managers had, but what the managers did that contributed to their firm’s
restructuring and performance. Our data show that it is not the amount of firms’ resource that
matters, but how managers use resources and how they deploy them. The firms of top managers
who exhibited more strategic flexibility – who changed their strategies and practices more –
achieved more human capital restructuring. So also did firms that compensated their employees
better, showing the importance of incentives for increasing the initiative, responsibility and
productivity of employees. Firms with greater human capital restructuring in turn achieved
faster growth in sales revenue. Greater product and market restructuring (more new products and
new markets) was also associated with faster growth. Firms that did not replace a high proportion
of their top managers after the Velvet revolution were poorer performers, supporting the view
that incentives worked only when managers were replaced, as previous empirical evidence
shows.
International business linkages of the firm and its top managers, aside from foreign
ownership, contributed both to human capital restructuring and economic performance. Nonequity alliances with foreign firms had direct positive effects on human capital restructuring,
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and, we infer, indirect effects via transfer of tacit knowledge to local managers that in turn
increased their capabilities to make good decisions. Another type of international linkage, which
was contacts with Western managers, did not show an independent effect on human capital
restructuring, but the indirect effect via increased managerial capabilities might have applied
here, too. The firm’s economic performance measured as sales revenue growth compared to
competitors was aided directly by top managers’ western contacts.
Neither managerial nor financial resources contributed to the firm’s absolute sales
revenue growth, showing that what mattered was the actions that managers took to improve the
workforce, product lines, and market position.

Firms that operated in markets with more

environmental uncertainty had less human capital restructuring and lower sales revenue growth
compared to competitors.
Contrary to the expectations, one of the most cited “theoretical” reasons of improved
performance – access to foreign investors’ finance through foreign ownership – has not proved
significant in the analysis. This is interesting as our survey was conducted in 2002 when the
pick-up in bank lending to corporate has not yet started and the nominal growth was in this year
still negative. Intra-group financing was likely to be higher in the case of privatization or
takeover of a domestic company by a foreign enterprise than in the case of new investment
(Geršl, Hlaváček, 2006). This result is likely to depend on the fact that most of the firms in our
sample have a Czech majority ownership and that fully foreign-owned firms were excluded from
the sample.
Our data are consistent with the resource-based view of the theory, the organizational
learning theory and the upper echelon theory. These findings go beyond the main findings of
prior empirical studies by adding evidence on what the role of managerial actions was in guiding
the firm to successful outcomes, and by showing that international linkages aside from foreign
ownership were influential.
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Appendix A
A SURVEY OF FIRMS’ STRATEGIC FLEXIBILITY IN ECONOMIC TRANSITION
Dear Senior Executive:
This important survey is part of a joint research project between Texas A&M University, Georgetown
University (both USA) and Charles University in Prague. It examines how top managers can exploit their
firm’s resources so as to improve strategic flexibility and performance in economic transition. We define
top managers as those individuals significantly influencing and actively participating in the firm’s
strategic decision making. It may take you 20-30 minutes to fill out the survey. Please consider your
firm’s real situations in answering the questions. All responses will be treated in strictest confidence and
are only for research purposes. An Executive Summary of the study results will be send to you upon
request. We appreciate your support of this research.

PART I: FIRM RESOURCES
A. To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
Strongly
Disagree


1. Currently our firm has sufficient space to
1
2
perform its business.
2. Currently our firm has sufficient physical
assets to perform its business.
3. Many of the physical assets of our firm are
technologically obsolete.
4. Compared to our major competitors, the
quality of our physical resources (equipment,
buildings) is better.
5. We have one of the most productive R&D
groups in our domestic industry.
6. Our average annual spending on R&D as
percentage of sales is among the largest in
our industry.
7. Compared to our competitors, we have a
higher proportion of R&D employees.
8. Our technological know how is at state-ofthe-art.
9. Our licensing agreements provide us access
to state-of the-art technology.

Strongly N/A
Agree


1

1


2

2


3

3

3


4

4

4


5

5

5


6

6

6


7

7

7




1


2


3


4


5


6


7




1

1


2

2


3

3


4

4


5

5


6

6


7

7




1

1

1


2

2

2


3

3

3


4

4

4


5

5

5


6

6

6


7

7

7



10. How many patents does your firm currently hold?
11. Which percentage of your total employees are involved in R&D?
B. To what extent to do you agree with the following statements?
Strongly
Disagree


12. The overall reputation of our company is
1
2
good.


13. Relationships of our company with our
1
2
customers are good.


3

3









___________
___________


4

4


5

5
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Agree


6

6


7

7
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14. Relationships of our company with our
suppliers are good.
15. Customers and suppliers believe our
company is well managed.
16. The brand recognition of our products is
good.
C. Please indicate your firm’s financial condition
17. How is the current financial situation of your
firm?
18. How is the borrowing capacity of your firm?
19. How was the average net cash position of
your firm during the last 12 months?
20. How is your current credit worthiness?


1

1

1

Very
Poor


1

1

1

1


2

2

2


3

3

3


2

2

2

2


3

3

3

3

D. How does your firm compare to major competitors regarding …
We are
much worse
21. The education of core employees?
22. The compensation of core employees?
23. The skills of core employees?
24. The experience of core employees at their
assigned tasks?
25. The initiative of core employees on their
job?
26. The responsibility core employees take on?
27. The productivity of core employees?


1

1

1

1

1

1

1


2

2

2

2

2

2

2


4

4

4


5

5

5


4

4

4

4


6

6

6


5

5

5

5


6

6

6

6

About
equal


3

3

3

3

3

3

3


4

4

4

4

4

4

4


5

5

5

5

5

5

5


6

6

6

6

6

6

6


7

7

7



Very
Good

N/A


7

7

7

7









We are N/A
much
better


7

7

7

7

7

7

7









28. How many years of formal education (starting from elementary school through university) does your
typical (median) core worker have?
_________
E. How does your firm compare to major competitors regarding …
We have
much less


29. Managerial skills?
30. Strategic skills?

1

1

2

2


3

3

About
equal


4

4
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5

We have N/A
much more


6

6


7

7
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31. Skills in organizing the many tasks performed?
32. Technological experience of top managers?
33. Marketing experience of top managers?
34. General management experience of top managers?
35. International business experience of top managers?
36. Work experience in Western countries of top
managers?


1

1

1

1


2

2

2

2


3

3

3

3


4

4

4

4


5

5

5

5


6

6

6

6


7

7

7

7




1

1


2

2


3

3


4

4


5

5


6

6


7

7



37. What is the percentage of top managers with the firm since before the Velvet Revolution?
_________%
38. What is the percentage of top managers with less than 1 year of tenure?
_________%
39. How many years of formal education does the typical (median) manager have?
_________
F. To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
Strongly
Disagree


40. Top managers basically agree that our firm’s
1
2
ability to learn new knowledge is the key to
our competitive advantage.


41. It is important for us to learn from our
1
2
partners and competitors.


42. The sense around here is that employee
1
2
learning is an investment, not an expense.


43. The basic value of this firm is that making
1
2
mistakes is just part of the learning process.

Strongly N/A
Agree


3


4


5


6


7




3

3

3


4

4

4


5

5

5


6

6

6


7

7

7





44. How many members does the top management team (i.e., the individuals actively participating in
strategic decision making) currently have?
_________
45. What is the age of the oldest and the youngest member of this team: _________years
_________years
G. How strongly do members of the top management team agree or disagree with each other about …
Strongly
Strongly N/A
Disagree
Agree






 
46. The best way to maximize the firm’s long
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
term profitability






 
47. What the firm’s goals and priorities should
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
be






 
48. The way to ensure the firm’s long-run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
survival
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49. Which organizational objectives should be
considered most important


1


2


3


4


5


6


7



H. To what extent do you agree with the following statements about your firm over the past three years?
Strongly
Strongly N/A
Disagree
Agree






 
50. Our firm was prepared to ensure good
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
relationships with civil servants.






 
51. We invested a lot of time and effort into
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
building relationships with civil servants.






 
52. Personal relationships with civil servants
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
have been important to us.






 
53. Our management team had social interaction
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
with other people with knowledge about
conditions in our industry.






 
54. Our management put a lot of effort in
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
building relationships with other executives
knowledgeable in the industry.






 
55. We learned a lot from our interactions with
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
people in our industry.






 
56. Our management team developed strong
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
relationships with executives from Western
firms.






 
57. Our management team put a lot of efforts
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
into cultivating relationships with executives
from Western countries.






 
58. Our firm maintained contacts with
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
knowledgeable people in Western countries.

PART II: THE ROLE OF TOP MANAGEMENT TEAM PROCESSES
I. Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements about your firm’s top
management team.
Strongly
Strongly N/A
Disagree
Agree






 
1. In dealing with competitors, team members
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
typically seek to avoid direct competition,
preferring a “live-and-let-live posture”.






 
2. The top managers of my firm favor a strong
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
emphasis on R&D and innovations.






 
3. The top managers of the firm favor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
experimentation and original approaches to
problem solving.






 
4. The top managers of my firm favor adopting
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
methods other firms have used for solving
their problems. (r).
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1


2


3


4


5


6


7




2

2

2


3

3

3


4

4

4


5

5

5


6

6

6


7

7

7



7. Team members share responsibility for
decisions.
8. Team members share relevant information
with each other.


1

1

1

9. Team members help each other solve
problems.
10. Team members share resources with each
other.


1

1


2

2


3

3


4

4


5

5


6

6


7

7



5. The top managers of my firm have a strong
proclivity for high-risk projects with chances
of high returns.
6. Team members trust each other.






PART III: FIRM ENVIRONMENT
K. Please indicate the extent to which you agree with each statement as it applies to your firm’s primary
industry.
Strongly
Strongly N/A
Disagree
Agree






 
1. Our firm must change its marketing practices
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
frequently to keep up with the market and
competitors






 
2. The rate at which products or services
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
become obsolete in our principal industry has
dramatically increased in recent years.






 
3. The production/service technology in our
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
principal industry has changed very much.






 
4. Actions of competitors are difficult to
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
predict.






 
5. Demand and consumer tastes are difficult to
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
predict.
L. Please indicate the extent to which in the last three years government and its agencies have:
To No
To a Great N/A
Extent
Extent






 
6. Implemented policies and programs that have
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
been beneficial to our firm’s operations.






 
7. Provided needed technology information and
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
technical support to our firm.






 
8. Played a significant role in finding financial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
support for our firm.






 
9. Provided an effective legal system for
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
business transactions.






 
10. Taken actions to facilitate exports and
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
develop operations in other countries.
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PART IV: ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSFORMATION
M. Please indicate the extent to which the following activities occurred in your firm over the past three
years.
Not at
To a Large N/A
All
Extent






 
1. There were employee lay-offs.
2. There were permanent facility closures.
3. There were sales of production equipment.
4. We sold off some of our business units.
5. The firm has hired personnel with abilities
similar to existing personnel
6. The firm has hired personnel with abilities
different from existing personnel
7. The firm has acquired physical assets
8. The firm has received financial resources
from internal sources (e.g., owners)
9. The firm has received financial resources
from external sources

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7










O. Please indicate the extent to which the following activities occurred in your firm over the past three
years.
Not at
To a Large N/A
All
Extent






 
10. The firm has invested in training and
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
education of its core employees.






 
11. There are formal training programs to teach
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
new hires the skills they need to perform their
jobs.






 
12. The workforce receives formal performance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
evaluations.






 
13. Formal performance appraisals are used to
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
facilitate promotion decisions or to develop
employees.






 
14. The firm has eliminated products from its
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
product line.






 
15. The firm withdrew from product markets.
16. The firm withdrew from geographic markets.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7


1


2


3


4


5


6


7
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17. The firm has increased the number of
products in its product line.


1


2


3


4


5


6


7



18. The firm has diversified into new product
markets.
19. The firm has diversified into new
geographical markets.


1

1


2

2


3

3


4

4


5

5


6

6


7

7



20. The firm has increased its exports to foreign
markets.


1


2


3


4


5


6


7





P. Please indicate the extent to which the following activities occurred in your firm over the past three
years.
Not at
To a Large N/A
All
Extent






 
21. Our competitive strategies have changed a lot.
22. In some unexpected situations, we changed
our original strategies.
23. Flexibility is the major characteristic of our
competitive strategy.
24. We have adapted our strategy to the changing
environment.
25. We tried to change the deployment of our
resources for adapting to environmental
changes.
26. We have modified operating and investing
activities to generate funds.
27. We have provided support for competing
R&D projects.
28. We have used different marketing approaches
to achieve similar goals (e.g., using various
distribution channels to reach similar
customers).
29. We have tried to arrange production activities
in a flexible manner.

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

5

6

6

6

7

7

7


1

1


2

2


3

3


4

4


5

5


6

6


7

7




1

1

1


2

2

2


3

3

3


4

4

4


5

5

5


6

6

6


7

7

7




1


2


3


4


5


6


7



PART V: FIRM PERFORMANCE
1. Please provide the following information.
1999

2000

2001

a) Total revenues

in 1,000 CZK

b) Fixed assets

in 1,000 CZK

c) Profit before taxes

in 1,000 CZK
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d) R&D expenditures

in 1,000 CZK
no.

e) Employment
of employees
2. How does your firm perform compared to its major competitors?
a) After tax return on total
assets
b) After tax return on total
sales
c) Firm total sales growth
d) Overall firm performance
and success
e) Firm competitive
advantages

Lowest
20%
Lowest
20%
Lowest
20%
Lowest
20%
Lowest
20%

Lower
20%
Lower
20%
Lower
20%
Lower
20%
Lower
20%

Middle
20%
Middle
20%
Middle
20%
Middle
20%
Middle
20%

Next
20%
Next
20%
Next
20%
Next
20%
Next
20%

Top
20%
Top
20%
Top
20%
Top
20%
Top
20%

PART VI: GENERAL FIRM INFORMATION

1. Year of founding of the firm
2. Year of privatization of the firm
3. Is your firm a spin-off of a larger organization

 (check if not applicable)
yes / no ?

4. Current ownership (check all that apply; provide percentage if available):
Management | Employees | Indiv. Investor/s | Finan. Institution/s | Domestic Firm/s | Foreign Firm/s |
Government

5. Name of your primary industry:
__________

_______________________________

6. Average yearly growth of industry (1999-2001):

NACE code:

__________%

7. Degree of diversification of your firm





Conglomerate diversified in unrelated businesses
Firm diversified into related businesses
Firm focused on one main business
Firm vertically integrated

8. How many firms have you acquired over the last 10 years?

__________

9. A strategic alliance is a long term technology, production, or marketing agreement with close
cooperation but no equity stake; ordinary distribution arrangements or arm’s-length licensing
agreements are not strategic alliances unless they include other cooperation.
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Do you have any strategic alliances with other companies ? Yes __________

No__________

If yes, among those alliances, how many are marketing alliances?
_________________
Among those alliances, how many are R&D alliances?
_________________
Among those alliances, how many are alliances with foreign firms?
_________________

PART VII: RESPONDENT PROFILE
1. What is your age? Below 30 
or higher 

30-39 

40-44 

45-49 

50-54 

55-59 

2. What is the highest level of education you have?

Vocational/professional training

Completed secondary school
Bachelor degree

Master degree 
Ph.D. 
3. Gender:

Male



Female



4. What is your current position/title: ___________________________________________
5. How long have you been working in this position (in years)? __________
6. How long have you been working in this firm (in years)?

__________

7. If you are interested in the Executive Summary of the study results, please tick here.

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND KIND SUPPORT!
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Appendix B
Table 7: Items from the survey employed to design each variable used in estimating restructuring
and performance equations among Czech manufacturing firms
Variables
Sales revenue growth, percent, 1999-01 objective measure
Sales revenue growth, more vs. less than competitors,
manager’s report
Human capital restructuring, three-item scale, more vs.
less than competitors
Product/market restructuring, four-item scale, more vs.
less than competitors
Managerial resources, six-item scale, more vs. less than
competitors
Financial resources, four-item scale, very poor vs. very
good
Top managers’ incumbency, percent from time of Velvet
Revolution
Employee compensation, more vs. less than competitors
Top management cooperation extent, five-item scale
Strategic flexibility, eight-item scale
Western contact strength, three-item scale
Environmental uncertainty in the industry, three-item scale
Government support extent, five-item scale
Firm size, number of employees
Foreign alliances, percent with alliances
Foreign ownership, percent with >25% foreign ownership

Items
V1 a
V2c
D25-D26-D27
O17-O18-O19-O20
E29-E30-E31-E32E33-E34
C17-C18-C19-C20
E37
D22
I6-I7-I8-I9-I10
P22-P23-P24-P25P26-P27-P28-P29
H56-H57-H58
K1-K2-K3
L6-L7-L8-L9-L10
V1 e
VI 9
VI 4

Source: Original survey research.
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Appendix C
Table 8: Inter-rater reliability
Case

Number of obs

Spearman's correl.
coeffic. (rho)

Pairwise correl.
coeffic. (r)

Prob>׀t= ׀
(Ho: rater1 and rater2 are
independent)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

147
142
126
146
146
127
146
144
140
128
135
125
146
148
138
136
139
142
134
147
146
143
117
138
145
125
145
146
144
138
136
141
117
128
136
112
140
144
143
138

0.8932
0.7782
0.7602
0.9658
0.9440
0.9104
0.8652
0.8113
0.6901
0.7826
0.9727
0.7950
0.9282
0.8363
0.9814
0.9549
0.8163
0.7515
0.8308
0.9577
0.6736
0.9759
0.8579
0.9549
0.9451
0.7505
0.9034
0.8545
0.9443
0.8226
0.9244
0.9771
0.9707
0.9814
0.9815
0.9300
0.9001
0.8319
0.9881
0.8232

1.0000
0.9995
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.9999
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Source: Original survey research.
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FOURTH PAPER

How foreign influence and local managers affect the
successful transition of the firm: The case of AGC Flat Glass Czech

Elisa Galeotti and Stanley Nollen

ABSTRACT
We investigate the mechanisms by which a foreign owner influenced the transition of
its subsidiary from central planning to market economy, we explore the role of local
managers of the privatized company and of collaboration between the foreign and local
partner.

Our subject is AGC Flat Glass Czech (renamed from Glaverbel Czech as of

September 2007 and formerly Glavunion), a glassmaker that was acquired early in the
privatization process by the Belgian Glaverbel Group (now AGC Group). We document the
way in which the foreign owner transferred its tacit knowledge to local managers and workers
immediately to restructure human capital, and we illustrate the collaborative approach
between foreign and local managers that was enabled by the favourable objective and
psychological traits of the incumbent local managers.

KEYWORDS: foreign alliances and joint ventures, management, performance, Czech
Republic, glass industry, case study.
JEL classification: L61, F21, F23, G3,
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How foreign influence and local managers affect the
successful transition of the firm: The case of AGC Flat Glass Czech
Introduction
The transition of firms from central planning to market economy has been extensively
studied in the past fifteen years. We have considerable knowledge from analyses of large
statistical databases about the factors that affect their restructuring and performance. Among
many results from empirical literature, the roles of foreign influence and managerial action
are two that stand out (Djankov and Murrell, 2000). But questions about each of these
remain.
There is substantial empirical evidence that foreign ownership had a positive effect on
firm performance in transition countries and about what foreign owners transferred, but not
how.

Our first research question follows:

how do foreign owners contribute to the

performance of their subsidiaries?
The ways in which local managers contributed to their firm’s restructuring and
performance was seldom analyzed, in part for lack of suitable data. While local managers
were surely important, the literature has not documented how their skills or actions affected
the firm’s performance, nor the relationship between local and foreign managers. This leads
to other research questions: How do managerial characteristics and actions affect the firm's
restructuring and performance? In what ways does the relationship between local and foreign
managers affect these outcomes?
The large statistical data sets that exist are not suitable for addressing these research
questions. While they can find managerial characteristics that are associated with the firm’s
performance, they are not able to analyze how managers affect performance. A company
case study, on the other hand, is a suitable methodology for exploring these research
questions. It can investigate complex interrelationships and illustrate theoretical predictions
about managerial conduct.
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1.Theoretical and empirical framework
1.1 The role of foreign ownership in restructuring and performance
The theoretical base of our case study data is based on the integrated model of postprivatization resource development, developed by Uhlenbruch, Meyer and Hitt (2003) and on
the upper echelon theory, developed by Hambrick and Mason (1984). We also use the tacit
knowledge theory from Polanyi (1958 1967) to explain how foreign owners contribute to the
performance of their subsidiaries.
Uhlenbruch, Meyer and Hitt (2003) use the theories of organizational learning and the
resource-based view of the firm to explain the transformation of privatized firms. In the
resource-based view of the firm, performance differences across firms are attributed to
differences in firms’ resources and capabilities. Resources that are valuable, unique, and
difficult to imitate provide the basis for the firm’s competitive advantage (Barney, 1991).
Firms use both tangible resources (such as physical capital and finance) and intangible
resources (such as human capital and brand reputation) (Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 1993; Black
and Boal, 1994). With the transformation of the economic system, old firms’ resources
became inappropriate for the new system and privatized firms had to reconfigure their
resources by divesting inappropriate ones, acquiring complementary ones and upgrading
existing ones (Uhlenbruch, Meyer and Hitt, 2003). Privatization, especially via international
strategic alliances, involves the acquisition, stockpiling and exchange of resources: a
“strategic fit” between the partners allows to achieve private synergy and competitive
advantage (Barney, 1988; Uhlenbruch and De Castro, 1988). Resources of particular interest
in strategic alliances include financial capital, technical capabilities, managerial capabilities
and other intangible assets, such as firm reputation.
The organizational learning approach complements the resource-based view
(Uhlenbruck, Meyer and Hitt, 2003). Organizational learning theory explains how firms
understand and evaluate their environment, as well as how they use resources and develop
capabilities to cope with the environment (Fiol and Lyles, 1985; Levitt and March, 1988;
Mahoney, 1995). As Mahoney (1995) suggests, the key to the management of resources is the
resource of management. A firm may achieve better performance because its managers made
better use of its resources (Penrose, 1959) and some academics have suggested that learning
is the only sustainable source of advantage (Williams, 1992). In the strategic alliance
literature, several researchers have argued that learning can be an important determinant in
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the initial motivations for and ultimate success of international joint ventures (Hamel, 1991;
Inkpen, 1995, 1996). Alliances provide the opportunity to combine the resources of both
partners, to acquire new knowledge and learn new skills and capabilities (Hitt et al., 2000).
Upper echelon theory emphasizes the role of managerial characteristics for the firm’s
performance. Hambrick and Masons' (1984) Upper Echelon Theory states that organizational
outcomes – strategic choices and performance levels – are affected in part by observable and
psychological managerial characteristics.

Observable characteristics include age, career

experience, education, and socioeconomic factors.

Psychological characteristics include

cognitive and value-based characteristics that act as information filters formed through the
managers' experiences and background. Knowledge that is tacit is embedded in uncoded
routines and in the firm’s social context and cannot be easily transferred. It inheres in
individual skills and in collaborative working relationships (Nelson and Winter, 1982;
Szulanski, 1996).
Empirical evidence shows that firms privatized or acquired by foreign investors in
transition economies had superior performance compared to firms owned by domestic
investors. Foreign investors improved performance in transition countries. They injected
capital, provided access to foreign markets (Estrin et al., 2000; Megginson and Netter, 2001;
Pavlínek, 2002), transferred explicit technology (new plants, equipment, manufacturing
processes) (Blomström and Kokko, 1997; Djankov and Hoekman, 1999; Worrall et al.,
2003), and transferred tacit knowledge (management practices, strategy, corporate
governance) (Dyck, 1997; Claessens and Djankov, 1999; Djankov and Hoekman, 1999;
Barrell and Holland, 2000; Harvey et al., 2002; Pohl et al., 1997).
The existence of distorted incentives in centrally planned economies explains why
new human capital was important for the firm's restructuring and for its survival in the new
economic system, since some managerial behaviour that were valuable under central planning
(e.g., stability, risk aversion, bureaucratic conduct) were not valuable in a market system
(Nollen, 2002).
The way in which the transfer of resources and knowledge from a foreign investor to
its subsidiary in a transition economy takes place is not well known. In general, there are
three psychosocial mechanisms for the transfer of tacit knowledge from one person to
another: imitation, identification, and learning-by-doing (Polanyi, 1958 1967). Imitation
refers to apprenticeship or mentoring – by copying the behaviour or methods of someone
else.

Identification occurs by becoming familiar with others’ knowledge, accepting it
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unconsciously and changing behaviour accordingly; when workers learn through the
identification mechanism, they believe in what they have learned. Learning-by-doing refers
to practice and experience.
In transition economies, prior research about the transfer of knowledge in
organizations suggests that tacit knowledge was transferred from parent firms to subsidiaries
through social interactions and informal exchange processes (Bonache and Brewster, 2001;
Subramaniam and Venkatraman, 2001), especially through the use of expatriates (Teece,
1977; Inkpen, 1995; Kim, 2005). A few case studies conducted early in the transition that
focused on defensive restructuring noted that foreign owners transferred tacit knowledge to
the managers and workforces in their subsidiaries (Estrin et al., 1995; Johnson and Loveman,
1995; Estrin et al., 2000). Factors that have been shown to affect knowledge transfer include
a range of firm characteristics, the absorptive capacity of the subsidiary (Lane et al., 2001),
the entry mode of the foreign investor, and the foreign investor's objectives, local partner’s
involvement, and strategic importance of joint ventures to each partner (Tsang, 2002). The
evidence about the attributes of managers that affect the transfer and the performance of the
subsidiary is limited.
From these theoretical considerations and review of the available evidence, we expect
that an important way in which foreign investors influenced the performance of their
subsidiary in a transition country was through the transfer of resources and expatriate
managers who transferred tacit knowledge to local managers and the workforce. We expect
that local managers and workers learned tacit knowledge through imitation, identification,
and learning-by-doing. In particular, we believe that the transfer of knowledge to the local
management and employees is especially relevant for the successful transformation of the
privatized firm.
Proposition 1: Foreign investors transfer resources and knowledge to a privatized firm in a
transition country. The transfer of knowledge to the local management and employees occurs
through imitation, identification, and learning-by-doing. The transfer of resources and
knowledge is positively related to the restructuring and performance of the privatized firm.
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1.2 The role of collaboration between foreign and local company managers
Another gap in the literature is how the relationship between the foreign investor and
local managers affected the restructuring and performance of the subsidiary. Knowledge is
deeply embedded in the institutional context of origin and its transfer to a subsidiary in a
transition country may be difficult because it needs to be adapted to the unique environmental
and organizational context into which it is transferred (Teece, 1977). The focus on transfer of
firm-specific knowledge from parent company to subsidiary is well known, but more recent
approaches point out that that the transfer of knowledge is not a unidirectional movement
from parent to subsidiary, but rather that the parent company also accesses local knowledge
and thereby improves the whole firm’s knowledge (Cantwell, 1995; Almeida, 1996;
Kuemmerle, 1997 1999; Zanfei, 2000). According to Makino and Delios (1996) some kinds
of local knowledge cannot be internalized simply as a result of a multinational operating in
that market, but acquisition of that knowledge requires local firm experience through
partnership or alliances. The subsidiary’s performance should be improved by local managers
who understand the knowledge transferred from foreign managers, adapt it to the specific
environment where the subsidiary is located, and in turn transfer to foreign managers critical
information about the transition environment. An exchange of knowledge presupposes that
the foreign and local managers are each equipped to benefit from the other. Collaboration
can facilitate the foreign investor’s ability to compete as a “local” firm in the country and to
develop resources, capabilities and knowledge that can be deployed in other privatizing
markets (Doh, 2000). Collaboration constitutes a resource that allows access to information
about the partner and help the partners to achieve higher private synergy in the alliance. In
our case study we investigate the presence of the conditions for productive two-way
exchange and cooperative relationships between foreign and local company managers.
Proposition 2: Collaboration among the foreign and local privatized firm increases postprivatization competitive advantage and is positively related to the restructuring and
performance of the privatized firm.
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1.3 The role of local management in restructuring and performance
Most of the literature about transition countries shows that replacing incumbent
managers with new managers improved the performance of the firm. New managers were
more able to restructure companies because they were less embedded in the central planning
system and more receptive and competent with the new methods that were needed to adjust to
the radical change in the business environment (Claessens and Djankov, 1999; Warzynski,
2003; Fidrmuc and Fidrmuc, 2007).
Since it might be difficult to change the mentality and the behaviour of some
incumbent top managers who were trained in central planning, the replacement of these
managers might be an easier strategy. Empirical studies in transition countries that analyzed
the impact of local management on the firm's performance usually concluded that
management replacement was more important than management incentives (Groves et al.,
1995; Dyck, 1997; Claessens and Djankov, 1999; Fidrmuc and Fidrmuc, 2007), or that these
mechanisms were complementary and cannot be separated (Fidrmuc and Fidrmuc, 2006).
Whether the replacement of a manager is more effective than his retraining depends
on the personal characteristics of the manager, as the Upper Echelon Theory suggests.
By using the upper echelon theory, we predict that the local managers’ characteristics
do affect the restructuring of the firm, its transformation and long-term performance.
Studies about the role of management in restructuring companies in transition
economies, especially about the effects of managers’ observable and psychological
characteristics, are few in number (Robinson, 2004). Some case studies suggested that the
success of privatized firms was related to the active role of their managers and their radical
market-driven restructuring plan (Estrin, Brada, Gelb and Singh, 1995; Bauer, Streblov and
Nollen, 2005; Hofman, Spicar and Nollen, 2005); successful acquisitions in Slovenia were
supported by local management (Lahovnik, 2005). Frydman, Hessel and Rapaczynski (2000)
explained different effects of ownership on firm performance by focusing on behavioural
differences among different owners. They found that product restructuring from outsider
owners was more effective because these owners were more entrepreneurial and ready to
accept more risks than insiders.
Both the level of formal education and its type (business or technical) are a measure
of an individual's knowledge and skill base (Hambrick and Mason, 1984). Top management
teams with higher levels of education and with business degrees are expected to generate
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more creative solutions when they face complex problems (Goll et al., 2001). The education
of top managers has been positively associated to the firm's performance (Norburn and
Birley, 1988; Bates, 1990). We expect that successful top managers in transition firms will
have favourable measurable qualifications, such as their prior education and experience. We
also look for less easily measured features such as their ability and willingness to work with
foreign investors to adapt to changes in the market.
Proposition 3: The observable and psychological characteristics of local managers are
positively related to the restructuring and performance of the privatized firm.
The debate about the role of a leader's characteristics on firm performance is still
open. The conventional view is that leaders have a significant impact on the performance of
the organization they head (Day and Lord, 1988; Welbourne et al., 1998; Thomas, 1988;
McDonough, 1990; Kirkpatrick and Locke, 1991), although it has been criticized by a
contextualist view that stresses the role of situational limits and constraints (Lieberson and
O'Connor, 1972; Salancik and Pfeffer, 1977). According to the conventional view, effective
leaders are different from other people in certain personal traits that can influence firm
performance: motivation, ambition, energy, initiative, tenacity, integrity, self-confidence,
and cognitive ability (McDonough, 1990; Kirkpatrick and Locke, 1991; Welbourne et al.,
1998). For transition economies some of these traits were particularly relevant, since they
were missing or undervalued in central planning, especially motivation and initiative. Other
intangible traits that were relevant for managerial actions in transition economies included
change orientation and responsibility. These traits are not quantitatively measurable but can
be observed and documented by examples.
Proposition 4: The observable and psychological characteristics of the top manager are
positively related to the restructuring and performance of the privatized firm.
The degree of environmental turbulence or stability influences the informationprocessing requirements of a top management team and the complexity of managerial work
(Haleblian and Finkelstein, 1993). In turbulent environments more information should be
processed from the top management team and the nature of managerial work is more varied
and fragmented. Under these circumstances, a more balanced distribution of power within
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the top management team and a broader participation and information sharing, needed to
process complex decisions, enhances firm performance. Therefore we expect broad
participation and information sharing among the top management team to be in evidence in a
firm that is especially successful in the transition.
Proposition 5: In a transition country a more balanced distribution of power and a broader
participation and information sharing within the top management team is positively related
to the restructuring and performance of the privatized firm.

2. The company
The company that we studied is a glassmaker in the Czech Republic. In the central
planning era it was originally called Sklotas, subsequently renamed Glavunion, and known
abroad as VHJ Flat Glass. It was a division of the state concern Sklo Union.15 Glavunion was
relatively technologically advanced and amongst the most productive enterprises in Czech
industry. It produced flat glass by the Fourcault vertical drawing system beginning in 1919,
the first of its kind in Europe. It produced tempered safety glass for the automotive industry
as early as 1936. In 1966 the glassworks introduced a new sophisticated technology - glass
floating - on the basis of a license purchased from Pilkington.
Even with good basic technology, during the transition the company needed
modernization of some plants, the restructuring of its products and of the workforce, and the
acquisition of western management practices and knowledge. Glavunion was privatized very
early, in 1991, with a foreign investor, the Belgian Glaverbel Group, now AGC Group. The
history of Glavunion, its restructuring activities, and the corporate governance of the
company after privatization are described by Matesová (1999). The success of Glavunion,
renamed Glaverbel Czech a.s. in 1999 and AGC Flat Glass Czech a.s. in September 200716,
15

Sklo Union was the headquarters of the enterprise, employing circa 30,000 people. It had no production but
was a holding company under which in the 1970s industrial glass companies with different technologies were
incorporated the productive companies that belonged to Sklo Union were Sklotas (renamed Glavunion) with
float technology, Sklárny Kavalier (producing tubes and laboratory glass), Sklářské Stroje (for the production of
machines and bottles), OBAS (that included the glassworks in Lesní Bráni, Nové Sedlo, Ústí Nad Labem, Bub,
and Kyjov and that today are Union Lesní Brána a.s., Avirunion a.s., and Vetropack Moravia Glass a.s.). When
Sklo Union was privatized, many glass companies became its subsidiaries and slowly separated from the mother
company. In 1997 Sklo Union was succeeded by a financial holding company, Harvarský průmyslový holding.
16
The change of the name of the company derives from a policy of the Japanese owner, the Asahi Glass
Company, that wants to unite all AGC companies under a single brand and logo in order to provide them higher
recognition for its products across the world.
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can be seen by its growth in revenue, growth in productivity, and by indexes of its
performance over time, and by comparing them with the performance of the other glass
companies in the same industrial sector. The success of AGC Flat Glass Czech has been also
driven to some extent by the boom in the clients’ sector, as - for example - the company has
supplied to automotive sector. AGC Flat Glass Czech performed better than other firms in the
glass sector, as Table 2 and Graphs 1-6 show.
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Table 1: Financial results for Glavunion a.s., 1992-1998, and Glaverbel Czech a.s., 1999-2005 (now AGC Flat Glass Czech a.s.)
Item

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Total sales revenuea

4194

3967

4343

5303

5821

5035

5298

5864

7020

7969

7547

7469

8020

7946

Export sales revenue, %

54.21

56.28

62.96

64.69

65.71

64.94

67.04

68.00

71.54

69.50

69.31

68.50

73.28

72.21

Operating profita

118

-316

363

435

513

591

667

627

1387

1366

1650

694

866

592

Net profita

183

-342

170

135

86

121

156

301

930

1190

775

396

492

338

Debt ratio

0.55

0.69

0.51

0.54

0.61

0.58

0.57

0.57

0.61

0.54

0.48

0.45

0.46

0.56

Debt equity ratio

1.00

1.57

1.03

1.19

1.54

1.36

1.31

1.30

1.59

1.16

0.92

0.81

0.84

1.25

Employees

3354

3024

2786

2728

2515

1469

1449

1459

1324

1334

1242

1194

1198

1214

Labour productivitya

1.25

1.31

1.55

1.94

2.31

3.43

3.66

4.02

5.30

5.97

6.08

6.25

6.69

6.54

0.54

0.26

0.64

0.65

1.11

1.31

1.31

1.93

2.12

1.81

1.89

1.99

1.83

Value added per employeea

Note: a These values are expressed in CZK millions. Export intensity is export revenue divided by total revenue. Value added is the difference
between the price that the company pays for a product (production consumption and costs of goods sold) and the price the customer pays (sales
revenues). The number of employees is calculated as of 31 December. Labour productivity is sales revenues per employee.
Source: Various company annual reports.
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Table 2: Economic performance of Glavunion a.s./Glaverbel a.s., 1997-2002, compared to
the glass sector in the Czech Republic

ROE of Glavunion
(Glaverbel) (%)
ROE of the glass sector
(%)
ROS of Glavunion
(Glaverbel) (%)
ROS of the glass sector
(%)
Nett ROA of Glavunion
(Glaverbel) (%)
Nett ROA of the glass
sector (%)
Net profit margin of
Glavunion (Glaverbel)
(%)
Net profit margin of the
glass sector (%)

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2.91

3.62

6.85

19.06

20.06

11.79

0.82

6.63

8.49

10.05

10.79

11.74

12.59

10.70

19.76

17.15

21.86

9.95

8.86

10.55

13.50

12.91

1.19

1.55

2.97

7.75

8.52

5.78

0.14

0.35

3.04

5.03

5.48

5.17

2.41

2.94

5.14

13.25

14.93

10.26

0.19

0.50

4.14

6.04

7.16

7.03

Sources: Financial data for Glavunion/Glaverbel (now AGC Flat Glass Czech) are taken
from various annual reports of the company; financial data for the glass sector defined
according to the Czech industrial classification (NACE 26.1) are provided by the Czech
Statistical Office.
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Fig. 1-6: Economic performance of Glavunion a.s./Glaverbel a.s (now AGC Flat Glass Czech)
compared to the glass sector in the Czech Republic in the years 1997-2002
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A1 ROE (%); A2 ROS (%); A3 Nett ROA (%); A4 Net profit margin (%); B1 Equity-debt ratio; B2 Assets-Debt
ratio; B3 Corrected equity multiplier; B4 Equity turnover (capital turnover); C1 Total asset turnover; C2
Average receivables turnover; C3 Inventory turnover.
Source: Financial data of Glavunion a.s. / Glaverbel a.s. (now AGC Flat Glass Czech) are taken from various
Annual Reports of the company; financial data for the glass sector are provided by the Czech Statistical Office.
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3. Methodology
Statistical analysis of large databases can show the firm’s characteristics and other
factors that are associated with firm performance, such as ownership, privatization, size, and
managerial characteristics. The research questions we seek to answer in this study are better
addressed by a company case study methodology. A case study can analyze how a foreign
investor affected the performance of a subsidiary and can see interrelations between the
actions of domestic and foreign managers and the motivations behind their actions. When a
relationship is supported, a case study provides a good understanding of the dynamics and
motivations underlying the relationship (Eisenhardt, 1989). Our approach was to identify a
foreign-owned firm that performed especially well through the transition, and to search for
evidence to illustrate how the foreign influence was manifested and what the local managers’
actions and traits were. We cannot ascribe causation and we cannot generalize our findings;
rather, we seek to show examples of mechanisms that cannot otherwise be documented.
Much of the data used in this analysis come from the company in the form of personal
and telephone interviews in October 2004 and November 2005, and from company annual
reports. Other sources are various issues of the Czech business journal, Aspekt.

4. The role of foreign ownership on restructuring and performance of AGC Flat
Glass Czech
After privatization by acquisition by the Belgian Glaverbel group, now AGC Flat
Glass Europe and member of the Japanese AGC, Glavunion undertook typical defensive
restructuring activities: the labour force was reduced, loss making production was abandoned,
some plants were closed, and some non-core units were sold or were spun off. At the same
time the acquired company undertook other common restructuring activities: introduction of
new equipment, upgrading of technology, and diversification of products and markets within
the AGC Group sales network. A major early investment in 1994 amounted to more than
USD 100 million (Annual Report of Glavunion), and further capital injections followed in
succeeding years. These restructuring activities were undertaken by most of the companies
privatized by a foreign investor in the transition countries and are not remarkable except for
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the size of the new investment. However, the AGC Flat Glass Czech case illustrates how
influence from a foreign owner was brought to bear.

A cooperative acquisition
AGC Flat Glass Europe was the first western investor to acquire an enterprise in the
Czech Republic after the Velvet Revolution of November 1989. On 22 March 1991, only
three months after Glavunion’s transformation into a joint-stock company, an agreement was
signed with AGC Flat Glass Europe that bought a stake of 40% in Glavunion's capital. Early
privatization could bring some advantages assuming that the acquiring firm had competencies
to improve the performance of the acquired firm to overcome the new market risks it faced
(Lahovnik, 2005; Klonowski, 2005; Vissak, 2007). The acquisition of this minority share by
AGC Flat Glass Europe was considered a joint venture between the Belgian company and the
Czech company even though no new third company was created, and the term "joint venture"
is indicated in the annual reports of the company as well as in articles and interviews of the
managing director and chairman of the Czech company. The use of this term by the Czech
partner indicates the spirit of collaboration and joint work of the agreement; it was not seen to
be an acquisition from outside, but rather a choice for common work, sharing resources, and
exchanging knowledge.
In the following years, cooperation between Czech and foreign managers was fruitful,
and AGC Flat Glass Europe acquired gradually all the remaining shares of Glavunion
obtaining, in September 1996, 100% ownership of the Czech company. AGC Flat Glass
Europe's interest in Glavunion stemmed from the type of glass produced, float glass, whose
production was mostly automated, and the geographical location of the plants in the middle
of Europe. AGC Flat Glass Europe's technological knowledge about the type of glass
produced and its strong market share in the western world were ownership advantages that
enabled it to compete in the Central European market and at the same time to export part of
the production from the Czech Republic.
The managing director of Glavunion, Mr. Štěpán Popovič, did not want to find only a
foreign investor that would help the company to restructure Glavunion quickly. Rather he
wanted to find a foreign investor that would invest deeply and in the long term in the
company, developing its potential. Therefore he kept the company intact for privatization,
which was contrary to the usual practice, believing that its restructuring would be carried out
better directly with a foreign partner in order to link the restructuring to the interests and
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benefits of the Czech company and the foreign partner. Mr. Popovič wanted to find the right
foreign investor who could give financial assistance and an active approach in restructuring
that would help the Czech company and its workforce, including management, to develop
and grow in the new economic environment, as he stated in an interview for the Glaverbel
Group Newsletter.
We changed suddenly from the communist system in which the state told us what to produce and
who to supply, to the hard rules of market competition. Our manufacturing facilities and the
quality of our products enjoyed high recognition internationally, but we were faced with
enormous problems that threatened our very survival. How could we finance the huge investments
necessary to meet the increasingly strict requirements for quality of products and services? How
to penetrate foreign markets, western in particular? How to introduce management methods based
on western standards, and very rapidly?

How to make several generations of employees

understand these changes and develop a sense of responsibility? The only solution was to team
up with a western company. We had several offers from companies wishing to acquire a stake in
us, including the glassmakers Guardian, Saint-Gobain, and Pilkington.

Certain American

companies were really aggressive. They wanted to make money right away by shutting down
plants and making personnel redundant. It was a take it or leave it offer, but such an approach
couldn't work here.

Therefore, privatization was not a unidirectional choice in which the foreign investor
chose the local company in which to invest, but a common choice, where Mr. Štěpán Popovič
chose AGC Flat Glass Europe because it offered collaboration along with investment:
AGC Flat Glass Europe offered access to its marketing network for exporting our products, while
enabling us to reserve part of our output for our domestic market. AGC Flat Glass Europe
committed itself to real collaboration, in order to bring our marketing, management, accounting,
human resources, etc. up to western standards. The big challenge for us was to change from our
local organization to full membership of an international, west-European group.

As Tables 1 and 2 show, the performance of AGC Flat Glass Czech improved after
privatization with outstanding results in 2000 and in 2001. The crisis that affected glass
companies and all exporting companies to the United States after the terrorist attack in 2001
explains why performance levels of AGC Flat Glass Europe were lower after that year.

The restructuring of human capital
Because of distorted incentives in centrally planned economies, workers at the
beginning of the transition were characterized by lack of initiative, responsibility, motivation,
and work ethic. Workers were not used to taking responsibility and initiative because the
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economic system had hindered these behaviours, and instead rewarded workers who were
compliant with the rules and followed orders without objections. Political motivations were
more important than economic issues, and the economic aims were, on the other hand,
different from those in a capitalist market economy.
Management in central planning also had notable defining characteristics. Managers
had little discretion in their work, they had to respect orders from civil servants to meet the
production quota indicated in the economic plan, and to employ people. At the same time
they were not well regarded by subordinates who saw them as accomplices in sustaining the
repressive system. With the advent of a market system, enterprise managers had gaps in
knowledge and practice. Several functions were underdeveloped in central planning because
they were not necessary, including strategy, marketing, and human resource management.
The role of foreign trade organizations severely limited managers' experience of exporting
and of international business.

While managers were forced to meet the plan and give

emphasis to production, issues of cost and quality were neglected, a problem multiplied by
the lack of resources for investment in modern production technology (Soulsby, 1996).
AGC Flat Glass Europe recognized and faced very early the human capital
restructuring problem in Glavunion, a problem that every firm in transition had to face sooner
or later – for most firms it was very much later. Motivation, team spirit, empowerment, and
commitment of employees to the firm's objectives were among the company’s human capital
restructuring objectives already in 1993. To this end, the company organized training courses
in communication, goal setting, quality, and management skills. The company also gave
instruction in more technical fields including market economics, logistics, tax and finance
regulations, customs procedures, and information technology. The offerings were organized
cooperatively between Belgian and local Czech managers, without distinctions of hierarchy
or geography. Two examples illustrate the packaging of management education. One was a
sequence of seminars called "The Young Manager of Glaverbel Czech", and another was
"Self Leadership and Leading Managers". The aim of the training was to enable employees
to discover and develop their talents to fulfill their potential. It was a transfer of tacit
knowledge from the foreign owner achieved by both by learning by doing and by imitation of
expatriate managers.
During the restructuring of the labour force, AGC Flat Glass Czech introduced a
system of differentiated wages according to employee performance and the company’s
financial results. The Belgian owner modified the distorted incentives and habits of the
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workforce inherited from central planning.

All AGC Group employees were evaluated

regularly and the best employees were rewarded for their performance at a medals ceremony;
the highest-performing people were rewarded financially. In addition to the stated wage and
the usual fringe benefits, AGC Flat Glass Czech developed a variable wage system that was
highly progressive compared to local markets. These incentives helped to align company
goals with those of the employees through the identification mechanism.
One of the outcomes of successful human capital restructuring is labour productivity
improvement, shown in Graphs 7 and 8.
Fig. 7: Average number of employees and labour productivity in Glavunion a.s., 1993-1998
and Glaverbel Czech a.s., 1999-2005 (now AGC Flat Glass Czech a.s.)
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Source: Various company annual reports.
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Fig. 8: Capital/labour ratio and labour productivity in Glavunion a.s., 1993-1998 and
Glaverbel Czech a.s., 1999-2005 (now AGC Flat Glass Czech a.s.)
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productivity are expressed in million CZK
Source: Various company annual reports.
The increase of labour productivity in the first years after the arrival of AGC Flat
Glass Europe can be partly traced to the capital investment that the company made in 1994,
by the reduction in the workforce and by better usage of the capital. However, after 1997
labour productivity still increased while the capital-labour ratio stayed constant or decreased.
We expect that part of the increase in labour productivity was related to deep human capital
restructuring; when workers are more productive, the company needs fewer workers and
therefore the reduction in the workforce in the last years might also be connected with the
improvement in workers' productivity.
Like most foreign investors, the AGC Group transferred physical capital and hard
technology to improve the production of float glass and to modernize the plants in its Czech
subsidiary, and access to western markets surely also contributed to the firm's performance.
But in addition, AGC addressed the problem of human capital restructuring early, and solved
it via transfer of tacit knowledge. It occurred through training using the imitation and
learning-by-doing mechanisms, and through the identification mechanism in which managers
and workers were engaged cooperatively, engendering pride, work ethic, and commitment.
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5. The role of local management in restructuring and performance

Top management team
Most of the Czech top managers stayed in the company after privatization with the
foreign partner and were not replaced by new younger managers, contrary to what the theory
and most of the evidence about management in transition countries predicted as more
efficient. (AGC Flat Glass Czech offers a contrast to the case of the Polish engineering
company, “Premco” reported in Robinson, 2004). However, several Belgian top managers
were added to management and supervisory boards, including finance and human resources,
and formed a mixed top management team. The foreign managers helped the chairman of the
board of the directors and managing director, Mr. Štěpán Popovič, who was always present in
company management, and the other Czech managers in restructuring the Czech company.
They also helped the Czech managers to acquire those skills, tacit and explicit knowledge,
that were not developed in central planning, especially concerning finance, accounting,
marketing, and human resources management. The movement of Belgian managers to
Glavunion in key positions was important because it allowed Czech managers to learn tacit
knowledge by observation through their foreign colleagues.
The local Czech managers had high education levels and work experience. Their
education was a mix of technical and economics or business: Mr. Popovič studied at Liberec
engineering university and then did doctorate degree (CSc.) level economics at the University
of Economics in Prague.

The production director of the company studied at a Prague

engineering university, and the financial director studied economics at the University of
Economics in Prague with a specialization in foreign trade.

The sales director was

technically educated and specialized with a PhD in technical silicates.
Top managers, both those from AGC Flat Glass Europe and local managers, were
well represented in industry associations. Mr. Popovič was in 1990 one of the founders of the
Confederation of Industry of Czech Republic,17 and he was the president of the confederation
from 1992 to 2000. Other managers of AGC Flat Glass Czech participated in industry
associations. Their participation indicates leadership, respect, and experience.

17

The Confederation of Industry of Czech Republic (Svazu průmyslu a dopravy ČR) is a voluntary organization
uniting employers and entrepreneurs in the Czech Republic in the field of industry and transportation; it is
independent of the government, political parties, and trade unions.
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Mr. Popovič and his colleagues not only worked together in AGC Flat Glass Czech
since privatization, but also managed together other Czech companies including those
belonging to the AGC Group. They were part of the management committee for AGC Bor
Glassworks in Russia, using their experience in the Czech Republic with business in Russia.
Moreover, they were not in the same hierarchical position in the management of different
companies, even if Mr. Popovič had more experience as chairman of the board, being in this
position in five Czech companies (see Table 3). Working together in various Czech and
foreign firms and for a long time made them a stable and compact management team. The
fact that the AGC Group gave them positions in other Czech subsidiaries of the Group
reinforces the opinion of the strength of the team.
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Table 3: Number of Czech companies in which some top managers of AGC Flat Glass Czech a.s. hold positions in other company boards
Chairman
of the
Board of
Directors
5 (3g)

Member of Chairman Member of
the Board
of the
the
of
Supervisory Supervisory
Directors
Board
Board
2 (1g)

1

2 (1g)

Partner

2 (2g)

1

1

1

1 (1g)

1 (1g)

2 (2g)

2 (2g)

4 (1g)

4 (3g)

1 (1g)

4 (4g)

Managing
Director

Commissioned Position in AGC Flat Glass Czech a.s.
Owner

1

Managing director and chairman of the
board
Production director and member of the
board
Sales director and member of the board

1 (1g)

Financial Director and member of the
board

Note: g Between brackets is the number of companies that are part of the AGC Group or that are owned partly or fully by companies of the AGC
Group.
Source: Business register on line, Ministry of Justice on line.
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The literature suggests that replacing incumbent managers in the transition countries
goes with superior performance rather than retraining them or changing the incentive system,
but AGC Flat Glass Europe kept the incumbent Czech top management team. The reason for
this decision can be found in the cited characteristics of the managers. Their education,
technical and economic with acquaintance with foreign trade, and their leadership in the local
industry, enabled the AGC Group to transfer its knowledge to its subsidiary. The Czech
managers learned quickly how to work in a multinational company, and together with their
Belgian expatriates, they made good restructuring decisions early in the transition. At the
same time, the foreign management needed the cooperation of the local management in order
to understand and to change successfully the habits and distorted incentives inherited from
the central planning era.

Top manager
To understand the role of management in the successful privatization of Glavunion, it
is necessary to examine the methods of Štěpán Popovič, the managing director of the
company. He received the doctorate degree (CSc.18) at the University of Economics in
Prague, after his engineering studies. In 1978, when he was only 32 years old, he became the
youngest director of a factory in the Czech Republic, after his previous work experience in a
glassworks in Ústí nad Labem as a production engineer. In 1989 at the time of the Velvet
Revolution, he was the general director of Sklo Union. He prepared the privatization of
Glavunion, which he considered his biggest professional success, and chose AGC Flat Glass
Europe as a foreign partner, among the different foreign companies interested in Glavunion.
He tried to be always one step ahead: he understood the need to study economics in the
1980s before the change in the political and economic environment.

He was always

favourable to cooperating and working with Russia, even in the early 1990s when many
managers considered breaking off from the ex-Soviet Union the best strategy.
Mr. Popovič and the other Czech managers helped the Belgian group to understand
the problems of the transition. When AGC Flat Glass Europe decided to expand to Russia,
they contacted Mr. Popovič because of his experience with the Czech company in the
18

The CSc title, which means Candidate of Science, existed only during the Soviet era; it corresponds today to
the doctorate degree. Czech people that obtained this title keep it with their name and the title was not changed.
In 2005 he received from the University of Jan Evangelist Purkyně of Ústí nad Labem the honorary Doctor
Honoris Causa.
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economic transition and his language abilities – he speaks Russian fluently. The AGC Group
appointed him director of the AGC committee for Russia and as the managing director of the
AGC Group for Central and Eastern Europe.
Severe but fair with his colleagues and workers, as he described himself, his strong
points were diligence and industriousness. His colleagues defined him as an "ambitious,
stubborn, and conservative manager." As he stated in an interview to the Czech newspaper,
Mlada Fronta Dnes, in 2004:
To be successful every manager needs a good team of people. It is possible to buy whatever
technology, however it needs capable people to have a meaning. Really, I don't want to be
smarter than my financial director or production director or someone from the concern, otherwise
I would have to fire them. … The limit between trust in people and the need to control their work
means time. However it is necessary to risk. … A good manager should be loyal to the firm.
Then he should have reverence for people. I expect that from managers, workers do not perceive
only the working strength, but the sensation of being in their family and in their neighbourhood.

His colleagues and workers respected him and recognized his abilities; his strong
personality and ambition helped him to reach what he wanted, to become a glassmaker as he
dreamed as a child, to find a good foreign investor for Glavunion, to become the managing
director a multinational company, and to work again with Russia
In these years AGC managers transferred to him know-how and management skills
that Czech managers could hardly have before 1989; at the same time they recognized his
talent as a manager and his skills, they trusted him and gave him independence in the
management of the Czech company. Mr. Popovič had a very high understanding of the
problems of firms in transition, and of what should be changed for a successful transition to a
market economy and for acquiring a strong position in the international arena. The AGC
Group invested in his growth and development in these years.
Theory does not fully answer the question whether a firm can make a good manager
with training or if a good manager must have the innate talents. The AGC Flat Glass Czech
case illustrates that a good manager’s observable and psychological characteristics matter,
and that the foreign investor can help him to develop his talents and improve his skills. His
talent is evidenced from the fact that he was the youngest director of a factory during the
central planning era and that he could distinguish himself also in the new economic system.
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6. Conclusions
In this study we illustrate different aspects of a firm's restructuring and performance
in the transition economy of the Czech Republic: how a foreign owner contributes to the
performance of its subsidiary, the role of local management and the role of collaboration
between the foreign and local partner. We do so by examining events at AGC Flat Glass
Czech, a glassmaker in the Czech Republic (renamed from Glaverbel Czech as of September
2007 and formerly Glavunion) that was privatized by acquisition by the Belgian Glaverbel
Group (now AGC Flat Glass Europe). AGC Flat Glass Czech turned in a remarkable record
of superior performance throughout the transition years. We document actions both of the
foreign owners and the local managers during this period. Our purpose is to illustrate
mechanisms by which the difficult restructuring task was accomplished in a high-performing
firm.
The experiences of AGC Flat Glass Czech were standard among privatized transition
firms in some respects – it engaged in defensive restructuring such as elimination of
unproductive assets, work force reductions, technology upgrade, and new capital investment.
All of these were necessary. But the AGC Flat Glass Czech case departs from the usual in
other respects that permit insights into the way in which foreign influence and local managers
acted to accomplish restructuring.

Most notably, AGC Flat Glass Czech retained the

incumbent top management team rather than replacing them with new outside people,
attacked the problem of human capital restructuring immediately rather than waiting to
discover its importance years later, and adopted genuinely collaborative management
practices between foreign and local managers and between managers and workers.
The specific advantage that the Belgian Group brought to its investment in the local
Czech company was its management practices. Much of that advantage was tacit knowledge
that had to be transferred by the movement of its managers to the subsidiary, and this
knowledge had to be gained by local managers via imitation, identification, and learning-bydoing. In return, the foreign company needed to understand the local environmental and
institutional context, and this need provided the basis for the collaborative two-way approach
that was utilized.

This approach succeeded because the local top managers possessed

favourable objective and psychological traits.
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Foreign-owned firms frequently outperformed domestically owned firms in transition
economies, and in this case we show mechanisms by which AGC Flat Glass Czech’s foreign
owner contributed to the restructuring of the local company, supporting Proposition 1. The
distorted incentives of central planning were reversed early in the period by a comprehensive
series of training courses. They were not only the necessary technical training, such as
quality control, but also management and leadership training designed to instil traits such as
initiative and responsibility that were lacking in all firms under central planning. The latter
are partly tacit and learned by imitation as well as explicit instruction. In addition, concrete
practices such as incentive pay based on group and individual effort were instituted, designed
to improve the work ethic via the identification mechanism.

While we can’t ascribe

causation, we note that AGC Flat Glass Czech achieved labour productivity gains that are not
obviously explained either by added capital or layoffs of redundant staff. We believe that
these productivity gains can be explained by the transfer of knowledge to employees and
managers, as our case study shows.
The ways in which managers, especially local managers, contributed to the transition
of the firm, has not been documented heretofore. In the AGC Flat Glass Czech case, we
point out two features of management that give insight into their role. First, the management
of the foreign-owned AGC Flat Glass Czech company was fully collaborative between
foreign expatriates and local incumbent managers, who were retained. Each recognized
needs for the other, beginning with Mr. Popovič’s choice of AGC Group as its acquirer
before any restructuring was undertaken. Belgian managers took up positions in functions
where Czechs were inexperienced, and Czechs assisted in the management of other AGC
Group companies, such as in Russia. Knowledge exchange was two-way. Decision-making
was shared in teams so that more information was brought to bear in the turbulent business
environment. This supports our Proposition 2.
The collaborative approach could be taken because local managers were unusually
well qualified. They were highly educated with advanced degrees both in technical and
commercial fields.

They acquired industry-wide experience early by virtue of industry

association leadership and board representation in other companies. The chief executive, Mr.
Popovič, was especially talented and respected by both his employees and his fellow
managers. Other suitable traits of local managers are their high participation in the industry,
their ability to work together, responsibility, passion for the work, respect for the authority
and hierarchy and, at the same time, the feeling that the company is like a family.
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The AGC Flat Glass Czech case shows us some of the ways in which foreign
influence is exerted in a successful privatization via its management, above and beyond the
usual forces of capital, technology, and market access.

The case shows us that local

managers have a critical role to play in the transition and need not be replaced, if their traits
are suitable. This case study supports Proposition 3, 4 and 5. Observable and psychological
characteristics of the local and top managers are positively related to the restructuring and
performance of a privatized firm. Moreover, a more balanced distribution of power and a
broader participation and information sharing within the top management team is also
positively related to the restructuring and performance of a privatized firm.
The experience of AGC Flat Glass can be generalized. The personage of Štěpán
Popovič can be considered as an extraordinary person, but exactly his personal characteristics
make the AGC Flat Glass case generalizable, because it shows that the traits of local
managers matter. The industrial sector of the company and other variables do play a role. In
the last years the glass sector has been experiencing a slowdown at worldwide level and this
has affected the Czech company. Notwithstanding, the AGC Flat Glass Czech can be
considered as a successful privatization case in the Czech Republic.
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Appendix
In the comparison of the financial indexes of the companies in our sample with the
sectoral averages, we modified some indexes so that all company indexes that are
economically better than the sectoral average appear outside from the circle that shows the
sectoral average values in the spider-plot.
Profitability Indexes
A1 Return on equity, ROE (%)
A2 Return on sales, ROS (%)
A3 Net return on assets, ROA (%)
A4 Net profit margin (%)
Financial Leverage Indexes
B1 Equity-debt ratio = total equity / total liabilities
Instead of using the debt-equity ratio, we use an index that stresses the role of equity:
An index of 1 means that the operations of the company are financed by owners' equity. If the
equity-debt ratio is less than 1 it indicates that the firm relies more on debt financing than on
owners’ equity.
B2 Assets-debt ratio = total assets / total debts
Instead of using the debt ratio we use an index that stress the amount of assets
compared to total debt. An asset-debt ratio greater than 1 indicates that a company has more
assets in relation to debt, and an asset-debt ratio less than 1 indicates a company has more
debt relative to assets.
B3 Corrected equity multiplier = total equity / total assets
The higher this ratio, the less the company is relying on debt to finance its asset base.
B4 Equity turnover or capital turnover = total operating revenue / average shareholders’
equity
Capital turnover is used to calculate the rate of return on common equity, and is a
measure of how well a company uses its stockholders' equity to generate revenue. The higher
the ratio, the more efficiently a company is using its capital. This figure indicates whether the
company can continue to grow and expand without further investments. This ratio highlights
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how effectively working capital is being used in terms of the turnover it can help to generate.
Low capital turnover generally corresponds to high profit margins.

Activity Indexes
C1 Total asset turnover = total operating revenues / average total assets
This is a measure of how well assets are being used to produce revenue. A high asset
turnover ratio means a higher return on assets, which can compensate for a low profit margin.
C2 Average receivables turnover = total operating revenues / net outstanding average
accounts receivable
This number indicates how quickly customers are paying the company. The greater
the number of times receivables turn over during the year, the shorter the time between sales
and cash collection. If this number is low compared to the industry average, it may mean that
the company payment terms are too lenient or that the company is not doing a good enough
job on collections.
C3 Inventory turnover = total sales / inventory
A low turnover implies poor sales and excess inventory. A high ratio implies either
strong sales or ineffective buying. Companies selling perishable items have very high
turnover. High inventory levels are unhealthy because they represent an investment with a
rate of return of zero and may be troublesome in case of falling prices.
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